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Introduction

More than Mao’s Little Red Book; more than Marx’s Manifesto; Lao-Tzu’s Tao Te Ching - a short book of 

wisdom poetry, crafted more than 2,500 years ago - stands as perhaps the most revolutionary, transforming, 

and counter-cultural treatise ever written. If you spend a small portion of each day with it, letting it’s 

message gradually seep through your conditioned defenses, you will find your life profoundly changed and 

your perception of the present social order turned on its head. 

The Time is Tao is a record of my own continuing journey day by day with the Tao Te Ching. Each entry 

begins with a few lines from the Tao Te Ching in my own translation/interpretation, followed by a short 

piece of my own poetry and a paragraph of prose reflection. I don’t represent these entries as “wisdom,” 

but simply as honest reflections on the paradoxes and conundrums of my life, viewed from a Taoist 

perspective as they unfold day by day. They are brief, in keeping with Lao-Tzu’s classic warning, “Those 

who speak, do not know. Those who know, do not speak.” They are also repetitive because Lao-Tzu repeats 

certain fundamental themes throughout his book. These themes also repeat in my life, presenting 

themselves over and over, each time from a slightly different perspective. Each repetition spirals my 

understanding ever deeper into the Mystery of being alive.

As always, I do not speak as one who “knows.” I speak as one who wonders, wanders, and ponders the 

Mystery of life, which will always be unspeakable, but always available to the direct experience of anyone 

who pays attention.

I have gathered my reflections into 81 chapters, based on the 81 chapters of the Tao Te Ching. Some 

chapters may contain several poems and reflections, others only one or two depending on the way the text 

speaks to me on a given day. I take this journey through the Tao Te Ching continually through my life, 

starting over each time I reach chapter 81. My entries in this book do not correspond to a calendar, however 

I did begin this particular walk on the Winter Solstice, December 21, 2016. 

Whenever you read, however you read, the time is now.

I hope this approach might be of help to you as you walk your own path of Tao. Peace and joy to you on 

your wandering journey.

Bill Martin

Mount Shasta, CA



Chapter 1

The Tao that can be put in words is not the true eternal Tao.

If you were to use any other name,

it would still remain elusive.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 1

I’ve been using words for decades,

trying to walk the line between prattling on

and withdrawing into silence.

I tell myself I’m looking for

a place to stand that won’t be yanked away;

that somehow words, if I can get them right,

will stabilize and steady things.

But I can’t talk, or write, or think my way

into an understanding of the Tao.

Mountain Quail are feeding on the ground

outside my window, feathers puffed like down jackets

against the winter cold.

So I watch the Tao I cannot talk about,

going about its business without worry, fret, or bother.

We’re all searching for something steady and unchangeable, but the nature of the Tao is ever changing. If 

the elusiveness of our search becomes frustrating, it may help to ask: “What is it we are really looking for?” 

So often our desire to “find” an answer is actually seeking to gain control of life, to confine the Divine 

Mystery within the synapses of our brain. Just for today, let’s allow ourselves be comfortable with not 

knowing where the wave is taking us, simply feeling its motion and enjoying the ride. In this way, I think, 

we will be able to live the life that’s ours to live; and give the gift that’s ours to give.

—



Naming things separates them

from the Eternal Name from which they came.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 1

The trees on the nearby hillside

are letting their branches bend beneath

a weight of thick white snow.

In Summer my mind does its naming thing:

“That’s a Ponderosa Pine, that’s a Douglas Fir,

and over there’s a Juniper.”

Today, outside my window, 

they are simply “trees.”

A coat of snow unites the separate things

into a kind of unity that lets me rest awhile 

from naming everything I see.

I think that’s why the winter brings

an interval of hibernation, a rest it seems,

from the busy stressful effort

of keeping all things separate 

and in their proper place.

I’m going to hibernate more this winter; 

take more naps and read more gentle books 

that speak of hope and joy and lives lived fully. 

It seems that there is so much to do, to fix, to set right, and to confront. How can we possibly take a 

winter’s rest? I could be wrong, but I believe we all need a time of reflection, of sinking back into the 

Mystery of which we are a part. The fascinating and troubling future may very well be an amazing mixture 

of mysticism and practicality; a blend seldom practiced in our divided minds and our divided world. I’m 

going to rest awhile in the Unity of things and see what gestates.

—



Ordinary things and the mysterious Tao seem separate,

only because our mind has made the separation.

The unknown dark country of the Tao is entered 

through the gate of ordinary things.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 1

My mind looks for esoteric truths

in philosophy and dusty books,

and only finds ideas.

Then my mind looks around

and perceives a world of separate forms:

there’s this, and that, and that over there… 

a billion things that are not me.

My attention flits from one to another

and never sees the gossamer threads of light

that connects them to each other,

and to me.

If I look with patient willing eyes,

the little grey bird scratching in the melting snow

will be a gateway to the Tao.

It really is a matter of willingness. The gateways into the Mystery abound around me, but I need to see 

them with a mind that is willing to set aside the things it thinks it knows. It is as if I were of two minds. 

One mind, my ordinary conditioned mind, sees all the forms and assumes it has a solid understanding of the 

world as it is. The other mind, my Tao Mind, sees the forms but also sees the transparency of the forms - 

sees through them to the underlying quantum field; the eternal Mystery that is their true nature. 

—



Chapter 2

Life consists of birth and death.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 2

As winter settles into this mountainside,

and the little watering pond freezes solid,

I feel the primal fear of death

and know that someday the winter of my life will end

without a spring to follow.

Yet my Tao mind sees 

the snow and ice and dormant trees

as beautiful in their simple resting,

waiting for the spring which always comes.

And in this mind I know,

that just as birth leads always to a death,

so must a death lead always to a birth.

I want to set aside my winter fears and trust that spring will always come somehow, one way or another. So 

many things are threatening to end; things I have always counted on to keep me safe. I fear they will be 

replaced with awful things, but what if room is being made for something even more wondrous, 

compassionate, and fine; something that can only come when I am ready and willing to give it birth? This is 

the truth of the Tao. Endings always lead to beginnings. This is the wonder of Yin and Yang. Let the Yin of 

winter do its work. Light is already growing stronger.

—



Music consists of sound and silence

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 2

Descartes was wrong.

It’s not the thinking that makes me 

what I truly am.

The song that’s me is found

by listening to the silence

in between the thoughts.

Without the silence of the Tao

my thoughts would be mere useless noise.

(Know the feeling?)

Only thoughts born in the silence

can make their contribution

to the melody the Tao is playing

through the instrument called me.

I want to pay attention today to those spaces in between my thoughts. I want to practice letting those 

moments expand a bit, last a few seconds longer.  I want to look around without thinking about it for a bit. 

Someone tells me I may lose my mind. In fact, I may find it once again.

—



Journeys consist of leaving

and arriving.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 2

It’s hard to travel easily

upon the Path of Life,

while lugging all these memories along,

watching them replay in endless loops

while the scenery of the moment

is used as a projection screen,

showing edited versions of past events.

Living in the present moment

requires shutting off the projector,

and letting “now” create new memories

instead of twisted forms of old ones. 

Memory weaves an illusory 

insubstantial thing called “me.”

But I am really this,

then this,

then this,

always leaving, 

always arriving.

We naturally have a sense of “identity” that comes from the process of memory. It is a useful tool for a 

human life, but it is important to know that we are something more mysterious than this brain-spun web. 

Experience each moment as it really is rather than simply something spun of memories and fears. Let’s 

appreciate our memories, but not overemphasize their importance, or even their reality. If it’s painful, it will 

pass. If it’s full of joy, it will pass. Don’t miss it while lost in thoughts.

—



The wise person doesn’t interfere 

with the natural flow of things;

feels no need to instruct or persuade,

so acts and works in silence.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 2

I’m filled with agitation when I see

how screwed up the world has come to be.

I long to figure out a way to “fix” it;

make it somehow come to see 

the error of its ways.

What hubris I have within me,

to think that I can make the water

flow uphill and have it start again

upon its journey to the sea.

I want my words to come from silence;

from that place where work and life

are built on truly solid ground.

I’m not that wise. I’m feeling my way along and stumbling often. This coming year I’m seeking more and 

more to find the silence within me. It’s there. I’ve felt it and know that it is where I truly want to live. 

Without that silence, the events of the coming year will knock the ground out from under me and I won’t be 

able to contribute my own energy to the healing and community we are all seeking. There are far too many 

voices filling the world with persuasive arguments, rants, and cants. We all have important work to do. Can 

we do it in silence?

—



Everything that comes to the sage’s life 

is accepted and used for benefit.

Nothing is rejected. 

Nothing is assumed to last.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 2

So much has happened in the past few months,

Most of it disturbs me and dismays me.

I can’t imagine it being beneficial -

only harmful, dangerous, and destructive.

Yet the verse says, “… used for benefit…”

That’s a different thing I suppose.

If I am honest, I can see the possibilities:

We may at last dream something new,

and set about to make it true

in our lives and communities.

Ignorance in leadership may call forth 

wisdom in the people.

Indifference in government may call forth

compassion in the people.

Bigotry in high places may call forth

acceptance in the people.

Acceptance is a central theme in Lao-Tzu’s writing. It is not a passive and resigned acceptance, but a clear-

eyed willingness to work with the raw materials that are given and, by willingness, wisdom, and creative 

energy, fashion something that is beneficial for all. Many people are beginning to wake up and assume 

responsibility for the future - their own future, the future of society and the future of the planet. We can’t 

control what flows in, but we can affect what flows out from our hearts. 

—



Nothing is taken personally.

So life is never lived in vain.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 2

I take it all so personally

because I take my self so personally;

as if I have to do it right

in every moment.

It’s all about me, you know.

“Vain” is from the Latin “vanus"

meaning “empty, without substance.”

“Personal” is from the Latin “persona”

 meaning “the mask an actor wears.”

So perhaps my so-called personal drama

is the vainest thing of all.

It may be helpful to de-dramatize my life a bit. I am part of all that is. All of my mistakes and secret shames 

are woven into the Whole in ways I’ll never understand. Maybe the ubiquitous question, “How is this going 

to affect me?” is not the most important question. Taking life with integrity and reverence is important, but 

taking it personally might be a mistake. Maybe my drama and the persona mask I wear is keeping me from 

the heart and soul of life itself.

—



Chapter 3

If you don’t strive to be noticed, no one will compete with you.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 3

“It’s a dog-eat-dog world,” they say.

“If you’re not the lead dog, 

the view is always the same,” they say.

“We’re number one!” they say.

And they have ruled the day

for so long that we believe them.

To question competition is to question 

the fabric of our social order.

Who will I be if you don’t notice me?

A loser?

Or simply alive and in awe

at the wonder of it all?

I went to an “author’s event” one afternoon, not so long ago. There were five of us on a “panel of experts.” 

I sat there with a sinking feeling in my stomach and longed to dig a tunnel under the table and crawl away 

to anonymity. Yet, here I am, writing to readers from around the world. The only way I can keep my sanity 

is by simply doing what I do. I like words. I love the wonder of the Cosmos and the mystery of the Tao. I’ll 

keep on with my work of writing, but how I do this work is important. I’d like to work from a spirit of 

anonymity, no matter how public my life might sometimes appear.

—



If you don’t have a house full of treasures, 

no one will steal from you.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 3

To know the meaning of “just enough” 

is, I think, the secret lost treasure that was stolen,

lifted from our hearts by the pirates of commerce,

who left in its place the seed of perpetual desire;

a desire that drives us through our days

and disturbs our sleep at night.

There is a freedom and beauty in simplicity,

in having just enough;

that an abundance of possessions can never provide, 

no matter how high they pile themselves.

I’d like to recommend a wonderful book by Azby Brown, titled Just Enough - Lessons in Living Green 

from Traditional Japan. It is about life and culture in the Edo period of Japan’s history (1603-1868). The 

title is derived from the inscription on a stone in the Ryoanji Temple in Kyoto - “I know what just enough 

is.” For more than two hundred and fifty years Japan was a closed society, an island nation whose 

population knew that the resources of the nation were essentially a closed system. Therefore they developed 

an ethic of conservation, gratitude for natural resources, and an appreciation of simplicity unique in the 

history of nations. Such an ethic, I believe, will be essential to us in the coming days.

—



Discipline yourself by quieting your worries

and concentrating on those things that truly satisfy.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 3

Lots to worry about, you say?

Don’t I know it!

What if “they” do “this?”

What if “that” happens?

I could go on and on,

and often do.

My mother trained me well 

in the subtle art of worry.

Storms, illness, and accidents

were constantly lurking in the dark corners.

Bless her heart, she was only living out the stories

taught to her by countless generations.

Yet all my anxious thoughts

serve only to blind me

to the constant flow of simple satisfactions

I somehow never see.

My mind is an exercise arena, the place where mental muscles are built and the overall health of my body is 

sustained. I have always exercised my body, even disciplined it to run marathons when I was younger. I still 

enjoy the benefits of a body that remembers the joy of running for miles through the desert wildflower 

springs. (Now it’s meandering walks alongside mountain streams - just as joyous, really.) But my mind, 

though fluent in words and phrases, has been an undisciplined mess in the vital area of true satisfaction. My 

current practice is to gently retrain my thoughts from flabby worries to appreciating with robust joy the 

wonder of simply being alive.

—



Weaken your ambition and strengthen your enjoyment 

of the simple things that matter. 

If you do this, you will not be vulnerable 

to the whims and wiles of clever scoundrels

who rob you of your peace.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 3

We are all afraid of ruthless people.

We have been burned by the avarice of others

whose schemes caught us unawares.

Lies and stories to manipulate

our conscious and unconscious wants and fears,

have led us into worlds of trouble.

We are angry and afraid 

that “they” will take from us

the things we value most.

But fear and blaming never helps,

and joy resides in seeking things no one can steal,

and pleasures no one can sell us.

I have always enjoyed the phrase from the song, Me and Bobby McGee - “Freedom’s just another word for 

nothing left to lose.” Of course we can, and will, lose loved ones, health, and life - this is a given. But the 

freedom we can enjoy in ordinary simple things, things that cost little or nothing and can easily be replaced 

and found again; this freedom can be our companion all the days of our life. And rather than let the loss of 

loved ones, health, and life be a terrible tragedy, can it too be released and not held hostage by the fear?

—



Chapter 4

The emptiness of the Tao contains every possibility

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 4

(This poem was written for an earlier book, but I include it here today because it says exactly what I feel)

Filled with chatter,

my mind cannot create.

Filled with junk,

my belly cannot digest.

Filled with tension,

my shoulders cannot move freely.

Filled with fear,

my heart cannot love.

Only the emptiness I so avoid,

can bring me what I truly want.

I am trying to begin my days with emptiness rather than plans, hopes, fears, and the cacophony of chatter 

that fills my mind. A meditative Qigong session helps. I also am using simple prayers from the traditions of 

indigenous peoples that help connect me to the nurture of earth, sky, plants, and life as the Tao is 

manifesting it all around me. I also use a simple prayer for forgiveness for the mindlessness and lack of 

harmony in which I, and all humans, have lived for so long. Without punishment or self-recrimination, I 

seek a restoration to a compassionate and beautiful way of living in the Tao. So I empty and look to the day 

to fill me with an awareness of beauty, courage, and compassion.

—



The Tao is the reality beneath all names of God.  

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 4

I used to be a clergyman. 

I stood in a pulpit and spoke of “God”

and everyone, including me,

pretended we all knew 

what in the world we meant.

Names are helpful, I suppose.

When I say, “Nancy,” the name 

speaks of love and warmth 

for my dear spouse.

Many names can communicate

acknowledgement, value, and respect.

But names for God are futile.

The Tao prefers to remain unnamed,

never “there,” 

while we are “here.”

Never separate from us.

Anthropomorphizing is always dangerous. Projecting human emotions, characteristics, and desires onto the 

Divine Mystery leads to tiny little gods, incapable of satisfying the longing we all have for belonging and 

subject to being used for our own selfish aims. As Lao-Tzu said in Chapter 1, even using the word, “Tao,” 

is to lessen the reality of the True, Eternal Way. I do speak metaphor in my prayers: - Mother Earth, Father 

Sky, Spirit of Life, etc. - but I try to remain aware that I am just using my imagination to direct my spirit to 

things unknown. The Tao doesn’t care about my names or words. Whatever helps me connect is good, but 

must be used carefully. 

—



Chapter 5

The workings of the Tao do not favor one thing over another.

All things are given life, and breath, and a place beneath the sun.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 5

I favor certain things

while the Tao smiles upon them all. 

I favor Bristlecone Pines over thistles.

I favor Eagles over Buzzards.

I favor Mountain Quail over Stellar’s Jays

Yet Finches flourish among thistles.

Buzzards (Eagles too!) recycle carrion.

And if I sit and truly watch a Stellar’s Jay,

the lovely shades of blue reveal themselves.

I favor certain things

while the Tao smiles upon them all.

Of course we have our preferences. Pretending otherwise is disingenuous. Yet every being in existence, on 

two legs, four legs, crawling on the ground, swimming in the sea, or flying through the air occupies a 

special niche, a place in the grand unfolding of the Cosmos according to what we call “the Tao.”  I can’t 

completely lose my preferences, but I can notice that they are, indeed, conditioned by my mind, and hold 

them lightly.

—



The Master sees every person, good or bad,

as belonging to the Tao

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 5

The worst of people still belong, somehow, 

to this all-inclusive Tao.

But they frighten me

and I would exclude them,

and keep them far away.

Thing is, these things I call the good and bad 

are all inside of me.

I sometimes think some awful thoughts,

and fantasize some violent acts.

I know my secret shames.

Nothing in me can be excluded

from this all pervasive Tao.

I have no knowledge of the path

another person may have walked

along the wilderness of their life,

so exclusion is not an option,

no matter how attractive it may seem.

As this year unfolds along an uncomfortable and uncertain path, it is easy for me to place some people in 

the category of “bad - dangerous, ignorant, arrogant, greedy, and insane.” Yet who’s to say what trail is 

being blazed through the wilderness? Who knows what sleeping power is being awakened within us by 

people and events? Who knows what the Tao is doing, really? Who knows the good that comes from what 

we call bad, or the bad that comes from what we call good?

—



The Tao is never tired,

it is always new and fresh.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 5

I am sometimes weary in my bones

and burned-out in my spirit.

I need to rest and refresh myself,

and gather hope and courage

from whatever source I find

that can hearten me, inspire me, 

and stir me up again.

Even as I lay by the fire,

turning the pages of a book

(right now the only activity I can muster,)

I can sense the eternal fire,

heat, and energy of the Cosmos

that has come together in this moment…

… as me … continuing to flow

and go about its mysterious work,

tirelessly.

The winter weather this past few days has been wild and wooly. My muscles are aching in unaccustomed 

places from clearing driveway and sidewalks. My fingers almost froze today as the temperature dropped 

into the negative numbers. These things tire me out and, as I rest beside the wood stove in the evenings, I 

hear a voice that tells me that I have gotten old and that my useful days were wasted in my misspent youth. 

Yet, even at these times there is a part of me who feels the ever present energy flowing in and through me. 

The expression of that energy may be more sedate now, but it is the same energy that never tires, never 

ceases in its eternal dance.

—



Chapter 6

Everything that is, has been, or will be; 

emerges from, is contained in, 

and returns to the Tao.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 6

I sometimes have the  feeling 

that I am a skin-enclosed thing,

adrift on a endless ocean, 

having a limited store of necessary supplies,

and above all… all alone.

It’s easy to understand the feeling.

Something that sometime, somehow,

managed to be labeled, “I,”

looks out with eyes upon all else

as separate.

But another feeling also comes,

more and more often I’m glad to say,

that feels the snow upon my nose as part of me,

and I shovel myself about the yard

with wild unfettered glee.

I wonder why this separate feeling is so common? It is, they say, part of “being human.” I’m beginning to 

doubt that old truism. I wonder if we have forgotten, or perhaps not yet learned, what “being human” really 

is. There is, of course, a certain benefit in this sense of separation. It gives us an individuality that 

contributes uniquely to the whole, I think. But it is only one aspect of being human. Another aspect is being 

a part of the Whole Thing - not alone, not separate, not limited to skin, or thoughts, or years, but a dancer in 

an infinite, eternal, wonderful dance.

—



The Spirit of the Tao is the Mother of all that is.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 6

The patriarchal desert religions tell

that a Father God created all,

made and built and formed it.

In the Taoist mind 

there is a different story.

The Cosmos was not made and formed

by some external craftsman.

It was born of Mother Tao.

What we see and what we are

and all that we will be,

was grown from deep inside.

It is growing yet today.

The Feminine Principle (Yin) is considered the “Mother” of creation. The term, “Mother,” implies bringing 

into existence by birthing rather than by making or fashioning. It also implies that we are never separate 

from the Tao which contains both Yin and Yang. When we see ourselves as being "created" it is easy to 

imagine that we are something separate, something made and set in motion by Someone apart from us. In 

"birthing" we instead emerge from within, from the very nature of the Tao and we remain the same "stuff" 

as the Tao.

—



We don’t need to search for her. 

No effort is needed to find her. 

She is always with us.

She is us. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 6

A self-described “searcher,” 

I’ve wandered along several separate paths,

or at least they seemed separate at the time.

Now I look back and see but One Path,

meandering to be sure, but just One Path.

It is a path that can be followed

consciously and mindfully,

or it can be ignored completely.

It’s still One Path

from which we only think we stray.

We can no more be lost

than a child can be lost

while his Mother holds his hand.

Searching, people say, leads to finding. But sometimes the searching process becomes so convoluted that it 

simply leads to more searching, never to finding. The conditioned mind is programmed for the search and 

doesn’t know how to process finding. It just files the information away and turns its attention back to the 

search. It is the classic conundrum of the fish swimming through the ocean in a dedicated search for this 

thing called, “water.” What does it take to convince me that I have already found that for which I was 

searching? As I sit here this stormy morning, looking out at a mixture of rain and snow, I am aware that I 

have never been without the Object of my search. 

—



The Tao needs no prayers 

before it acts on our behalf.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 6

The cold glacier water gushing from the earth

in the little city park in town

does not need my prayer

before it gives me drink.

A whisper of gratitude, however,

seems appropriate. 

Everything I need is offered,

without my asking for it.

Only I am often busy worrying

and neglect to see it, partake of it,

and celebrate it.

“Thank you” might be

the prayer that helps me see

the wonder of my life.

It’s not that I don’t pray. I’ve been praying more and more lately, in my own way, looking to align myself 

with the flow and strength that is inherent in the Cosmos and available to me in every moment. I have no 

thought of bending this flow to my own will, but only of aligning myself with its power and energy. “Thank 

you,” seems to keep presenting itself as the most helpful phrase of connection. Thank you for reading. 

Thank you for listening. Thank you for being part of this dance together. Thank you.

—



Chapter 7

The Tao does not die,

because it was never born.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 7

At my age, on certain winter days,

death seems starkly evident

and it takes some effort 

to turn my mind to thoughts of living.

At the moment, I am alive

and will be alive until I die.

There is, however, a part of me

that has never been born

and will never die.

Small comfort to my human mind,

but to my Tao Mind a simple truth.

When the human mind lays down its burden,

that other Mind will still be there.

Don’t ask me how there is no birth nor death. I haven’t the faintest idea what such slippery concepts 

represent. I only know that there is “Something More” to this wild ride than the brief flicker of the ego 

consciousness I call “me.” Albert Einstein postulated that time and space are relative terms. The Cosmos is 

vast and mysterious beyond all imagining and cannot be contained within my little mind. However I am 

contained within the Cosmos - and not by accident. When the Cosmos “Banged” itself into existence the 

seeds of me, and you, were already there. What those seeds have gone through and will ultimately produce 

is a mysterious and enthralling story.

—



The Tao has no needs for itself

so it is available to all.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 7

I am so grateful that the Tao needs nothing.

Otherwise I would be forever glancing around,

wondering if I were pleasing,

or displeasing this Mystery.

What if I should fail to meet some hidden need it has?

What if the Tao should tire of me,

or perhaps find me annoying?

I would hesitate to use its energy,

thinking perhaps I was not worthy.

How wonderful to know that,

like the spring water from the mountainside,

it is always there for all to drink.

Lao-Tzu often emphasizes the point that the Tao is always available without strings. There is no, “will of 

the Tao” to which we must somehow conform. It does not punish me if I spend years wandering far from its 

principles and qualities. It simply flows on in its eternal mystery. The moment I turn my attention back, it is 

there in all its wonder, offering me energy and grace. If I take the risk of personifying it just a bit, I would 

tell it, “I’m sorry I’ve been gone so long.” and it would smile and say, “You’ve not been gone at all.”

—



Like the Tao, we do not need our desires fulfilled, 

therefore we are available to all of life.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 7

I’ve tried at times, to be without desires,

thinking this was wise and perhaps holy.

Then, of course, I desired

to be without desires,

and tied myself in knots

until laughter at my silly self

loosened the whole thing up.

Now I watch desires come and go,

bubbling up from my conditioned mind,

and returning to the same mind. 

No problem.

To be alive is to desire. To be happy and content is to hold these desires loosely. I neither seek to fulfill my 

desires nor to push them away in denial. Too many years of my life have been spent pursuing the most 

ephemeral of desires, mostly rooted in my ego’s needs for comfort, pleasure, and approval. No blame here, 

just an awareness of the impossibility of both satisfying such desires and finding a purposeful joy in living. 

I used to seek happiness by satisfying my desires. Now I find my authentic desires satisfied by being 

available to the Mystery of Life in all its myriad forms.

—



We do not need to cling in order to be safe.

Because we do not cling, we always remain content.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 7

Of all things it can be said,

“this too will pass.”

The most solid things of earth and stone

are only passing through

and will return to the Tao in time. 

My loves and fears,

my joys and tears

are brief wavelets

on the Eternal River.

I can’t hold the waves in my hands.

Why try?

Why not let them wash through

and leave behind their perfect gift

of a richer, wiser, more grateful me?

Clinging is a habit born of fear. We somehow believe that holding tight to things will keep us safe and in 

control of our environment. The idea that everything is in flux, is an eternal Flow, is disconcerting to say 

the least. I would like some things to be stable and secure in such a way that I can count on them being 

there tomorrow, the next day, and on into the future. I want to depend upon them. But true delight comes 

from being part of the river because this river is eternal. It is in the Flow Itself that my contentment and my 

safety lie.

—



Chapter 8

Tao is the watercourse way.

It opposes nothing, 

yet flows through everything.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 8

Opposition is in the air these days.

If I were to visit the internet

I would quickly find a dozen things

to take a stand against.

I’m “for” universal health care,

so I am “against” those who are “against” it.

My “for” turns quickly into opposition

and the structure stays firmly

locked in place,

held immobile by opposing forces.

The Tao does not oppose the things

that seem to block its flow.

It ignores them, flows around and under them, 

or rains its water on the other side of them.

Nothing can stop it in its journey.

The paradigm that has guided our country and our society for centuries has become dysfunctional and is in 

its death throes. It is a dangerous time and great care must be taken as we begin to create a new vision and 

dream a new dream. It is time to live from a totally new paradigm and let new communities, structures, 

systems, and economies emerge from that living. I’m not interested in arguing with those who are 

pretending that the Titanic isn’t sinking. There is no time to be wasted in opposition. It is time to flow with 

the Tao and build a new vessel that will embody a deeper, broader, and higher way of life.

—



In flowing with the Tao

we live in simple humble homes.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 8

I used to walk by estate-type houses

and imagine the joys of living there.

There’d be space for every whim,

and a room for every indulgence.

A kitchen full of cooking tools.

A workshop full of carving tools.

A garage for all the other tools,

not to mention a car or two.

And storage! Storage everywhere

so I could keep the things

seen only every year or so,

but still, I’d know that they were there.

How happy one would be

if there were room for everything.

For a majority of people in our society, a house has become a financial investment, the dominant factor in 

determining how one’s working life will be spent. One becomes a work horse, “saddled with a mortgage,” 

as the saying goes. The true purpose of a house is to give us shelter and provide us a commune; a place of 

intimate communication, mutual support, and the warmth of relationships. And it is not really the house that 

provides these things. They are actually a product of the time we are willing and able to invest in them. 

These qualities cost nothing and require very little space. In fact, the larger the space, the harder it is to 

create the warmth and connection necessary. Often the mortgage and other expenses of the house are so 

great that we must sacrifice the very commune for which the house is intended.

—



Walking in the Tao,

we keep our thoughts upon the moment.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 8

Of all life’s questions,

only two are important.

The correct answers to these two

are sufficient for a well-lived,

full, and happy span of days.

Question one: “Where are you?”

Question two: “What time is it?”

Answer one: “Here.”

Answer two: “Now.”

You’ve probably heard these questions posed before. The answers have a nice ring to them and we easily 

smile and nod, agreeing that there is some sort of truth behind them, then go about our business of living in 

the past and future, compulsively sorting through memories and fears, trying to arrange these ephemeral 

illusions into some sort of order and permanence. In the meantime, our real life in all of its richness goes 

unnoticed. Where are you? What time is it?

—



Walking in the Tao,

we speak to all with clarity and kindness.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 8

Our sound-bite culture

where tweets and counter-tweets abound,

feels mean to me.

Sarcasm and put-downs bounce around

and words are twisted into a game

of win or lose.

Clarity is not the aim.

Truth and lie become the same

and words are weapons 

in a battle for the mind,

perhaps the soul, of humankind.

The temptation to respond to the meanness of our culture and its leadership with biting anger of our own is 

understandable. But adding one more diatribe to the fulminating tenor of our world is counter to the 

movement of the Tao. Even if attempts at kindness and clarity are rebuffed and spurned, they linger in the 

air in a cleansing and purifying manner. We do not have to pretend that meanness and bigotry are 

acceptable. We only have to keep ourselves to clarity and kindness. Clarity can be sharp like a sword, but 

never mean, never shabby or malicious.

—



Walking the Tao,

we work at tasks that satisfy us

and take action only when the time is right.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 8

I’ve seldom held a job for long.

Four years as an engineer, decades ago

was about my record.

Most of my life has been made up

as I went along.

I’m still making it up as I go.

I try to do good work

and be of benefit.

I try to enjoy my days

and do what arises.

Striving to “make a living”

seems strange to me.

Isn’t life a gift?

Do I have to “make it” something?

Isn’t it enough to “live it?”

The concept of a “job” is a bill of goods sold to us at the outset of the Industrial Revolution. We ceased 

being part of a community and became an “income producing unit.” Jobs became ways of earning money 

so we could spend the money on an ever increasing array of trinkets;  trinkets we could enjoy on those rare 

moments when we weren’t at the job. I hear already an internal voice saying, “Be real, Bill. Jobs are 

necessary. People need to earn a living.” Really? How’s that been working out for us? Leaders talk about 

“creating jobs.” What a crock! We don’t need jobs. We need to quit our jobs and start doing the massive 

amount of work that has been left undone while we were distracted earning money.

—



Chapter 9

If we hold on to thoughts, judgments, and opinions, 

our minds will be cluttered and useless.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 9

Oh, the clutter!

Creative thought? No room!

Innovative action? No chance!

New way of living? Get real!

A glass full of sand

cannot hold the clear, cold, offering

of the mountain spring. 

We die of thirst

thinking that the sand

is water.

In the turmoil of these times we tend to fill our minds with all the stories that make us afraid, all the 

opinions we believe are right, and all the sound bites and memes that confirm our take on things. Where is 

the room for something entirely new? Good news: Something new is being birthed. It has been gestating 

for a long time and perhaps the labor pains have just begun. I am convinced that a FaceBook society and a 

Twitter world cannot be the midwife to a new expression of the Tao. Do I really need to see the repost of 

the latest idiocy? Why? Why clutter my mind and heart when there is so much work to be done - planting, 

nurturing, tending, and perhaps even beginning to harvest the fruit of a New Society being born in the 

shadow of the old?

—



If we hold on to possessions,

our minds will contract in fear of loss. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 9

Houses are not homes but merely

storage sheds for stuff.

Scary stuff that sits and suggests

that thieves or fires or repo men

might come and take it all away.

Then where would we be?

Free at last! Free at last!

Thank God Almighty,

We’re free at last!

In many native cultures a person who has much is considered to have “left the path of beauty.” 

Accumulation is thought to be a sickness of the mind that cuts a person off from the community, leaving 

that person isolated, alone, and afraid. The most venerated members of the community are those whose 

possessions are in a constant state of flow - in for a moment - then out to serve the needs of others. Our 

huge houses and storage sheds are chains wound tightly around our chests making it impossible to breathe, 

expand, and live from the region of our heart. That wise Taoist Master, Jesus, said it well, “If you want true 

happiness, sell all you have or give it away, and walk along the path that I am walking.”

—



If we hold on to the opinions of others, 

our minds will be confused and exhausted. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 9

Wandering through the shelves 

of a bookstore long ago, 

I noticed a title that remains in my mind.

I didn’t read the book,

the title was enough

to cause a shift inside.

“What You Think of Me 

Is None of My Business.”

We are social creatures and our conditioned mind is unavoidably formed by the input and feedback we 

receive from others. We learn the conventions and norms of our culture and this helps the relationships 

within our society remain somewhat dependable. However, this “conditioned mind” does not stop with 

helpful social etiquette. Its radar remains in continuous scan mode and tries to relate every little signal it 

receives to itself. Our natural ability to be guided by an internal sense of self becomes displaced by a 

myriad of external references. We become like, “stray dogs at a whistler’s convention,” never at rest, 

always at the mercy of others. We can trust ourselves to be the compassionate and kind beings we truly are 

inside and let the opinions of others remain their own.

—



Chapter 10

There is only One Life that enlivens 

and unifies the Cosmos. 

Knowing we are part of this Life reveals the world, 

and ourselves, as perfect. 

Living in this One Life we find

our true and primal nature.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 10

Primal things can frighten me,

seeming wild and uncontrollable,

menacing and dangerous.

Yet “primal” means basic,

fundamental and essential.

The “human nature” we think is ours,

is often nothing more than learned behavior;

more vicious and treacherous 

than any primal urges we have buried.

My meditation practice has shifted in the past few months. I still use Qigong forms for a period of time 

each day, but my time of meditation now includes drumming. I drum and listen to drumming drawn from 

several different traditions but all in the same rhythmic 6 -7 beats per second that corresponds to the theta, 

or meditative, brain wave frequency. I primarily listen to Taiko drumming from the Japanese tradition and 

simple rhythmic drumming from the Native American tradition. I sit, I move, I drum, I dance, I become 

aware of different mental states and “realities,” and, in general, I become quite primal. -In touching that 

primal nature I touch into the One Life. It’s a trip!

—



We become supple, accepting, compassionate, 

and undisturbed by the way things seem to come and go.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 10

Accepting, I have discovered,

is not a rigid process.

No gritting of the teeth.

No stiffening of the backbone

or of the upper lip.

No grinning while bearing it.

It is a flowing supple dance.

Like the pine tree

that chooses neither rain, nor sun,

nor snow, nor blowing gale

yet takes them all into itself

and grows into the sky.

Perhaps my most intense practice in acceptance this season is with the heavy snowfall we have been 

experiencing. I am safe, warm, and comfortable. I have a snow blower, a sturdy all-wheel-drive car, and a 

community that is experienced in coping with winter. Yet I read the weather forecasts with a tense mind and 

tight body, hoping for… well, I don’t know what I’m hoping for because when I allow myself to relax I 

experience all of winter as delightful. I love to watch the Pine and Cedar boughs bend under the weight of 

the pristine snow, letting themselves carry it until the weight itself causes a small avalanche and the limb 

bounces up once again. The weather is not something predicted on my iPhone screen. It is what’s outside 

right at this moment, and it is wonderful!

—



Not needing to control,

we do not become fatigued.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 10

I worked hard today.

I kept the Earth spinning on its axis.

I kept the Moon and galaxies in their places.

I kept the rain steady all morning

and showed the sun in the afternoon.

It’s strenuous labor, believe me,

but somebody’s got to do it.

Don’t they?

The illusion of control is perhaps the most pervasive self-deception of humanity. Predictability equals 

safety in our fearful minds and most of our mental and physical efforts is expended in keeping things in 

their expected places. I will grant that a mindful practice of prudence can be a helpful thing. Common sense 

allows us to make reasonable plans and intentions. But no amount of effort will insure the future, not even 

five minutes from now. The question is: can we make these plans and intentions without gripping them with 

an anxious mind and rigid body? Think of the energy we’d have available for moment-to-moment creative 

joy and helpful action!

—



Not needing credit,

we work with ease and effectiveness. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 10

Anonymity is not among

the valued virtues of our time.

If no one knows that it was me

who did this brave and awesome thing,

why bother?

If no one is keeping score

why play the game?

So put it up on FaceBook

for all to see that it was me

who gave the donation,

me who worked so hard,

and we who are really number one!

Might I find it easier if I were unknown and writing under a pseudonym. I wonder if it is too late to make 

that switch? It’s hard, because in the modern world the “name’s the brand,” and its the name that people 

seek. We like to see and be seen; to know and be known. Still, the work flows more smoothly and 

effectively when we have no thought of who’s getting the credit. I planted a tree once, far out in the wild. 

It’s still there. No one knows that it is there because of an action of mine, but there it is! Is there something 

you can do today that will be helpful, kind, and generous and completely without notice or credit?

—



Our life touches the world with an easygoing lightness.

Not clinging to anything,

we enjoy everything. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 10

Native Americans in the arctic regions

give arm bands of goose feathers

to children as they come of age.

“To help them go lightly through life.”

So many of us give our children

heavy burdens as they come of age.

Goals, degrees, jobs, and responsibilities.

“Grow up!” we say.

“Life is not a lark.” we say.

And so our children learn

to plod heavily through their life.

I hear an inner voice remonstrate with me. “Bill,” it intones, “life is not a lighthearted thing. Look at the 

state of the world. My god, it’s a mess. You can’t possibly take that lightly!” … Well, yes, as a matter of 

fact taking it lightly is the only rational possibility. Any other option allows the insanity to rule and lets the 

fear set the tone. Life is but a dream and I intend to dream a dream that can be enjoyed in all of its moods. 

Birth and death are steps in the dance and when they are seen in perspective, everything becomes a dance 

of light.

—



Chapter 11

A wheel spins around an empty center point. 

A cup holds water within its emptiness. 

Four walls become a room when a doorway is cut. 

The physical body we cherish

is energy in motion - empty space. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 11

The world seems solid.

The roof keeps the rain off.

The floor supports the table

and the glass sits stable on the table top.

Yet all the so-called “things” I see,

including me, are not things at all

but dances in the empty space;

vibrations in the cosmic womb.

All these things I see,

including me,

will dance forever 

in the endless gambol of the Tao.

This is one of the classic, oft-quoted chapters of the Tao Te Ching. It explores the mind-bending idea of 

“emptiness.” Rather than ask the philosophical question: “Why is there something rather than nothing?” 

This verse simply assumes that nothing and something naturally go together. It is a concept our conditioned 

mind has trouble grasping, but it is worth some reflection. All the forms I see as I sit here at my writing 

table are truly empty space, energy spinning in myriad complex patterns that my brain interprets as, “cup, 

body, tree, snow, coat, scissors, paper, etc.” It is at once a frightening and a comforting idea. It is reassuring 

to think that when this flowing, dancing, form of light that I interpret as me flows on to something else, that 

I might see the Cosmic Dance as it really is.

—



Chapter 12

Over-stimulation of the senses desensitizes our life.

Garish colors, constant noise, 

gluttony, information overload,

and the artificial stimulation of desires 

waste our time and energy.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 12

How can I find quiet

when my brain demands noise?

Where is tranquility

when activity is expected?

Where is rest

when craving never stops?

Where is happiness

when discontentment drives society?

Who knows the secret of “enough?”

The “Super Bowl” was aired a few days ago. People are arguing over which corporation aired the best 

commercial in a multi-million dollar 30 second spot of time. It’s not a sport, people, it’s a mega-business 

and its purpose is only secondarily to entertain us. It’s purpose is stimulation of artificial desire and illusory 

gratification, feeding the already out-of-control addictive nature of our culture. Believe me, such things are 

tragic wastes of resources, energy, and time. The Super Bowl brings the whole process front and center, but 

it is a constant presence in our lives. It never sleeps and never ceases its assault upon our humanity. 

(Recommended reading: The Capitalism Papers - by Jerry Mander, published by Counterpoint Press, 2013)

—



Do not let outer things define you. 

Remain somewhat detached

and let the inner mystery of your being 

be your guide in life. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 12

The inner mystery of my being

is … well… so mysterious

and so interior,

that its guidance is hard to notice.

All the signposts along the way

seem to have been placed

by advertising agencies,

self-help gurus,

and other vested interests

whose interest in my life

is dedicated to gaining control

and a commercial advantage over me.

I no longer believe them.

Their cacophony still fills my life,

but I don’t believe a word.

Of course guidance from the “outer world” is still strong in my life. I have been conditioned for seven 

decades to believe that I am defined by the events and circumstances of my life. I am a success or a failure 

by external values. I am strong or weak by the same external values. But one of the many blessings of 

growing older is the realization that such definitions are complete bullshit. I honestly don’t believe it any 

more, at least not at a deep and fundamental level. Something inside of me is awake and will not return to 

sleep no matter how mesmerizing the messages of culture might be. Waking up is difficult, but reality is 

never the same again.

—



Chapter 13

Don’t be concerned with success or failure. 

Don’t worry about your health and safety.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 13

All parents want their children to be

successful, healthy, and safe.

Has, I wonder, this desire

led to peaceful, joyful, 

satisfied and loving children?

What do we really want;

for them, and for ourselves?

Lives of harmony and love.

Lives of courage and devotion.

Lives of dancing and singing.

Lives that take the roads least traveled.

Lives well spent in simple pleasures.

Lives that return more than they receive.

It is so very easy to learn and to teach self-protection to an extreme degree. A small part of it is instinctual - 

an organism naturally wants to protect itself. But most of what we learn is artificial, a manufactured fear 

that keeps us in line, toeing the mark, and obedient to the rules. If we’re good and prudent we will be 

rewarded. So life unfolds surrounded with anxiety and tension. Brave and creative actions are dismissed 

before they are fully formed because they are always, “unsafe.” Billions are spent on “insurance” against 

the inevitable in life and we go to our graves huddled against the darkness which, if we were to venture out 

into it, would be discovered to be Light Itself.

—



The idea that we are simply bodies 

keeps us isolated and afraid. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 13

If I could see with eyes attuned

to wavelengths broad enough 

and high enough,

You would not look like you

nor would I seem “I” to me.

All would be a dance of light;

energy shimmering in waves

and shooting in beams

in patterns too complex

to comprehend.

That is who and what we are.

Never separate.

Never isolated.

A few, perhaps a very few, human beings have known with certainty something the rest of us only faintly 

believe. They have known the underlying reality of being. They experienced it directly. Fear, grief, and 

loneliness were banished to the dim recesses of consciousness, never again to dominate their lives or 

determine their directions. They could express the complete range of human experience without holding 

anything back. They could love and be loved without strings because they knew, actually knew, that 

nothing could ever separate them from the eternal flow of Being. 

—



Only when we cease striving for success, 

and struggling to avoid failure,

will we be able to act effectively.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 13

Ceasing to seek success,

no longer fearing failure,

I do not sink, as some suggest,

into a passive pool of stagnant water.

Instead, when action comes

I express it with no holds barred.

When rest comes,

it is full and complete.

Nothing in-between.

This is the power of the Way of Tao.

When my body says it needs to rest, my mind often comes alive with things I need to do. When my mind 

goes fuzzy, my body looks around for stimulation.  When I write, I want to rest. When I rest, I want to 

write. Doing this and thinking that is a process we all have experienced. It arises from the dual pulls of 

seeking success and fearing failure. Whenever we start to commit fully to either action or leisure, a reaction 

pulls in the other direction. The only way out that I have found, is to stop the dialogue and just “do it.” 

Sleep, reading, working, cooking, walking, whatever - just do that. I’m working on it.

—



Chapter 14

Our mind is fascinating and necessary, 

but it can’t lead us to the Real,

only to ideas about it.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 14

Does my brain contain my mind?

Or does my mind contain my brain?

Brain, mind, thoughts, ideas…

creating intricate metaphors of the Real.

I love my mind because

it tells me what I think I am.

It tells me what I think

about everything that is.

But it has yet to tell me

what it’s all about.

Perhaps I’ll only know

when brain and mind are gone.

There is a saying that, “You have to lose your mind to find the truth.” Whatever Reality is, that is what it is. 

It is whatever underlies the dance of matter and energy. It is not possible for my brain to conceptualize this 

Reality so I’m left with metaphors. The word “mind” is a metaphor for the complex awareness that is 

somehow, “me.” Even this thing called, “Bill,” is a metaphor; a symbol created by my mind and your mind 

to represent something more mysterious and wonderful. “You” are a similar metaphor. All we grasp is 

symbol and metaphor. This is fine. Let’s not mistake it, however, for the Real.

—



The Tao is not obvious to the mind,

yet it is never hidden from the heart.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 14

The elusiveness of the Tao

is really an illusion.

It is not as slippery as we think.

It is always present when our heart is open

and when our thoughts are clear.

We’ve learned to accept the many substitutes

offered by our mind as somehow

easier to understand.

And all the while the Tao remains

the Real beneath the hoax.

Reading the many translations of The Tao Te Ching, can leave one with the impression of an obscure and 

esoteric text, written to hide and confuse rather than plainly reveal. But the confusion only arises in the 

head, not in the intuition of the heart. It is not something that can be figured out, broken down into bullet 

points, and sold in self-help bookstores. There is even something about the word, “Tao,” that peals a bell 

somewhere within that resounds a tone we know is true, even though we have no way of pinning it beneath 

our words. Trust that bell. Let it echo within you and guide you in ways that words can never do.

—



Chapter 15

This is what following the Tao might look like in our life:

We would be completely engrossed 

in whatever we were doing,

yet aware of subtle signals

from life around us.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 15

A teacher once told me,

“The focus of your attention

determines the quality of your experience.”

Life seems problematic to us

because we are often doing something,

while thinking something else.

Right now I’m writing these words. 

I’m vaguely aware of a fan outside my room,

the feel of my shirt against my skin,

and the light filtering through the blinds.

But I’m thinking only what I’m writing.

Oops. Now I’m writing while thinking

about dinner.

There are no rules for living a life of the Tao. It charts a unique path for each individual, each being, each 

expression in the Cosmos. However there are some hints. One of these hints lies in the practice of complete 

absorption in the present moment. This focus is not to the exclusion of the life around us. It is a natural 

ability of the mind/brain to “soft focus” - the task at hand receives our conscious attention while the life 

surrounding us is perceived by another part of our attention. This allows us to work and live in an effortless 

manner - not tensing up our mental or physical muscles, yet remaining alert and on task. It is an ability 

worth a lifetime of practice.

—



This is what following the Tao might look like in our life:

We would be quiet and reserved, 

not pushing ourselves forward. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 15

I have a reserved persona;

quiet and unassuming on the outside.

Inside, however, I want people to notice 

what a quiet unassuming man I really am,

and perhaps admire me for it.

I want to be first in line

and never have to wait.

I want to get the best produce

at the Farmer’s Market,

so I get there early

and resent the crowds

if they have already gathered.

I guess I really want to push myself forward,

in a quiet and reserved sort of way.

At the risk of repeating one of my favorite rants, I wonder what place FaceBook has in the flow of Tao. I 

suppose there is a quiet and reserved approach to social media, but I’ve never seen it. I’m uncomfortable 

with the necessary “pushing forward” my publishers demand of me. Oh, the ego is in there, that’s for sure. 

It is a continuing process for me because I’ve been taught that hanging back will result in being left out. 

But I am beginning to notice what feels false, strained, and awkward. I then try to shift my perspective and 

realize that, in the Tao, being “left out” is impossible.

—



This is what following the Tao might look like in our life:

We would be simple

rather than sophisticated.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 15

When every stone is polished and buffed,

each trying to outshine the others;

a plain and natural river rock

becomes a treasure to behold.

I want a simple life,

but I have made myself

so very complicated.

Can I pare myself down

to something elemental and basic?

Can I lose the layers

of accumulated dross and frippery

and risk being seen

as just a plain 

and simple man?

In a society where “Look at me!” is the password to success and power, who takes the time to pay attention 

to the unpretentious and straightforward person? Yet it is the simple and ordinary that will save the world. 

When the glitter and excess of ego-centered living finally wear out, the reservoir of strength that waits in 

the natural world, and in the natural person, will begin “cooling” the overheated species of humanity - 

which, in turn, will begin cooling the overheated world. It might be possible that the plain and simple life is 

the key to restoring a balanced climate on this planet.

—



This is what following the Tao might look like in our life:

We would be open and receptive

rather than guarded and defensive.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 15

Since we have, as a species, lost our way,

we enter each encounter

no matter how benign it seems

as a struggle for position.

Every conversation becomes:

Did I gain or lose something?

Did I get what I wanted?

Did my position prevail?

Was I understood?

Am I better off now?

Am I more secure, 

or more at risk?

Every encounter, whether with people, animals, or the natural world is, at heart, an energy exchange. It 

takes a fundamental trust in the flow of energy to resist the temptation to dominate the exchange. We learn 

a multitude of strategies to insure that we “win” the exchange; some aggressive, some passive, all designed 

to self-protect and self-enhance. But in the Way of Tao we learn to trust that we do not need to wrest energy 

away from another. There is an infinite flow and supply of energy throughout the Cosmos that is available 

to us at all times in all places. So each encounter becomes a free and generous flow-thru of energy and 

everyone wins.

—



This is what following the Tao might look like in our life:

We would lose all sense of urgency

and wait patiently until we saw things clearly, 

and right action emerged all by itself. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 15

Acting with patience and without urgency

is the most potent action possible.

It is focused, effective, and powerful;

it is practical, helpful, and strong.

It is not hindered by tension and anxiety.

It is not impeded by agendas and deadlines.

It moves like a river,

natural, flowing, and fluid.

No pushing, no pulling, 

no twisting out of shape.

This is the way of true power.

This effortless power is a recurring theme in The Tao Te Ching. The Chinese phrase used to describe it is, 

“wu-wei,” which literally means, “not doing” or “effortless effort.” It is a familiar paradox: when I become 

lost in an activity I drop all sense of ego identity. It is not “me” doing this thing, the thing is literally “doing 

itself.”  In a success-driven society, working without strain and stress seems unproductive and unprofitable. 

All I can say is: Try it. You’ll like it. Plus you’ll end up accomplishing far more, with fewer mistakes, than 

by any other process.

—



Chapter 16

A quiet mind is the still point

about which all of life turns.

Here we must stand

and watch as all things

arise from a common Source

and return to that same Source. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 16

Everything is moving, changing,

morphing from one thing into another.

The Tao, in one sense, never stands still.

Change is the very nature of the Cosmos;

it is always giving birth to the new,

and taking the old back to itself.

I understand this,

But I still hope for some place to stand

and watch the constant change

without being tossed about

in perpetual disequilibrium.

My mind turns out to be the only still point in life. It seems odd because my mind is not by nature a sea of 

serenity. Part of it chatters like a Jay from morning to night. Yet it remains the place where a quiet and 

meditative perspective on life can be nurtured. It requires patience and some type of meditative practice. 

Some people are able to find it in traditional quiet meditation. Others find in in dance, drumming, singing, 

or the arts. There is no right way to find this Still Point, but when you discover your own unique way, 

practice it consistently. It is the only way to avoid being swept off your feet by life.

—



When our mind is still and quiet, 

we are open and non-judgmental. 

We know that we belong

and we act accordingly. 

We are ready for all life brings, including death.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 16

A still and quiet mind

is an open and accepting mind.

It is not tossed about

by waves of fear,

by tides of desire,

or by winds of change.

It senses the Web of Life

and feels the connections that exist

among every part of the Cosmos.

It knows that being lost, forgotten,

abandoned, or forsaken

is impossible.

So it is free to act

with power, joy, and love.

My fearful mind that tells me stories of injury, loss, and even death. My wanting mind that tells me to go 

get the things I want and let others worry about themselves. My “monkey mind” keeps me in a state of 

Attention Deficit Disorder through its inane chatter.  But my Tao mind is my naturally quiet mind and it 

always brings me back to myself. It is this quiet mind that holds the truth of life. It is this quiet mind that 

provides the experience of my authentic self. It is this quiet mind that waits for my chatter to ebb away.

—



Chapter 17

To be aware of a separate self

is to love it or despise it, 

either of which can bring misery.

To be unaware of a separate self

is to be supremely content.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 17

I’m told that self-awareness is to be valued,

and I suppose, by certain definitions,

it is helpful.

But who is the “I” who is urged

to be “aware?” 

And who is this “self”

that is the object of awareness?

Am “I” to be aware of “me?”

Are there two people here?

It is sometimes so confusing

that just forgetting all these “selfs”

might be the best approach.

My happiest times are those when the sense of a separate “me” has receded far into the background and life 

is just living itself as me. There is “someone” here during those times, but he is not the one who self-

reflects. He is the one who simply lives, loves, acts, plays, dances, works, and is deeply content with all of 

life.

—



When a leader forgets himself

and works with no trace of ego, people will say, 

"look what we did, naturally, all by ourselves!” 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 17

… Oh my,

I don’t know what to say.

… I mean…

It’s just that…

Sigh.

Maybe I could paraphrase:

When a “leader” says,

“LOOK AT ME! I AM THE GREATEST!”

The people will say, 

“F… that! Let’s do it ourselves!”

Lao-Tzu was a revolutionary anarchist. I have to face that fact. He was peaceful, non-confrontational, and 

trusted small communities of people, but he was a revolutionary nonetheless. Perhaps the most hopeful sign 

I see in today’s society is the growing number of people who are saying, in one way or another, “We have 

to live differently. How shall we go about it?” Perhaps the greatest contribution of current leadership is a 

public recognition that such leadership is irrelevant, useless, and bankrupt. So… what’s next! 

—



Chapter 18

When the Tao flows in our life,

action arises naturally from our heart. 

When the Tao is forgotten,

action comes from moral rules.

If we need moral rules

in order to act with virtue,

virtue is surely absent.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 18

I’ve struggled with morality all my life.

It’s not that I’ve been blatantly immoral.

It’s just that every time I encounter a rule,

I seem to feel an urge to break that rule.

I usually keep that urge in check,

but underneath it all, 

a rebellious spirit stirs

and my actions become a mixed bag

of unconscious motives.

Lao-Tzu was not completely opposed to the Confucian philosophy that undergirded much of China’s social 

structure during his lifetime, but he did not trust that philosophy’s complex system of rules as a means of 

bringing about truly “moral” behavior. The best that moral rules can ever provide is a set of guidelines that 

have different applications depending on the circumstances. Deeper than rules; deeper than morality; 

deeper than trying to “be good;” lies the true human spirit which is empowered by the flow of the Tao and 

naturally acts with compassion and benefit.

—



Only when the country is in chaos

do we hear of “patriotism.”

Only when compassion is lost,

do we hear of “duty.”

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 18

Oh boy…

I wish Lao-Tzu would stop touching 

the exposed nerve of my wounded society.

But I suppose it is necessary

to be reminded that certain words no longer

have the meaning of their origins.

Stripped of truth, tamed, 

and put to use as weapons of control,

they now promote the very opposite,

in a double-speak sort of way,

of what we are supposed to think they mean.

Some of the chapters of The Tao Te Ching are uncomfortable. I don’t like to be reminded of the chaos of 

my country. These chapters force me to face the fact that something new is needed. It is something new, but 

something old at the same time. There is a venerable wisdom and an ancient power at work. The original 

virtue of the human heart is being recovered by a painful stripping away of the calcified layers of concepts 

that are isolating us from all that is natural and full of spirit and truth. It is as if a powerful bear is raking his 

claws across our national skin in an attempt to get at what is buried inside. It feels as if it is going to kill us, 

and it might. But it is the only possible path to the new life we seek.

—



Chapter 19

Stop trying to be holy.

Stop making rules for behavior. 

Stop demanding that people behave according to your wishes.

Stop seeking privilege and profit. 

Stop trying to be clever.

If you stop these fruitless pursuits, 

people will naturally find kindness, compassion, 

and right action arising in their hearts. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 19

I sometimes think that,

if I were clever enough…

and if I were good enough…

and if I were powerful enough…

then I could make everything better.

But I know I would only make things worse.

It is always the case.

Healing will occur when I stop interfering.

Freedom will arise when I stop clutching

to ideas and desires.

The desire to “do good” is ubiquitous in human society. That desire is wedded, however, to a subtle impulse 

to control; to make other people behave as we think they should. It appears in every level of society and of 

personal relationships, but of the places I have noticed it the most over they years is in the relationship 

between parent and child. “I only want what is best for my child,” is a refrain I have heard throughout my 

life. Yet it is a sentiment that easily covers a multitude of control issues: “so its only normal that I should 

teach him to… go to college, get a good job, marry a nice person, make money, mow his lawn, etc, etc, 

etc.” How’s it been working for us?

—



If you don’t know what to do,

just stay quiet, see without judgment, 

and live with simplicity.

Things will take their course. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 19

Of course I often don’t know what to do.

I’m trying to do so many things!

Which spinning plate needs my attention now?

Which crisis is most critical?

If I don’t hurry, make quick decisions,

and judge things rightly,

I won’t make progress.

I won’t be a success.

I won’t… won’t what?

Simplicity has been a dominant teacher in my life over the past twenty years. I am still learning its lessons 

and am so very grateful for the freedom and joy the study has brought me. When life is composed of a few 

beautiful, useful, and joy-filled elements, I find that knowing what to do is less of a concern. I can see how 

the dance of coming and going, gaining and losing, life and death can be experienced without unnecessary 

confusion and complication. Emotions are purer. Happiness is richer. Sadness is deeper but cleaner and 

briefer. Things actually do take their course.

—



Chapter 20

Stop fretting and worrying about the twin illusions called, 

“Success” and “Failure.”

These illusions keep us restless, 

stirred up and disturbed;

always looking for the next thing in hopes 

that it will finally satisfy. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 20

One of the reasons I am able

to call myself a, “happy man,”

is that many years ago I stopped:

I stopped trying to succeed;

I stopped trying to avoid failure.

Oh, the ideas still flit around in my daydreams,

just a bit.

But they have no sticking power.

They float on through

and I look around at the snow,

the firewood, my spouse,

and the beauty of the Holy Mountain

and know I am a happy man.

Oh, I go through moods and the occasional rant of outraged exasperation. Of course I do. How could I not? 

But the old socially conditioned worries about “making a success of my life” have dropped away. How 

tragic that we have been conditioned to believe that the simple gift of life needs to be justified in societal 

terms of success or failure. It’s just life. It’s simply a gift. It needs nothing else but to be appreciated and 

enjoyed - separate from striving and seeking for something that is already here.

—



Watch life with the openness of an infant 

before it learns discrimination. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 20

We call infants,“innocent,”

because their minds do not grasp ideas; 

do not hold convictions;

do not clench an identity;

and do not judge events.

The sage is one whose mind

has returned to innocence.

It retains wisdom,

but grasps nothing.

It remains as open as the sky.

Therefore it welcomes all things.

Most adults pride themselves in their ability to discriminate; between success and failure, good and bad, 

right and wrong, friend and enemy, and every other kind of polarity. As the mind enters the final stage - the 

“Sage” state - it returns to the openness of infancy. It is not feeble or senile, but it has room for wonder, joy, 

and awe. It has emptied out the musty mental junk - cleaned the attic, so to speak. It becomes a house filled 

with joy.

—



Our conditioned mind wants control, 

purpose, and achievement.

But the Tao blows us where it will; 

it’s wave carries us and it alone 

will bring us safely to the shore. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 20

What kind of control are we seeking?

Who said that purpose, defined by others,

was necessary?

Where did the need for achievement come from?

Do these things ever deliver on their promises?

The paradigm that governs our culture

has no place for the wanderer;

yet the wanderer remains the symbol

of the freedom and joy for which we long,

even as we pooh-pooh it

and call it irresponsible.

Siddhartha Gautama (the Buddha). Jesus Christ, Lao-Tzu, and every other revered teacher in human history 

lived a life that does not stand up to the scrutiny of our society. They seldom held a job. They died with no 

possessions. They depended on their connection with the Divine Life for all their needs. They distrusted 

social conventions. They ignored the customs others thought necessary. If they were alive today the social 

workers would be lined up to help them get benefits and become better-adjusted members of a maladjusted 

society. Still there is something about their message that kindles a longing within us. It is a good thing 

society has coopted their words and is able to turn a profit off their statues in the marketplace. Who knows 

what sort of trouble they might lead to otherwise?

—



Chapter 21

How can we let the Tao be our guide? 

It is without form, elusive, vague. 

What is there to hold on to?

Is it even real?

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 21

Elusive and vague are not the qualities

I look for in a guide.

I want precise road maps

that show every twist and turn

along the way;

along with concrete assurances

of a pleasant journey,

and a safe arrival.

So why do I let myself be guided

by something like the Tao?

I think its very mystery

makes me trust it.

In an era of empty promises and glib assurances offered by prophets of every description, sacred and 

secular, it is reassuring for me to know that the Tao is an unfathomable mystery. That it simply offers itself 

to all living beings as the All; the basic Life of the Cosmos in which we are forever contained and of which 

we are forever a part. No need for guidance when we are always at home no matter how far we seem to 

travel. 

—



The Tao’s elusiveness

prevents it from becoming an idol.

Its vagueness keeps us mindful of the moment 

and alert to what is happening now. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 21

We love to make idols and invent gods;

sometimes out of jewels and stone,

but usually out of beliefs and fears.

Encasing god with rules and laws

brings a comforting illusion of control;

of knowing who is who,

and what is what,

and how things ought to be.

Following the Tao requires

letting go of knowing who,

and what, and when, and how;

and simply paying attention to the now.

When I was very young I studied theology. I even received a Master’s degree in it. Think of that! I have a 

Master’s degree in god! Oh my soul, I’m so embarrassed. Then I went on to teach theology to others. Oh 

dear. All the while the Tao was flowing on, carrying me and all other beings in its eternal dance of light and 

energy; refusing to be an object of study. You can see why the label, “Taoist teacher,” makes me very 

uneasy indeed. What we are doing together is not the study of a subject. It is simply a practice of 

observing“the Way things work,” and sharing our experiences.

—



The Tao Big Banged the universe into being. 

How can we know the Tao?

Look deeply. 

What do you see? 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 21

The mysteries of the most elusive

sub-atomic “particle/waves,”

and the mysteries of the galaxies

in their billions strewn across infinity

are the same Mystery.

It cannot be known by the largest radio-telescope

or by the most powerful electron microscope.

It can only be known by becoming it.

You are as complete an expression of the Tao

as is the Cosmos itself.

My body is composed of billions of what we call “atoms.” The electrons spinning about the nucleus of each 

atom (actually “clouds of electron energy”) are as far from the nucleus, proportionally, as is Pluto from the 

Sun. These billions of “systems of mostly empty space” are what make up “Bill.” If we could understand, 

for even a moment, the truth of this, we would see that we don’t have to fathom the Mystery of existence: 

we are that Mystery.

—



Chapter 22

What is, is!

And it is perfect.

What is not, is not.

Only illusion.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 22

Here and now are the perfect 

place and time

to begin.

No other place will be as precise.

No other time will be as propitious.

If I keep looking for another place,

and some future time,

to start my “real life,”

I will miss the perfection

of this moment.

A navigator on the ocean can not plot a course until the ship’s present location is established. Once that 

position is known, the journey can begin. Even if the present position of the ship is fraught with peril, 

storm, and trouble, it is the place from which the journey always begins and it is always the perfect starting 

point. This is why the Tao Te Ching is able to say that life is always “perfect” - not because it is always 

comfortable or joyful, but because it is always the place from which the journey starts.

—



Accepting what is, we find it to be prefect.

What seemed distorted is seen as true.

What seemed lacking is seen as abundant.

What seemed worn out is seen as fresh and new.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 22

It is the deceit of propaganda

that tells us we are mistaken 

when we trust our intuition.

It is the deception of commerce

which suggests that we should buy something

that we apparently didn’t know we lacked.

Nothing new is needed

to make our lives complete.

In general, we are not encouraged to trust ourselves. The truth, we are told, lies somewhere outside of us. 

Perfection is always out of reach, something for which we must forever strive. Pretend for a moment that 

this is not true. Pretend that who you are and what you have right now is enough. Pretend that you are 

content, creative, and competent. This perspective is not encouraged by conditioned mind. Conditioned 

mind depends on always having something to criticize and fix; something to keep pushing us to improve. 

But true “improvement” comes from the joy and freedom of the perfect present moment.

—
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When we follow the Tao,

our actions nurture all things.

We don’t need to attract attention

so people are not distracted.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 22

When people pay attention to us,

instead of to their inner selves,

we have done a great disservice,

even though our cause seems significant.

It feels nice,

but helps no one.

Better to be unnoticed,

except perhaps to whisper a word

that comforts, strengthens, truly helps.

May I be permitted once again to take a pot shot at FaceBook? I admit some benefits can be found in social 

media, but reinforcing the desire to be noticed is not one of them. We are all conditioned to believe that 

there is benefit in notoriety. To be noticed is to be validated; taken seriously; appreciated. As an author I 

realize that notoriety translates into book sales. But it is not in keeping with the way the Tao works. All 

notoriety is distracting. It calls attention to the side issues of personalities rather than to the work at hand. 

To seek attention is to participate in distraction and to blunt any message we may want to communicate. 

—



Chapter 23

When it rains, it rains.

When it stops raining, it stops.

You are a force of nature

no less than the clouds and oceans. 

When it is time to speak,

you will naturally speak.

When it is time to act,

you will naturally act.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 23

Oh, those internal conversations:

I’ll say, “…”

and he’ll say, “…”

and I’ll come back with, “…”

And those internal struggles:

I’ll do this,

and he’ll probably do that;

then I’ll come back with…

What a waste of energy!

What unnecessary suffering!

Some technicians are scheduled to arrive tomorrow to install a piece of equipment that may allow us to 

have an internet connection here at the house. I have some questions and some concerns and I have been 

replaying the possible outcomes in my mind for several days. The usual outcome of such useless projection 

is that I am unable to be present for the actual activity and I end up saying what I don’t mean, and not 

saying what I mean to say. It always works much better when I simply trust a deeper wisdom to be 

available to me in the moment. If nothing comes to me at the time - well, then I say nothing. 

—



Stay still, without a need to interfere. 

Then life will be a seamless whole, 

flowing from moment to moment without effort. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 23

I like the thought of, “a seamless whole.”

I’m forever chopping my life

into separate pieces,

each piece not quite fitting

in the pattern I have in mind.

The pieces have ragged edges.

Some want to be bigger;

others shrink away.

In between the pieces

a restless vacancy arises.

Yes, I really like the image

of “a seamless whole.”

Do you recognize that “choppy” feeling that days sometimes have? The time gets divided into segments of 

waiting, traveling, waiting some more, hurrying through something, counting the minutes until you can go, 

etc. The reality, of course, is that there are no “segments.” Even our human idea of “time” is an arbitrary 

chopping of the Whole into moments that precede and follow each other. The Tao has no divisions, not 

even the divisions of past, present, and future. Sometimes I catch a glimpse of what it might be like to live 

in that Whole, Eternal, Flow.

—



Chapter 24

When we struggle and strain

to get what we think we want,

happiness slips through our fingers.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 24

All the deepest satisfactions of my life

slipped into my experience disguised as accidents,

coincidences, serendipities, and detours.

I was headed for that,

I found this instead.

And this, it turns out,

was what my heart cried out for.

It’s not that I don’t work hard at times. Books don’t write themselves. Firewood doesn’t chop itself.  The 

ordinary tasks of life require attention, energy, and willingness to work. But when I strain and stretch to 

grasp something, I am off-balance and am likely heading for a fall. Someone chided me once, “Bill, you 

must realize that we wouldn’t have the civilization we have now if people didn’t struggle and strain to 

achieve it.” Yes, and how’s that worked out for us? We can only imagine what we might have achieved if 

we had lived from a more relaxed and contentment oriented paradigm.

—



Clinging to what we have

hastens its disappearance from our lives.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 24

I squeeze my fingers into a fist,

gather my resolve and hold on tight,

and do everything possible to fight

the flow of fate and time.

It is to no avail.

Everything flows on through

as if I didn’t even try.

The only thing the tightened muscles did

was dull my senses to the wonder of it all

while it was here.

Appreciation, gratitude, attention, and care have become my watchwords lately. These practices are serving 

to keep my muscles loose and my mind in a relaxed state. As the flow of life passes, these qualities help me 

receive all the nurture, joy, and blessing that this flow bestows. Food nurtures my body more thoroughly. 

Loving relationships strengthen my heart more fully. Beauty has time to alter my very DNA by its 

shimmering energy. Everything takes on a numinous quality that enlivens me, even as all things pass on 

through. It’s not their passing that is the problem. It is that we don’t truly notice or appreciate them while 

they are here.

—



Chapter 25

Since before the beginning of beginning-less time, 

Something stood formless, tranquil, and solitary. 

The Source of all form,

it itself is formless.

Giving it a name is foolish 

but, foolish me, I call it Tao. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 25

When I look above me

on a clear mountain night,

I don’t know what to say.

“Beautiful” sounds inane.

“Awesome” rings the same.

Better not to speak a word;

but something wants to be expressed.

A sigh, a humming deep in my throat,

a cry aloud into the sky, 

or skipping over the hillside

shouting nonsense syllables

like a child at play.

I’ve been a person of words all my life, but the more I feel and experience of the Mystery above and below 

me, the less power these words seem to have. I sit at my keyboard and attempt to express the inexpressible 

on a daily basis. I’ll keep plugging away at it because that is what a poet/philosopher does. But you might 

benefit more by stepping outside right now and finding something “real” to fill your heart.

—



The Tao can be seen in the Cosmos,

from which our Earth was formed.

It can be seen in the Earth

from which we were formed.

And it makes its home within all things, 

including each of us. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 25

Everywhere I look and touch,

I see and feel the Tao.

The crumpled piece of paper on my desk 

and the cool smooth keyboard, screen,

and hidden circuits of my laptop

are all the same thing.

Forests and streams,

trash and garbage,

tools of creativity

and tools of destruction.

It’s all the Tao,

but it gives me pause…

The pause arises when I consider the use we make of what we call, “things.” If I were to truly understand 

that there is no separation, and that “things,” and “me,” and “you,” are only temporary forms of One 

Eternal Flow, I wonder if I would change my way of living and being? What would be my relationship with 

a crumpled piece of paper on the corner of my desk? And how about this Apple MacBook that sits and 

accepts whatever I type in? The Rare Earth elements in the heart of its motherboard - do I see them? And 

the hands that somewhere in a factory on the other side of the planet assembled and shipped it here for my 

convenience, what about them? I’m going to keep on writing, typing, and interacting with these “things,” 

but I want my relationship with them to change and deepen.

—



Chapter 26

A deeply rooted path allows a light-hearted life. 

A stable path quiets restlessness. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 26

The deeper I sink into the wooded hillside

the more expansive the sky seems to appear.

Accepting this place as my home,

my mind stops its searching.

I come from the Earth.

I will return to the Earth.

The Earth comes from the Tao

and will return to the Tao.

There is no place else 

for either the Earth or I

to go.

The grave frowns on the faces of “people in charge” illustrates how deep their delusion has become. There 

is serious work to be done that only a light heart can undertake. Terror and violence are perpetuated by 

hearts that do not walk a stable path through this life. If we know who we are and where we belong, we 

have no need to tamper with the lives of others.

—



Even though distractions abound, 

our mind does not flit about, 

always looking for something else. 

There is nothing we need

that we do not already have. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 26

Actually, I need a new carry-on suitcase

for a trip we’re taking to visit our son,

and new granddaughter. 

Wait a minute…

do I really?

I’d like one.

It would make the trip easier,

more enjoyable…

Do I need it?

No.

I’ll have to think about this.

Isn’t this sort of dialogue familiar? We become convinced by a conditioned mental process that our life 

would be easier, better, more satisfying, or just more fun if we only had… fill in the blank. This is often not 

a great moral/ethical issue. Getting/not getting isn’t the real point. Distractibility is the real point - that 

mental flitting about that fills the day with activity but accomplishes little of true worth. If I didn’t feel that 

I needed anything, might my day naturally fill itself with fulfilling and useful work?

—



Restlessness drives our mind

and makes us forget who we are.

If we remember who we are,

restlessness fades, calm appears.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 26

You and I live in a restless age.

Perhaps we don’t know who we are,

where we belong,

or what we’re doing,

so we work harder

and faster, hoping

to forget our ignorance.

Yet when our actions arise

from this ignorance,

how can we find peace?

The classic paradox that Lao-Tzu examines over and over in The Tao Te Ching, is the relationship between 

seeking and finding. Seeking is a mental habit that never, ever, finds. It is an endless circle of neural 

activity that keeps itself locked in place. We don’t have to seek the answer to our deepest questions. We 

only have to remember the answers we once knew by heart. There’s nothing to seek; but everything to 

remember. 

—



Chapter 27

A traveler of this path leaves no footprints, and no legacy;

seeks no praise, and issues no blame.

Thus everything and everyone around him is blessed. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 27

Praise and blame each arise

from the same internal process. 

They are not opposites,

they are sides of one coin 

whose allure is a common trap

that snares us all.

If I would truly be 

an undiminished blessing,

I must be forgotten.

In a sincere walk along this path,

only the blessing is remembered. 

Of course my family and loved ones will remember me. But given a choice, I’d rather have their lives be 

filled with undiminished happiness, than to have them hang on to a memory of me. To the degree that there 

is desire for legacy, reputation, and praise, there will be a corresponding diminishment to the benefit and 

blessing a life will bring to others. What work would you do and what actions would you take if there were 

no such things as praise or blame, and no one would know it was you?

—



We do not blaze this path.

We give ourselves to it,

and let it lead us where it will. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 27

I’d like to give myself completely

to the remainder of my life.

Carving out a path through the wilderness

takes courage and strength, I’m sure.

But letting a path take one where it will,

is the supreme heroic attainment.

I hope I have the courage

to follow the path I’m given

all the way to the end.

No one else can do it for me.

Do we ever really blaze our own way through life? We didn’t choose to enter life, nor did we choose the 

circumstances of our birth. Wouldn’t it be much more rational to pay attention to the moment-by-moment 

unfolding of our experience than to set some sort of direction based on the whims and desires of society 

and culture? Life isn’t something I carve out for myself. It is a mystery set before me I get to discover as I 

go along. It is enough to carry the intention to be of benefit to all beings as I walk.

—



To be open to all life has to give

is to experience the Great Secret,

the very heart of the Tao.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 27

I am open to much of life.

I appreciate a great deal 

of what it offers.

But, ALL of it?

Death, sorrow, and ignorance?

Hate, greed, and violence?

I don’t know…

Can I pick and choose?

No?

Hmmm.

I don’t hear Lao-Tzu suggesting that I should view the shadow elements of life with a disinterested shrug of 

my shoulders. I am not advised to pretend that every experience is equally acceptable and welcome. I am 

simply asked to keep my heart open instead of closed and guarded. A guarded heart may offer a tiny bit of 

protection from the storms, but only at great cost. An open heart will be wounded and broken by some of 

life’s events. It will also receive healing at a deeper level than will a closed heart. Joy will penetrate with 

greater intensity. The path will be rich and full. Tears and laughter will flow freely. The choice between 

open and guarded is really the choice between living and existing.

—



Chapter 28

Repression of the primal energy within us

leaves us divided against ourselves.

Success battles with failure.

Words strive against silence.

Actions combat stillness.

Nothing flows.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 28

Words, actions, and success -

who can argue with their primacy?

Yet what have they attained

for all their sound and fury?

A lopsided world; unbalanced,

unjust and unstable, forgetting that;

success must arise from failure

and return once again;

words must arise from silence

and return once again;

actions must arise from stillness,

and return once again.

Success, we think, must be the step to more success. Words must lead to more and better words (believe 

me, I’m a writer and I feel that tug). Actions must continue indefinitely with more and more energy. This 

seems to be the way we want the world to operate. But this is a foolish way of being. After success, we 

must return to failure - a place of starting anew.  After speaking or writing we must return to silence or no 

more words will come. And after acting we must return to stillness or our actions dissipate into vapor. 

—



Many leaders thrive upon dividing people, 

turning one against the other 

to consolidate power and profit. 

But the one who holds the Unity complete 

will not be fooled by clever words,

and can see the virtue in all things. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 28

“News” has become the game

of “us” and “them,”

that brings me daily updates

on the score.

Should I be afraid,

or perhaps a bit more confident today, 

depending on whether “they” 

have lost or gained some ground?

Holding Unity is hard

when everywhere I turn I’m told

that Wholeness is an illusion.

I wonder, though,

just where the delusion really lies.

All suffering arises from believing that Unity is a myth instead of the fundamental reality of the Cosmos. 

But suffering, I’m afraid, is actually good for business. Faced with a people who are centered, contented, 

and at peace with life and death, the economy would have to transform itself. A transformed economy 

would eliminate the positions and privileges of power and control. We certainly can’t have that. Can we?

—



Chapter 29

The conditioned mind is always trying to improve the world.

It seems a virtuous thing,

but it is really an illusion 

and a terrible waste of time. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 29

I do so want to be of benefit;

to do good work and give assistance.

Thing is, however,

in the vast and complex Web of Life,

how do I know what the plucking of this string

or that string,

in the name of what seems to me

to be “improvement” really bring?

Is it enough to take action 

with energy and enthusiasm,

and let the Tao be what

and who it is?

In a time of political turmoil, the urge to fix things is powerful. The classic assumption is that, if we don’t 

do something, all will be lost. This assumption is based on several fallacies: that we actually know what 

what is best to do; that we have the power to impose this on other people; and that we cannot trust the 

balancing movement of the Tao. Why do we believe that stopping our frantic efforts will lead to inertia and 

disaster? If something seems to arise as a natural act, do it! If it arises from a need to make sure that others, 

“do it right,” perhaps some other action would be better. If they are doing it “wrong,” how can we begin to 

do it “right?”

—



The world is nothing

but the eternal flow of Tao.

To tamper with it is foolish.

To attempt to hold it back is futile. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 29

Can the river tamper with the river?

Can it hold itself back

from the eternal pull of gravity?

Can it decide not to return

to its ocean home at last?

All my intentions, hopes, and dreams

can make ripples and eddies,

important enough to me,

but simply part of the Flow Itself.

One of the conundrums of Taoist practice is the idea of “wu-wei” - a concept we will often encounter in our 

walk. It concerns the illusion that a certain kind of effort and strain will bring enhanced results. We are a 

striving culture and we believe that striving has brought us great achievement. In fact, it has brought us to 

the edge of extinction because it is contrary to the basic energy of the Tao. Activities such as work and play 

should emerge from a keen awareness of the flow of Tao. They then are full of energy - unstoppable energy 

in fact - but without the foolish strain of trying to impose our own conditioned ideas and opinions. We are 

not “masters of our fate.” We are co-creators of a flowing, dancing, living River.

—



Chapter 30

Leaders who follow the Tao never force their will,

and never seek to defeat their opponents. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 30

The world of politics is presented to me, 

by media of every sort,

as a field of victory,

or defeat.

The will of some is imposed

upon the lives of others

and leadership is replaced

by tyranny.

There is another field,

one described by Rumi:

"Out beyond ideas of wrong doing

and right doing there is a field.

I'll meet you there.”

Yes - let’s meet there 

lie down in the grass of a world

“too full to talk about.”

The mystical poetry of dear souls like Rumi presents a refreshing antidote to the illusory world of political 

machination. The use of force, political or otherwise, is never in alignment with the Tao. As we seek to find 

some sane direction in today’s chaotic culture, let’s remember the use of counter-force is simply one more 

attempt to impose the will of some upon the lives of others. It’s not different just because it’s ours. If others 

are not willing to meet in Rumi’s field, no matter. Let’s go there and wait for them. That mystical field is far 

more “Real” than what is presented as the “real world” by media.

—



Battles do not bring victory,

only misery for all involved.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 30

So many personal encounters

are unconsciously seen as battles.

We subtly, or not so subtly,

try to establish a pecking order;

to see who has most to gain,

who has most to lose,

from this encounter.

Energy, prestige, confidence,

affirmation, safety, whatever …

Who walks away with more,

and who leaves the scene with less.

Culturally we are conditioned to view life as a battle. We may not use that word, substituting the seemingly 

more benign word, “competition,” but it means battle nonetheless. We can see that the “battle” perspective 

is front and center in society right now. We can also see that the only ultimate result of this distorted view is 

misery for “winner” and “loser” alike. When you encounter another person - it is not a battle. When you 

drive your car - it is not a battle. When you watch the news - it is not a battle. All it takes is a shift of 

perception. When you get up in the morning, do not put on your battle armor. See how different life might 

be.

—



A follower of the Tao does what needs doing 

without undue effort. 

He isn’t worried about reward. 

He knows when to stop,

and stops completely. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 30

Stopping completely,

there’s a thought!

Putting the transmission in “Park,”

removing the key from the ignition,

and shutting it off.

Instead, I let it idle,

chugging away burning energy

while going nowhere.

If we stop completely

they might gain on us,

or, god forbid,

get ahead of us.

Can’t stop.

Can’t rest.

Much too important for that!

I’ve developed the habit of shutting off the engine of my car completely when waiting at the railroad 

crossing near my home. Freight trains are frequent on the North-South route and my childhood memories 

of counting the freight come back to me. Even if it is just a few minutes, I shut it down. When the caboose 

approaches (although I don’t see the old cabooses much anymore) there is plenty of time to start up again. 

Although on occasion the pickup in back will show every intention of crawling over the top of me. Society 

says, “Move! Now!” and we are afraid of being run over. But stopping completely is as essential as taking 

action. Wisdom is the ability to discern which is appropriate in the moment. Let’s be wise out there.

—



We can do things with great struggle

and they will sometimes seem impressive, 

but they will not last.

The struggle holds them together,

when the struggle stops

they disintegrate.

Only natural work endures.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 30

Expending energy is one thing;

struggle is quite another.

There is abundant energy in the Tao

to accomplish every needed thing.

Working naturally might make me tired,

but struggle exhausts me.

Working naturally allows the Yin and Yang

of rest and effort to alternate,

but struggle knows only Yang.

Working naturally builds things that last,

but struggle builds only more struggle.

Even the classic historical “struggles” - for freedom, for civil rights, for equality - are at their best when 

they are merely the natural work we do. We don’t struggle for civil rights. We simply dedicate our work to 

these rights and proceed to do it naturally, peacefully, and without the inner resistance caused by defining it 

as a, “struggle.” It may seem like mere semantics, but it is a profoundly important distinction. Natural work 

lets the energy of the Tao flow freely and allows for rest and peace. Struggle often counters the energy of 

the Tao and allows no peace, no rest, no enduring results. We’ve been struggling for centuries. Perhaps it’s 

time to get to work instead.

—



Chapter 31

When the Tao acts, it acts powerfully and quickly,

and returns to its natural state of peace and rest.

One who follows the Tao esteems tranquility,

and takes action only when necessary.

One who values action above all does great damage

and will never find true peace in life. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 31

Our cat is capable of fluid, powerful, and effective action 

but she does not spend her life 

looking for things that need to be done. 

Her power arises from her natural state 

of complete tranquility

No animal in nature,

other than the human being,

spends a moment looking for

things that need to be done.

Yet everything needed

is accomplished naturally,

powerfully, and at the proper time.

Those whose lives are filled with action

are often simply trying to undo

the results of other actions.

In our culture, rest is something to be grudgingly granted, but only when we have exhausted ourselves. 

Anything short of this is considered lazy and irresponsible. We believe that otherwise nothing will be 

accomplished. Yet the default setting of the Tao, indeed of all nature, is rest and tranquility. All effective 

action finds its origin in that place of peaceful stillness and, when done, returns immediately to that place 

again.

—



Chapter 32

If we only understood our place, 

our unity with the Tao,

our courts of law would disappear 

and armies would disband. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 32

Courts of law and armies are built

on the assumption that we are separate,

each of us from one another.

We don’t connect.

We don’t trust.

We don’t feel safe.

Someone, something,

must stand between me

and those who would bring me harm.

There was a time when the community elders arbitrated disputes and we trusted them to do so. There was a 

time when we would defend ourselves from threats, up close and personal. It’s not that threats and disputes 

would disappear if the Tao were followed, but they would be settled in the natural flow. It is the 

institutionalized form of defense that has put a kink in things. Once a law or an army becomes an 

institution, it takes on a life of its own and requires a constant influx of energy. The courts and the armies 

must have battles to fight to stay alive. So we feed them.

—



Everything we are was formed

when the Tao exploded itself into the Cosmos.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 32

Matter and energy, space and time,

all erupted from the Tao,

expanded and filled the universe.  

Countless stars forged atoms

in their furnace heat,

then exploded them into the cosmos, 

where they formed the elements

that now appear as “us.” 

When we understand that we are “star-stuff,” 

our lives become a flowing part

of the eternal stream of Tao. 

I love Carl Sagan’s words that, “we are the stuff of the stars, looking back at the stars.” We weren’t formed 

separately and plopped into an pre-existing separate universe. The very atoms in my body were literally 

formed in the furnace of stars; stars that went Nova and hurled the atoms into space where they, after 

billions of years, became Earth. Another billion years and they now dance as me. I am, have been, and 

always will be a part of this great eternal Flow.

—



Chapter 33

The intelligent person knows about things and people.

The wise person knows about himself.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 33

I think I know about myself,

but it turns out to be the “self,”

that I think other people see.

I modify this persona, this mask,

so often that I begin to think

it’s really who I am:

this shifting amorphous shadow

of the authentic person.

I want you to know the “real me,” I say,

but first I have to find that me;

to know him and to love him,

rather than working so hard

to build the me

I think you want to see.

We all know the stress that comes from building the masks and keeping them in place. Creating a self is not 

the same as discovering the Self, the Essence, the truth of who we are and always have been, beneath the 

layers of conditioned ego structures. My intellect can often be my foe, as I call on it to design and construct 

sophisticated modifications to the masks, and use my words to hide myself from both myself and you. My 

spiritual practices have become more and more a willingness to enter the realm of true self-discovery; the 

self that abides within and is always a part of the Greater Self.

—



The strong person overcomes others. 

But the most powerful person

overcomes his own conditioned mind. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 33

The me I’ve learned myself to be

resists the implication that he

is not the true identity.

Intuitions that there is something more,

something underneath,

something deeper at the core

of who I really am,

are rejected,

pooh-poohed,

ignored.

This conditioned sense of self

must ultimately yield

before I can be 

truly free.

“Conditioned mind,” is my label for all the complex personality formations that are a natural part of human 

psychological development. There is nothing wrong with this process. The brain is designed to respond to 

input from the world “outside” of it. It forms connections and patterns based on all the sensory stimuli that 

it receives, and these patterns become so familiar that they acquire an illusory sense of permanence. But 

this “mind” cannot help but feel separate from all the “outside” world and is therefore always somewhat 

afraid and defensive. Only when we identify with a more Mysterious Mind can we loosen the chains of fear 

and protection.

—



The grasping person gathers treasures.

The tranquil person already has everything. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 33

I could be tranquil, I assume,

 if I have the things I think I want.

No problem!

So I go about seeking tranquility

by gathering, grasping, keeping,

and all the while tranquility

waits for me to stop,

turn around, 

sit down,

and visit for awhile.

The classic Taoist conundrum: seeking never leads to finding and gathering never leads to having. 

Appreciation of the moment, even in the midst of chaos, sadness, or depression, is a choice I am finding the 

ability to make more often lately. For instance I went to bed last night a bit depressed - nothing specific, 

just the vague message that I’m somehow not being the right person and getting the right things done. That 

mood lingers this morning but a part of me has made a choice to stop listening to the nattering, whispering, 

subtle voice of “something’s wrong.” I look about and see the Cosmos waiting in the coffee, biscuits, and 

Nancy’s eyes - waiting for me to visit for awhile.

—



In the world, long life is valued.

In the Tao, life and death are the same. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 33

I want a long life.

Scary thing is,

I’ve already had 72 years -

by all standards a good run.

I want more!

I like it!

“I” will always want more.

Another “me,”

(what shall we call him?)

 knows that “more”

is an illusory word,

limited in time and space.

That me changes from moment to moment,

a change that flows eternal.

Of course they’re not the “same.” Life is living, death is … well… dead! My conditioned mind can never 

reconcile the two. My Tao Mind, that mysterious identity beyond all words, doesn’t need to reconcile them 

because they are both made-up words; words that attempt to stop the river, to divide its flow into “this” and 

“that.” Occasionally I glimpse that there is no problem, no this or that to divide, just the River flowing 

through.

—



Chapter 34

The Tao fills the universe with Itself. 

All that is, is part of It

and It cannot lose

a single atom of Itself.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 34

I cannot be lost.

I feel adrift sometimes,

unsure of what to do

or where to go.

But, lost?

Oh no.

How could I be lost

when I am part of Tao,

surrounded by life

seen and unseen.

Never alone.

Never lost.

Actually being lost in an unknown forest would be a frightening experience, I imagine. But even then 

wisdom dictates not to panic and to remain “with yourself.”  It is the decades of training to see ourselves as 

“separate” that makes being lost seem possible. If I am separate and if “out there” is an impersonal world, 

then “lost” is a fearful thing. But if all this social training is mistaken and I am not really separate, then all 

is well. I am always with life and unseen mysteries wait to lead me along the way.

—



Since nothing is outside of the Tao,

It needs no thanks or honor.

It makes no claim of ownership. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 34

Ownership implies separation.

I, over here,

own something, over there.

It’s mine!

It belongs to me!

I own it!

In the reality of the Tao

nothing is separate

thus nothing can be owned.

I don’t need to thank the Tao,

simply appreciate it 

in every single facet of its being.

The Cosmos is something akin to a family or a community. We’re all in this together and have the deep 

natural inclination to care for one another to the best of our ability; but we certainly don’t “own” each other. 

(Parents sometimes slip into the illusion of ownership - “my” children.) Imagine the whole Universe as a 

family, a community, in which we appreciate, honor, and care for everything simply because we’re all “in 

this together.” 

—



The Tao wants nothing from us.

It needs no worship. 

No wonder we love it so. 

It is our very Self. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 34

Religion commands us to love;

one another and god.

Morality instructs us in all the implications 

and duties of love.

Gods demand worship

and religions teach us how to do that.

Gods require obedience

to intricate laws;

and belief in certain tenets.

When I realize that the Tao

neither needs nor wants

any of this;

I feel my lungs and heart expand

and I realize I am free to truly love.

This is one of several chapters where Lao-Tzu expresses the distinction between the Tao and the common 

concepts of God. Much of conventional religion speaks of God as standing outside of creation and relating 

to it as a craftsman relates to the object of his craft. Human beings, then, relate “to” God, who stands apart 

from them. This gives rise to the ideas of obedience to and worship of the deity. These ideas are absent in 

Lao-Tzu’s Taoism because there is no separation between the Tao and us. It needs nothing from us because 

it is us, and this is the very heart of our love for it.

—



Chapter 35

Within the Tao

all forms are in constant motion. 

Clinging to the forms,

we feel great loss. 

Holding to the Tao,

we are content and happy. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 35

I’m a form.

You’re a form.

Everything we see is a form,

and forms cannot be held.

Yet I want to hold something,

to feel it solid and unchanging

in my enfolding arms.

But my arms themselves

are energy in motion,

so I can let the energy of me

flow amidst the energy of you

and thus we both embrace 

the truly real.

The feeling of loss is an inevitable by-product of the desire to hold on to something. It is an inescapable 

equation: attachment to form + impermanence = loss and grief. I love the forms in my life; Nancy, my own 

body, friends, family, the mountains and forests around my home, all the myriad expressions of the flow of 

Tao. My love of them will assuredly lead to loss and grief because as forms they are all impermanent. Even 

Mount Shasta, that great Spirit Mountain, is impermanent. But as spiritual/quantum energy they all remain, 

shifting form, flowing and dancing endlessly. That is where I place my confidence. That is what I embrace.

—



Chapter 36

If we try to push away our thoughts, 

they will resist us, and naturally remain.

If we cling to them, 

they will be reinforced, and naturally remain.

If we let them rest in an open spacious mind, 

neither resisting nor clinging, 

they will fade into the mists. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 36

Either clinging to or resisting my thoughts

infuses those thoughts with energy,

reinforces the synaptic connections,

and keeps the cycle in place.

A spacious mind lets my thoughts flow by,

gathering nurture from some,

letting others pass on through

without harm.

(Some people say I have an empty mind.

Maybe that’s a good thing.)

If I want to live in the effortless flow of the Tao, I must begin with my mind. If my mind is a battleground 

of resistance, strain, and stress it is a certainty that my outer life will be the same. My mind is the first place 

that things get stuck. From there the “stuckness” manifests in the outer world in physical stress, hasty 

actions, misunderstandings, and slip-ups. These things then reinforce the struggle within my mind and the 

whole process tightens up more and more. I am learning to imagine my mind as a smoothy flowing stream 

of effortless thought. Whenever eddies form I see them as quickly dissipating and returning to the fluid 

movement of the stream. My experience of life then begins to pattern itself in the same manner.

—



This is the secret of our path:

gentleness and flexibility bring the results

that force and rigidity

fail to achieve.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 36

I watch my culture force its way

through a “show of strength”

in every situation;

No backing down, no giving in,

no value for the ways of others.

I watch myself go rigid and inflexible

when fears possess my mind;

creativity stifled, options limited,

blinded to the possibilities.

Despite the habits of a lifetime,

there just might be a better way.

There are so many ways that force and rigidity manifest in my life besides the typical overt displays. I can 

look, they say, relaxed and like I’m “going with the flow,” while inside I am white-knuckling the whole 

experience. That inner rigidity, arising primarily from fear and anxiety, eventually makes its way into outer 

behavior no matter how carefully I try to keep the “good Taoist” mask in place. The lovely paradox, of 

course, is that the more I accept that process in myself, the less often it occurs. I don’t resist my resistance 

and the whole illusion tumbles down.

—



Chapter 37

Our practice is that of effortless effort.

It seems as if we do nothing,

yet everything gets done.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 37

The “movers and shakers” of our world

spend their time moving and shaking.

Nothing of true importance gets done.

The appearance of effort is more important

than helpful action itself.

Looking busy, even to ourselves,

is more important than immersion in the moment.

So our actions are accompanied 

by extra effort and wasted energy.

This agitation is not necessary.

Wu-wei remains the way of power.

“Wu-wei” is a Chinese phrase composed of the characters for “not” and “doing.” Lao-Tzu uses this concept 

throughout The Tao Te Ching to illustrate the Taoist way of effective action. It is not simply “going with the 

flow” as characterized by some. It is the wisdom of acting with full energy, nothing held back, when action 

is appropriate; but without any second-guessing or ego attachment to outcome. It is also waiting with 

patience and serenity until the appropriate action arises naturally; without any fidgeting, restlessness, or 

anxiety - thus keeping all our energy available rather than squandered. It is a difficult concept, but one 

greatly needed in my life and in my society.

—



If leaders could center themselves in the Tao,

the people would live in peace and contentment

with no one to stir them up 

or disturb their natural harmony.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 37

No one wants true harmony.

It does not sell cars, 

elicit votes,

or seek advantage.

Contentment does not desire more,

and if we don’t desire more

how can wealth increase?

I remember once a President

suggested we turn down our thermostats

and wear warm sweaters.

He was laughed out of office

and ended up building houses for the poor. 

So, despite our words, we must not want

contentment and peace.

We must want exactly what we have.

Lao-Tzu’s words will not allow me to always hide behind philosophical niceties. Sometimes he forces me 

to look at my culture’s leadership and admit how terribly far from the center of the Tao we have strayed. 

Lao-Tzu saw the same process unfolding in his own culture and was dismayed. Yet he continued to hold 

leaders to the counter-intuitive standard of service, humility, and simplicity. In tribal cultures, when 

leadership strayed as far from the people as have ours, the people simply moved away, leaving the leader 

alone with no one to “lead.” Is there a modern equivalent we might use?

—



There is a Still Point

at the center of our life.

It will be waiting for us 

when we cease our efforts

to control, manage, and master life.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 37

A Still Point sounds great.

If I can get my finances under control;

manage my time more efficiently;

generate more productivity;

get government to behave;

and tidy up some loose ends;

I think things will become 

quiet and still at last.

Maybe. 

The built-in contradiction of our cultural paradigm insures that we will never find the peace and happiness 

that the paradigm promises. It is a control issue; or rather an illusion of control issue. Stillness, we believe, 

will come when we can finally get things to stop thwarting our efforts. We’d be still more, we say, if things, 

people, and events would just behave as they should. Until then, have to keep moving and manipulating 

with the hope that, some day, things will quiet down. It is an illusion, an illusion that keeps us from seeing 

that peace is here in every step we take.

—



Chapter 38

Not trying to be good, 

we experience natural goodness.

Being good, while hoping for reward, 

has nothing to do with natural goodness.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 38

I’ve tried for so many years

to be the “good boy” 

my mother wanted.

It was my first line of survival,

the strategy that kept me safe.

It’s only been in recent years

that I’ve stopped trying.

It leaves a vacuum inside,

a confusion about who and what I am.

The natural goodness that I believe 

has been within me all along

is difficult to see.

You can’t tell from the outside

which is which.

It is an inside thing.

It’s not that I’ve become a “bad boy,” though some might disagree. It’s just that all the 

masks I’ve worn that used to bring me the “treats” of life, like a dog gets biscuits for 

sitting up and being cute, no longer seem to work. I don’t feel like sitting up and being 

cute. At the same time, I don’t want to do harm or cause sorrow. I want to be of help and 

bring a healing touch. Too much thinking, trying to figure it out, doesn’t seem to work. 

I’ll just keep doing what seems natural to do. I’m glad the Tao keeps flowing through me, 

good boy or bad boy.



Natural goodness works effortlessly and benefits all.

Contrived goodness requires great effort and accomplishes very little.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 38

It’s sometimes hard to tell

the difference in the two.

But anonymity is a clue.

When trumpets blare

and cameras flash their lights

you can be sure that energy

is being wasted somewhere.

With no need for anyone to know,

goodness is free to flow

and nurture all without distinction.

That’s one way to tell.

Jesus once talked of not letting the left hand know what the right hand is doing. I see the point of that more 

clearly now as I look at the difference between natural and contrived goodness. It’s not simply avoiding the 

spotlight of publicity; it’s avoiding the subtle spotlight of the ego. I can usually spot when I am seeking 

affirmation from external sources. It’s harder to notice the subtle approval I am seeking from my 

conditioned mind - that crafty judge within that keeps me always trying harder and doing less. 

—



Compassion acts and seeks nothing.

Justice acts and seeks specific results.

Morality acts, then demands, 

and then forces correct behavior.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 38

The quest for justice goes astray

when courts increase their power.

Morality fails when it is imposed.

My justice and your justice

often diverge from one another.

Whose will rule?

Whichever has the power,

and, without doubt, the money.

My morality and yours

may be poles apart.

Which will triumph?

Perhaps the loudest? 

But compassion - ah, compassion.

That is where my hope resides.

As a life-long Democrat and knee-jerk liberal, I seldom see how much I seek to control the justice and 

morality of others. After all, I reason, I am right. What hubris. What a crock. Compassion is the only hope 

for humankind and compassion does not reside in forms and laws and rules of conduct. Oh, guidelines can 

be of some help to be sure. But unless they are suffused with individual human compassion they are 

tyrants, no matter how carefully structured or well-intentioned they may be. My question must be: how do 

we tap into the reservoir of human compassion that is waiting to be used?

—



Separated from our true nature, 

we make more detailed rules 

to govern our lives.

When these rules don’t work, 

we pretend that empty rituals will suffice.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 38

Rituals can be full of meaning,

or as empty as the wind.

It depends on the energy,

the nature within the act.

A vow without an inner truth

is a mere babble of noise.

A rite without a true intention,

is superstitious drivel.

Rules may give us the appearance

of kindness and justice,

but only our true nature

can satisfy our longings.

I’m not a total anarchist. I think there is a helpful, though very limited, benefit in certain rules of behavior. 

They can be guidelines that aid us translate our intentions into concrete acts of benefit to others. I also use 

rituals in my spiritual practice. They support me when my mind is cluttered and confused. But they do not 

override my deep intentions - like the desire to be compassionate, awake, grateful, and attentive. It is these 

intentions that arise from my true nature that are the key to a truly supportive life. 

—



Chapter 39

The Tao provides clarity and tranquility.

Absence of the Tao brings confusion and anxiety.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 39

Confusion and anxiety are familiar companions.

They often greet me early,

before the morning coffee.

Clarity comes later, if it comes at all,

as I try to orient myself 

to the “is-ness” of my life.

The conundrum lies in my perspective.

Which lens shall I put in place:

The clear and tranquil view,

accepting and grateful for any experience?

Or the confused and anxious view,

frightened of any noise out there?

It is a wonder to me,

how simple the choice can be.

My morning can turn on a dime. As I write these words, Nancy and I are at a hotel on a large military base 

in Southern Arizona. We are visiting my son and his family, including our new granddaughter, Emma, who 

is now about 10 days old and the most delicate and beautiful being you can imagine. I am at a table in a 

crowded dining hall, surrounded by young men and women in uniform who are hurrying into their day of 

classes, drills, and whatever. My experience bounces from serenity to confusion in the space of a breath, 

then back again to serenity. Maybe the view from Tao requires a step back from either of these two, 

encompassing them both, and letting both reside in a deeper Serenity than I can conjure on my own.

—



The Tao fills society with trust and creative power.

Without the Tao, society flounders and exhausts itself.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 39

It’s hard to trust my world

when I struggle to trust my own nature.

Perhaps that’s why my culture

seems so schizophrenic;

enlightened one moment,

barbaric the next.

Exhaustion seems the norm

as we see-saw between our greater

and our lesser angels. 

If I feel drained and weary,

how can I contribute to an inspired world?

There is a place inside of me

that is neither weary nor afraid.

I want to live from there.

Once again I find my life to turn on the pivot of perspective. Neither you nor I lack the power to live 

authentic, creative, powerful lives. That reservoir of energy is within us. We will never be without its 

supply of genuine vitality. It may express itself in different ways as we circle through the stages of our life, 

but it will always flow in ways that support us and enable us to contribute to life. The choice of “where to 

live” will be available in every step we take.

—



With the Tao life rolls like a wagon, 

simply doing its work without fanfare. 

And we too just roll along, 

like common stones in a river.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 39

All around me is the subtle message,

“If you’re not special, you’re nothing.”

The image of rolling along like a common stone 

becomes tinged with thoughts of “not enough.”

Yet the one who thinks these thoughts

is not the one I want to live my life.

This particular “thinker” isn’t real.

He is a figment spun by a cultural paradigm

I no longer believe or trust.

Rolling along is really lots of fun.

I don’t need an commentator

to tell me how I’m rolling.

Shifting paradigms isn’t easy. Knowing that the trajectory of my culture is fundamentally flawed is not a 

comfortable bit of knowledge. I trust that a new, more balanced paradigm, is on the way but the messages 

in my head retain the language of the old. It’s late in life to learn a new language, but that seems to be the 

unavoidable challenge we all face. The most effective way to learn a new language, I am told, is to 

completely immerse yourself in that new language. So as we struggle to learn the language of a new way of 

living, perhaps we would benefit from ceasing to speak the old one in our heads. 

—



Chapter 40

Instead of struggling to get ahead,

the way of Tao is to return

to what we left behind.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 40

All cultures seem to have an Eden Myth:

the longing for a time that was,

or should have been.

I wonder if our struggle comes

from going in the wrong direction?

We were born to live a simple life

and have forgotten it.

We try to find it once again

by ever more complex 

and convoluted means.

No wonder the Tao 

seems elusive.

We’ve forgotten, I think, that we once knew what life was all about. It was the pleasure of touch and taste; 

of beauty seen and felt; of love and belonging to one another and to the Earth. It was an unforced 

alternation of activity and rest, woven into a seamless way of living. I doubt that such a life can be found by 

the kind of efforts we are undertaking. We can’t spend or work our way into that lost paradise. We can only 

turn around and return. I find myself asking the question, “What have I forgotten? What did I leave behind 

in my hurry to grow up that turns out to be essential for my life?”

—



Instead of controlling events,

the way of the Tao is to yield.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 40

Am I always to yield?

When will it be my turn?

Don’t I ever get my way?

What about me?

These questions circle in my mind

and keep me scrutinizing events,

searching for some elusive handle,

some way of grasping hold

and twisting them to my liking.

Without these harping thoughts

my mind would simply, calmly,

effectively and naturally respond.

No control needed.

There are many definitions of the word, “yield.” It can mean to surrender and admit defeat, but that is not 

the meaning Lao-Tzu implies. As we follow the way of the Tao, he suggests that we try to discern the flow 

of its energy and then comply with, agree with, and consent to this flow. It is a far cry from passively 

yielding to an aggressive bullying force. It is an active participation in the movement of the Tao - minus the 

wasted energy of attempting to impose our will. This allows  for energetic action or for patient and quiet 

waiting - all depending on the flow of the moment.

—



What we call “life”

emerges from what we call “death”

Therefore there is nothing to fear.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 40

What is it about death

that creates such terrible fear,

causes untold suffering,

and triggers so many acts of violence?

What separates life from death?

Simple biology cannot answer.

Wishful thinking doesn’t work 

This thinking mind does not know

how not to know,

and is thus afraid.

Knowing what I do not know,

I am content.

My brain cannot stretch beyond the arbitrary points of birth and death. I therefore cannot solve my 

existential fears by thinking. But there is a mysterious confidence that lies beneath the turmoil of my 

conditioned thoughts. It tells me that a life that seems to be a brief candle flicker is actually an eternal 

flame. I can give no justification for this confidence other than an growing awareness of a complex Web of 

Life. Quantum particles flicker in and out of what we call existence, not obeying any ordinary rules. 

Galaxies and even Universes seem to come and go, yet nothing is ever lost. It boggles the mind, and only a 

boggled mind can find the Tao.

—



Chapter 41

There seem to be three responses to the Tao: 

Some hear of it, know in their souls that it is true,

and devote their lives to knowing it more fully. 

Some hear of it and say,“that sounds interesting”

and think about it now and then. 

Some hear of it and say, “Absurd! Airy-fairy nonsense!” 

and laugh out loud. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 41

I find all three responses alive within me.

I want to know the Tao more fully, 

but so many things crowd in

and capture my attention.

Another voice inside my head

assures me that the Tao is impractical 

in the real world; that this way of living 

makes no sense.

But my soul does know

that the Tao is Real and True.

My distractions and my fears

diminish day by day.

Cultural distractions abound and a mindset of power, aggression, and consumerism seems to dominate. I 

slip into my fearful responses all too often. But I have reached the point in my life where distraction is no 

longer that effective. Voices that call me impractical have lost much of their power as well. I no longer have 

the luxury of distraction and I am learning to face the emptiness of my society’s assumptions. My fears are 

lessening and my dedication to a deeper and more authentic way of living is growing stronger. Something 

deep and mysterious is moving in me and in the world. Can you feel it too?

—



Great wisdom seems childlike.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 41

I notice that the wisest of our race

throughout our history have been

treated much like children;

patted on the head and told

how special they are.

Their words are gathered

into special books;

their images placed

in special places;

admired, applauded,

and eventually ignored

while we follow the grown-up

and ignorant.

The search engines of the internet are filled with images of Jesus, Buddha, Gandhi, Lao-Tzu, and the other 

sages and wisdom-keepers of history. Memes and quotes abound and serve to deliver a moment of 

inspiration, very much like the countless images of cute babies and children serve to elicit an, “Awww, isn’t 

he cute.”  Both images touch a place in our heart, but our daily lives and cultural directions are not directed 

by this place. I wonder if we can ever find a way to relearn trust in a childlike approach to life?

—



Great power seems weak.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 41

Power is not domination

nor is it the ability to control.

Images of so-called powerful men and women

create an tragic delusion in our mind,

one that threatens to destroy us.

True power resides in those

who align themselves with the Tao.

They seem weak because they do not use

their own power or strength.

They rely on Something greater;

Something that flows through the Cosmos

igniting suns and binding together galaxies.

They do not move mountains.

They let the mountains move themselves.

I wonder why I have had this life-long attraction to the images of Lao-Tzu portrayed in Chinese art? He is 

old and slender, often shown riding on an ox on his way into the mountains. He had no formal position in 

Chinese government and no great following of people, yet somehow his words and influence have wound 

their way throughout the centuries - softly, subtly, without fanfare or publicity. This image of a truly 

powerful man stirs me somehow. Yet it conflicts with the cultural images of power that assail me every day. 

It’s hard to trust true power when false power of armies, bullying leaders, and economic domination seems 

to rule the day. But this false power has revealed its emptiness, allowing me to turn to the Tao and finding 

true power has been here all the time.

—



True goodness seems suspect.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 41

What passes for goodness in our world

is often simply a balance of power:

I have something you need

and you have something I need.

Let’s make a deal. 

Giving without getting 

makes you seem weak, they say.

What’s he really want? they ask.

Lip service to goodness is easy.

True goodness is difficult.

It seems to put us in a “weakened “ position;

vulnerable, apt to be abused.

Still, it is the foundation of the world,

and is far stronger than its imitators

because it has no needs for approval or gain.

I have often written of my conditioning that insists that I endeavor to be, “good.” As I have tried to live out 

this conditioned goodness, I have found it to be without true strength. It has been a coping mechanism 

designed to keep me safe and out of trouble. The natural goodness inherent in the Tao has no agenda and 

cannot be trusted to obey the rules of society. It may be gentle one moment and fierce the next. It is not a 

bartering system. It is not tame and domesticated. It is a raw power and is one of the energies that forms 

and reforms all of life, not necessarily according to our whims and wishes. Can I let this wild goodness 

flow in me? I wonder.

—



Great art seems ordinary and plain.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 41

“Wabi-Sabi” is a term

for the plain and natural beauty

of weathered wood,

wrinkled faces of elders,

well-used and beloved objects,

and gnarled old trees.

The flow of nature produces beauty

that art can only poorly imitate. 

If my life is my art,

why would I make it showy and bright?

Taoist expressions, literary and artistic, throughout the centuries have valued natural and unforced beauty. 

Taoist arts and crafts have been based on wood, clay, stone, ink, and other earthy materials, and have been 

esteemed for their blend of form and function.  The ornate and elaborate, in art, craft, and life, is not the 

way of the Tao. The natural beauty inherent in an object or a person is something quite different from what 

we have been conditioned to notice and appreciate.  As Alan Watts (and many others) once said, “There are 

no straight lines in nature.” Let’s turn our appreciation to the people, things, and surroundings that nurture 

the innate and organic essence of life rather than the ostentatious and flashy.

—



Great love seems uncaring.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 41

“Don’t you love us?”

the voices whine, 

guilting us and shaming us

into acting for their benefit.

Should we withhold from them

a dram of toxic liquid 

though they desire it greatly,

we become uncaring, heartless,

brutish people. 

Should we speak a severe truth,

though with gentle words,

we become hateful, monstrous.

evil people.

Love must be defined 

from the depth of our own heart,

not from social pressure.

Love, as we all have discovered, is a slippery concept in our world. Sentiment, infatuation, obligation, 

obsession, and desire are just some of the myriad imitators of the deepest kind of love. Social conditioning 

creates an artificial kind of love that serves to grease the wheels of commerce, urging us to indulge 

ourselves and others with the satisfaction of every whim. It’s difficult to know when denial of self or of 

others is simply cruel, or the strongest kind of love. It’s difficult to have the courage for certain acts of love 

that leave us labeled cruel by those we care the most about.

—



Even truth itself seems false.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 41

In a world of “alternate facts,”

there seems no place to turn

for something true,

some place to stand

that doesn’t shift like sand. 

Surely the truth within the Tao

seems untrue to most of us.

Change, flow, transition,

transformation, and balancing

are not the “facts”

we want to hear.

Let’s pin things down

and get on with business. 

As I write these words I am on hold with customer “service” for an internet hosting company. We are in a 

discussion over two different versions of “truth.” I understood one thing, they charged me for another. I’m 

not really upset as the flow will be what it is today. (Although the hold “music” is taxing my nerves.) I’m 

just aware of how fluid life really is and how commerce endeavors to solidify and commodify it.  It is 

interesting, and helpful, to be writing about something as I am experiencing it. I was going to be outside 

this morning to work with wood and stone. Something else happened.

—



Chapter 42

From within the One Tao

came the Yin and the Yang.

Yin and Yang together

produce the energy of the Cosmos,

and give all things their form.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 42

The first great act of Creation

was the interaction of quantum flux;

the dance of Yin and Yang,

an energy and its partner

playing together to make 

the very structure of nature.

Positive and negative:

what seems to be the opposite

is actually the necessary

thing that makes the Whole.

I live in a dualistic world. This seems to oppose that in every aspect of experience because we never look 

closely enough at the dance. At a quantum level the parameters of space and time, so necessary to our 

existence, disappear. The Yin and Yang interact in a perfect balance and - wonder of wonders - the universe 

appears. Of course at the level of everyday living it is hard to say that ignorance and bigotry are part of the 

overall flow of the Tao, but that just might be the case. We are not “artificial intelligence.” We are the real 

thing and the real thing is a complex interaction of mysterious and unfathomable energies. It’s a marvel, it 

really is. I don’t understand it, but I celebrate it.

—



We feel Yin and Yang together

in the simple act of breathing

in and out.

There is no gain without loss.

There is no life without death.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 42

Try breathing in.

Now do it again,

and again…

only in, 

never out.

Fill those lungs,

then fill them even more.

You will soon discover

that only the empty

can be filled.

As I watch things come and go I get a bit confused. Blessings appear and I immediately attach to them and 

want them to remain forever, or at least a long long while. Trials appear and I want them to disappear 

immediately, or at least very very quickly. It is hard to see the trials as a way of emptying and making space 

for new and unforeseen blessings. Who doesn’t want a life to be a string of uninterrupted blessings? That is 

like wanting to take only inhalations, never exhaling. It is important to remember that every inhalation 

leads to an exhalation… and every exhalation leads to another inhalation! I want to watch life breathe in 

me, in…out… in…out… and delight in the process.

—



No one knows how or when

Yin gives way to Yang and back again,

so don’t force your way upon the world.

Stay at the center

and trust events.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 42

It seems I’m always wanting things to stay

when they are leaving,

and to leave,

when they are staying. 

This way I’m never working

with the reality of my life;

only with an idea of it.

An idea of my life

is not the same as life itself.

Clinging to the idea means that

I may miss the real thing

as it flows through.

Flow is perhaps one of the primary descriptive words within Taoist thought. The image of life as a flowing 

river is appealing, but sometimes hard to feel in our rigid society. The gentle, yet powerfully energetic, 

movements of Qigong are a wonderful practice for my life. They help me feel the ebb and flow, surge and 

retreat, and expansion and contraction that are constantly occurring in my body, in my mind, and in my 

environment. As my arms rise and fall, my weight shifts back and forth, and my breath flows easily in and 

out I lose the sense of struggle that my conditioned mind has formed. Life smooths out a bit. (There are 

many forms of Qigong. I recommend the work of Lee Holden.)

—



Chapter 43

That which is fluid and flexible

will always overcome

that which is rigid and stiff.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 43

I watch water cascade over rocks

and hear the sound it makes,

like the roar of a speeding train

that echoes through the little canyon

where I walk.

The rocks seem to murmur,

“We will stand firm…we will stand firm,”

and their solid forms seem

to give their murmurs credence.

But were I to wait a hundred years -

a nanosecond on the Earths calendar -

and return to this river canyon,

those murmurs would be gone -

replaced by others vowing to

“stand firm.”

And the river would continue to flow. 

It has been a heavy winter here in the Northern California mountains. Spring has finally arrived but the 

snow pack on Mount Shasta is deeper than it has been in decades. As the melt-off gains in strength the 

rivers and waterfalls of the area take on an awesome power. Nancy and I walked along one of our favorite 

trails yesterday - along the McCloud River up to what is named, “Middle Falls.” The din of water falling 

filled the air and the mist greeted us a quarter mile down the trail. I have no doubt of the truth of these 

verses from 

—



An empty vessel is more potent and creative

than one which is filled to the brim.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 43

From an overlook to the Grand Canyon I wonder:

Would the infinite varieties of color and light exist

without the empty depth that stretches down

and down?

An unscheduled day invites creative action

and limitless possibilities.

The rub, however, is the fear

that rushes in to fill the space. 

The myriad voices clamor for attention;

“Me!” … “No, me! Do what I say to do!”

So the space gets packed with oughts and shoulds

and inspired work retreats again.

Mother culture fears the empty spaces

within the human mind.

As a product of my culture, I find myself anxious when presented with spaciousness. I speak of valuing this 

fertile emptiness, but I so often veer away from it. This avoidance is supported by a society full of every 

kind of noise and distraction. There is always something available at the push of a button that can fill the 

space before its blessings can be felt. Perhaps some of my most courageous moments are those in which I 

refrain from pushing the button and instead wait in discomfort, anxiety, and wonder to see what is really 

here. It is without exception something full of a mysterious energy I would otherwise never experience.

—



We act from stillness.

We talk from silence.

In a world of clamor and aggression

this is not a popular way,

yet it is the only way to happiness.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 43

A Blue Heron standing by the stream

is still and silent.

The wind ruffles an out-of-place

feather on his breast

but no other movement,

no other action disturbs the scene

as minutes pass.

His total being is aware

of the movement all about

but he, himself, is still.

Until… he moves,

faster than my eye can follow…

dinner.

Then he spreads his wings 

and gracefully, without effort,

soars, circles, and disappears.

Lao-Tzu watched the natural world as intently as the Heron watches the stream. This is how the truth of 

“effortless effort” arose. Streams and rivers, breezes and storms, forests and mountains, animals small and 

large all express their power without conscious effort. Stillness is the state from which they all arise and to 

which they all return. Their action is simply a moving expression of their stillness. It is difficult to 

remember the importance, the imperative, of stillness in a world of perpetual effort. When I do remember, I 

watch the actions of my day emerge as if by magic, energetic and productive but returning again and again 

to stillness.

—



Chapter 44

How others perceive you is of no concern.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 44

I can never know another’s perception of me.

I can only project my own mind’s image,

filtered, massaged, tweaked, and processed,

and then I give this fiction

an overlay of importance.

It circles round and round,

“what they think I think they think…”

and creates an illusion of life.

This illusion says that I must have

your approval and admiration

in order to be safe.

So I live the dance of pleasing another

and wonder why I don’t find peace.

Certainly we are social creatures and are involved in complex and intimate relationships with other human 

beings. The “rules” for these relationships are determined by cultural conditioning that involves a myriad of 

conscious and unconscious interactions. We depend upon each other for so many things, but ultimately this 

dependence cannot support our deepest identity; our deepest sense of purpose and satisfaction. If we forget 

this we will always be looking in the wrong place for the real answers.

—



How much wealth you have is of no concern.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 44

Are you financially secure?

Can you retire and enjoy

the lifestyle you want

to become accustomed to?

Do you have a safety net

to catch any slip of any sort?

Is your life insurance up to date?

Will your health insurance

cover any possible trouble?

Is your estate in order?

These are the questions deemed important

by the gurus of our culture.

When the Tao says that

they are of no importance,

it’s hard to believe.

This is the point where I always start to temporize my answer; where I am led to say, “Of course there is a 

place for a certain amount of concern about finances.” But the Tao, in this and many other verses, is clear 

that these things are of no concern. So I want to be careful that I don’t slip right back into the economic 

morass of today’s culture. Just as more primitive societies were dependent on the weather and other 

environmental factors, so most of us are dependent on a market-place economy for food and shelter. But 

recognizing my dependence on these factors is not the same as “being concerned” about them. They are 

incidental. They come and go. The idea that we can control them is a vast illusion. The nurture of the Tao 

flows continually, in and through our lives. Trust it and pick from it the fruit you need as it passes.

—



When we understand that we are capable

for our lives, no matter what,

we will cease exhausting ourselves

and begin enjoying ourselves.

From The Tao Te Ching, Chapter 44

That nagging nattering little feeling

way in the back of the brain,

you know, the one that suggests

life might be too much

for us to handle?

It’s a fallacy and has no understanding

of life at all.

Life is not something to be handled.

It is a flow of experience

encompassing every emotion,

joy, sorrow, gain, loss,

comfort and pain

we can imagine.

We don’t need to make it

anything other than what it is.

I get tied up in knots when I try to pit myself against life; when I see it as an opponent to be vanquished, 

subdued, and mastered. I judge my own competence and capabilities by how well I’m “handling” the 

vicissitudes of life, when in fact my competence is never on the line. Despite what we have been told, life is 

neither a challenge to prove our worth nor a test to pass or fail. It is simply a complex, multi-faceted, and 

inexplicable gift. It is the mysterious concentration of consciousness into a particular form in space and 

time; an unfolding experience. It is not meant to be fought or controlled. We are the Flow of Tao through 

this construct we have labeled “our life.” Go with the flow.

—



Chapter 45

True perfection is not concerned

with appearing to be perfect.

From The Tao Te Ching, Chapter 45

We have learned a great masquerade:

Appearance is everything. 

Mistakes are denied.

Flaws are covered up.

Usefulness is judged by commerce.

Beauty is determined by fashion.

Success is defined by wealth.

Truth is decided by public opinion.

In the midst of this vast deception

the winding, twisting, multi-colored

perfection of the Tao is lost.

Now that spring is here, a multitude of what my mind calls, “weeds,” is emerging in the small area I call, 

“back yard.” (As if this yard were somehow separate from the forest all around.) A voice begins to natter 

that I need to mow, chop, and winnow until the yard achieves some semblance of “perfection.” (As if the 

forest all around is somehow imperfect.) I want to be careful and kind with myself this season. There is 

nothing wrong with cultivating a certain ambiance in my surroundings, but I don’t want to strive for a 

masquerade of perfection in my back yard or in my life. The perfection of the Tao is something far more 

natural and is easily missed in my conditioned strivings. There is nothing wrong in tinkering with things if 

it pleases me, but perfection exists in the very nature of life itself. It doesn’t need my tinkering.

—



We want the Tao to be direct,

but it seems to twist and wind about.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 45

The shortest distance, it is said,

between two points is a line that’s straight,

no twists, turns or unexpected detours.

So freeways grid the landscape

and airplanes bisect the heavens.

If we could teleport ourselves, 

we probably would; go here

to there with nothing in between.

But the Tao is all about the in between;

it is the journey, not the destination;

the process, not the product.

The twists are essential to the trip.

Long ago I read a compelling book by William Least Heat Moon titled, “Blue Highways.” Roads that are 

not expressways, the older less-used roads show up in blue on highway maps. (Remember those?) The 

protagonist of the story takes a journey of discovery through America on the back roads. Such a journey is 

possibly only on “blue highways” that wind their way through the actually territory of a place. Between our 

house and the county seat town of Yreka where we often shop is 28 miles of Interstate 5. Alternately there 

is 35 miles of the old “blue highway” through the ranch land and rolling hills of Little Shasta Valley. We 

never take the Interstate. Because so much of human experience has been “smoothed out,” we presume that 

the rough roads and sidetracks in life are the indication that something is wrong, when in fact they are the 

real “stuff” of being alive.

—



We want the Tao to be clear and predictable,

but it seems confusing and obscure.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 45

My brain likes patterns,

maps of reality so to speak,

that are plain and straightforward.

It doesn’t like loose ends

that dangle in space, 

or trails that disappear

into blank areas beyond which,

“there be dragons.”

I like to know where the rest areas

are situated and where one

can safely spend the night.

In all my years, however,

I’ve never found a map

of the Tao.

Many philosophies and religions have everything pinned down tight. You have a question? They have an 

answer. The Tao has been a wonderful metaphor and guide for my life, but it has seldom answered my 

questions; especially the “important questions.” When I ask it, “Where is my life headed?” and, “What’s it 

all about?” it smiles and sends a breeze through the tree tops and swirls a bit of campfire smoke into my 

eyes. “That’s no answer,” I growl. “Did I promise you an answer?” it laughs. I fume a moment and then 

join in the laughter. 

—



Since the Tao does not meet our expectations,

what are we to do?

Breathe in and out as the trees breathe.

Simply be alive and pay attention,

nothing more is needed.

From The Tao Te Ching, Chapter 45

It is natural for human beings to project;

to expect the world outside ourselves

to reflect our own desires,

to love what we love,

want what we want,

and hate what we hate.

Since the Tao does not comply 

and will not wear our projections,

it seems wise to withdraw them;

to own them as our own unique conditioning,

and learn to let life be

just what it is.

The concept of “letting life be” has a built-in conundrum: Does it mean that we therefore take no action to 

refine and enhance our experience? No. We have desires and aspirations and they are an innate aspect of 

our existence. We naturally take actions to satisfy these desires and meet these aspirations. The answer to 

the conundrum is to be as clear as possible about the flow and nature of the Tao - of the Life around and 

within us - rather than expect it to bend to our will. When our desires and aspirations emerge from this 

clarity they are imbued with tremendous power and energy. What is Life doing? How can I cooperate with 

it? How can I merge my aspirations with Its flow?

—



Chapter 46

When a culture knows the Tao,

it creates beautiful and useful things.

Each person contributes what is natural

and nothing is left undone.

Contentment is the normal state of things.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 46

I get stymied when I try to imagine

how such a culture would appear.

How would the economic system function?

How would housing be handled?

What sort of government would work?

People more creative than I

are working on the details

even as I write these words.

No one notices them

because they are far outside the norm.

Will such a culture emerge?

I do not know.

I will not live to see it,

but I know inside how it will feel.

I remain what might be called a romantic idealist. We have within us a blueprint for a different way of 

living; a way we lost somewhere in the eons past. We didn’t lose it because we are bad or because we are 

flawed. We simply lost our way in the complexities of life. We began to see ourselves as separate from the 

Tao and that caused us to become afraid. Our fear led us to turn our creative genius to an attempt to control 

life in all of its aspects. This separated us even more from our natural state and has led us to our current 

chaotic crisis. Somehow we will have to return to a focus on beautiful, useful, and creative work. 

Contentment rather than progress must become our most important product. I may not be able to envision 

the new forms, but I can certainly focus on beautiful, useful, creative work and let myself become content 

in all circumstances. So can you.

—



When a culture does not know the Tao

it produces useless trinkets and distractions.

It stockpiles weapons of every sort

and people live in fear.

No one finds contentment.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 46

The future of humanity is in my hands. 

I’m the one who has settled for trinkets 

instead of treasures. 

I’m the one who musters my defenses 

and lives in fear. 

I’m the one who chooses distractions over contentment. 

When I change these choices 

I change the direction of society. 

I heal a tiny part of culture’s heart. 

This is a difficult truth, 

because it is far easier to complain 

than to choose.

The essence of a culture is seen in what it produces and in what the people experience. On the other hand, 

what people experience tends to determine the essence of a culture. I see my culture as unhealthy and 

unwholesome. How might I heal it? By experiencing, moment by moment, in my own life, the 

contentment, creativity and simplicity of the Tao. Chapter 46 - today and yesterday - show the sharp 

contrast between the two choices; between the two ways of living. The future is in our choices.

—



Chapter 47

One does not have to wander the earth

in search of the treasures of Tao.

It is not even necessary

to go out the front door.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 47

Wandering the earth is fine,

as long as one finds joy

in simply wandering.

Wandering in search of Tao, however,

is a fruitless waste of time.

Where I am sitting at this moment

is the hiding place

of the secret of the Tao.

What is with you at this moment

is what you have been seeking

all of your life.

As Jon Kabat-Zin’s wonderful book title says, “Wherever You Go, There You Are.” Occasionally it may be 

of benefit to change scenery so that the mind stops following its habitual grooves, but usually the mind is 

well defended against change and takes its grooves along when we travel. We often focus our eyes far 

down the road in anticipation of something new, and all the while that which we seek is right beneath our 

feet. So travel if you enjoy it, but don’t go looking for the Tao. It has always been, and will always be, your 

traveling companion. 

—



Travel and exploration may be exciting

but it will not take us to the Tao,

which lies within our hearts,

waiting for us to notice.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 47

I love that it lies within my heart.

My heart is a complex,

and sometimes lonely place.

It is comforting to know

that I am never truly alone there.

The unexplored country,

the true frontier,

is waiting across the border of the heart.

To step into this unknown country

is perhaps the greatest challenge of my life.

I don’t have to take that step.

I can finish out my years 

and remain this side of the border.

But that’s not what life is for.

Here goes.

There are so many excuses and rationalizations that keep me confined inside the boundaries of the known, 

the expected, the safe, the comfortable and the “civilized.” The heart is a wilderness of untamed beauty and 

energy. To venture into this territory requires a willingness to, “leave home,” and die in a far country. 

Amazing though; this far country turns out to be the home I have been homesick for all of my life.

—



We can sit in our own backyard

and see the farthest reaches of heaven.

We can stop all striving

and accomplish everything.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 47

Lazy undisciplined idler!

Get that shoulder to the wheel

and that nose to the grindstone.

(Anatomically impossible notwithstanding)

No strain, no gain, buddy

so buckle down … 

Ah, but the opposite of striving

is not idling.

It is relaxed and flowing movement doing 

what is needed;

without wasting effort

on what is not.

The ability to know what is truly needed, helpful, and worthwhile is the essence of wisdom in today’s 

driven stress-filled society. The obvious external signs of burn-out, anxiety, and overwork are apparent 

everywhere, but I sense that much of our useless striving is internal and not as readily seen. It is the 

grinding and scraping of a divided mind that never rests. If we’re not literally multi-tasking, our mind is 

whirling on a dozen different tasks and priorities. This overwhelmed mind is insisting that each and all of 

these are essential and urgent. Yet much of what is labeled essential and urgent is actually needless and 

wasteful. What is truly necessary? I mean truly necessary? Is that what we are using our energy and life 

being about?

—



Chapter 48

The more information we gain,

the more we assume we know.

The more we assume we know,

the less we see clearly.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 48

What I suppose to be the case

creates a groove in which I live.

Unexpected events and unforeseen actions

leave me flatfooted and flabbergasted.

I assume that people will see what I see

if they just look carefully enough.

I assume that a course of action

will, of course, be the proper one.

It happened this way before,

it surely will again.

It seems “evident” to me.

Blind spots are, of course, problematic to discuss. By definition I can not “see” them. In my experience, 

however, they abound. The whole universe is composed mostly of blind spots - energies, happenings, and 

processes I have no ability to perceive. I can only infer them. To infer is an improvement on assuming. To 

infer means that I draw a conclusion based on observation and evidence. It could still be totally in error, but 

I hopefully am aware of that possibility. But assumptions keep the blind spots in place, unseen and 

unknown. It is important to be aware that I am blind to most of what is real - in people, events, and life in 

general - and therefore to walk carefully.

—



In the practice of Tao

we rely less and less 

on what is called“information,”

until our actions arise from emptiness,

and everything is done naturally.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 48

“Keep informed” the media bleats

its constant cacophonous warnings into the air.

“Here’s what’s trending now,”

the sidebars pop into my vision.

Knowledge of a thousand stories

is supposed to somehow keep me safe.

Yet the upshot of our “information age,”

turns out to be immobilization

or frenetic running round in anxious circles.

What do I really need to know, I wonder,

in order to live in the flow of Tao?

Where do I turn to find the knowledge

carried by the gentle breezes and subtle whispers

of sources forgotten by our manic times?

I do not have a television and have not watched a “news” program in years. Now my computer keeps me 

“connected” to the world wide web of trivia and misinformation. I can’t turn the darn thing on without 

confronting someone’s agenda for me to read about, be afraid of, or buy something. I’m gradually learning 

how to use the technology in mindful ways, but boy-oh-boy is it a maze of enervating sidetracks. I’m 

beginning to trust that, if I pay attention to the sights, sounds, and sensations of life here on the forest 

hillside, I will be given all I really need to know; and the action that arises from that knowledge will be 

exactly what I’m supposed to do. 

—



Chapter 49

If our being is formed by the Tao,

we hold no fixed opinions of other people,

seeing them as we see ourselves.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 49

They seem completely different, foreign, 

and so totally “other” than I. 

They can’t be facing internal struggles,

experiencing fears and desires,

driven by needs and formed

by conditions outside their control,

Can they?

They can’t be lying awake at night

wondering what it’s all about

and why it passes so quickly,

Can they?

They can’t be searching for love,

community, and for being part

of something more.

Can they?

Sometimes I read of people who seem so horrible that my answer to the above questions is, “No, of course 

they can’t.” But deeper than that reaction is an awareness that no one can stand outside of the human 

condition. The most deeply damaged psyche remains within the Tao. Even if a given person has lost all 

touch with what might be called human qualities, I have not. If he or she can no longer see through eyes of 

empathy, I still can. If they cannot remember their humanity, I can remember it for them. I may have to 

protect myself from them, but I can still see them as my own wounded self. 

—



In tune with the Tao, we are kind 

to those who are kind;

and kind to those 

who are unkind.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 49

Why does the behavior of another person

so affect my own behavior?

When shouted at,

I tend to shout.

When criticized,

I take offense.

When cared for

I care in return.

This makes me a puppet

to the whims, moods, and character

of those around me.

The natural goodness within me

is available to one and all,

why do I restrict its flow?

Kindness to the unkind is seen by conditioned society as a sign of weakness and a lack of conviction. The 

perverse twist on the Golden Rule says that I should treat others as they treat me.  But the test of true 

kindness, or goodness as it is often translated, is whether or not it is present in the face of its opposite. My 

conditioned mind would say this leaves me in danger of being a “doormat.” Nothing is farther from the 

truth. Kindness can be firm, clear, assertive, and resolute in its application. But it is never mean, vindictive, 

vengeful, cruel, spiteful, or unfair. It does not demand correct behavior but by its very nature allows correct 

behavior to emerge. This natural kindness is not generated by moral will-power or by rigorous discipline. It 

is a reservoir within, waiting to be tapped.

—



In tune with the Tao, 

we do not seek advantage over others;

therefore others feel safe with us.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 49

Do I really need a, “competitive edge,”

to make my business thrive?

Is “driving a hard bargain”

really the sign of prowess?

Must I search for signs of weakness

that I can exploit in others?

These are qualities that ultimately

bring destruction to a culture.

When we are safe to be with,

talk to, deal with, and trust;

we will become the refuge

we ourselves are seeking.

With whom do you truly feel safe? What makes that person safe? For me it is a sense that this person needs 

nothing from me except that I be who I naturally am. They don’t need my money and are not trying to sell 

me something. They don’t need me to be either strong or weak in order to satisfy their agendas. A safe 

person radiates contentment in simple things and is not looking to advance their position or gain more 

wealth. They listen more than talk. They have a sense of competence and adequacy that does not need to 

feed on my weaknesses. In fact, in their presence I feel completely competent and adequate myself. Can we 

be safe people? Might we be able to create safe communities?

—



Chapter 50

Some think of life and ignore death.

Some think of death and ignore life.

The follower of the Tao knows death will come, 

therefore knows how to live: 

without illusions, without fear,

without resistance, and without suffering. 

Neither life nor death can disturb this one. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 50

My conditioned mind cannot comprehend death,

except as s boogeyman to frighten me

into compliance with its demands. 

This same mind declares it wants to live,

but has no idea what life means

except to survive from one distraction

to the next. 

Death and life, I think, are equally essential;

each presupposing the other.

It’s an formula that includes sadness, loss, grief,

appreciation, wonder, gratitude, mindfulness, 

and acceptance.

All in all an elegant equation.

I minored in mathematics as an undergraduate and still remember a sense of wonder as I watched a page, 

half-filled with a complex set of numbers and symbols, suddenly make sense. On one side of an almost 

hidden “equals” sign was one elaborate grouping; on the other side a similar grouping … and they 

balanced! Take away the smallest symbol, a single letter or number, and the whole thing fell apart. Perhaps 

the life/death equation is that delicate. If I tinker with it too much I may miss the fundamental elegance 

woven into it since the beginning of beginningless time.

—



Chapter 51

Honoring the Tao is neither a duty

nor a test of loyalty.

Every form in the Cosmos honors the Tao

in the simple act of being.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 51

I am so grateful not to spend a moment

trying to discern what the Tao expects.

It expects nothing, wants nothing,

needs nothing from me.

I can succeed or fail

with no fear of eternal blame.

My whole life is accepted

and all the light and dark threads

are woven into the tapestry of Tao.

And if a life is spent without a thought

of being part of Tao;

that life is accepted just as well

for being what it was.

The Dali Lama is a brilliant and compassionate man, but his being is no more nor less a part of Tao than 

Donald Trump’s. I value one expression over the other, but the Tao does not. Each is being who and what 

they are. In my misanthropic moods, when it seems as if humanity is going to the well known hand-basket 

destination, it helps me to remember that we are all simply living in the illusion that we are separate from 

one another. Some of us believe the illusion so deeply that we cause great harm, but the Tao will always 

find ways of bringing balance without ever resorting to punishment or retribution.  

—



The Tao guides without controlling.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 51

The guidance of the Tao

is not the kind of guidance I am used to.

I’ve been trained to look for right roads

and wrong roads.

Guidance is supposed to keep my feet

firmly planted on the right ones.

The ever-present guidance of the Tao

is far more subtle, and ultimately

far more useful.

It speaks through every living thing

in every moment of my life,

whispering wisdom my ears

are ill-equipped to hear.

If I truly want this guidance,

I’ll have to pay better attention.

We’re not used to finding guidance in the passing of a young deer through the underbrush or in the morning 

visit of a pair of Ravens. The movement of clouds across the sky or the flow of traffic on the county road 

are simply background events to our minds. Yet every word, encounter, and event that flows through our 

day is part of the web of life. Tune in to this web. It’s vibrations are filled with information and wisdom that 

help us make choices with greater clarity. Whatever path we choose is connected to every other path and 

guidance is always available if we learn to see and hear.

—



The Tao nurtures us without owning us.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 51

A river does not own the fertile valley

through which its path meanders.

The spring rain does not own

the lilies which spring from its presence.

The entire Cosmos showers me

with blessings akin to the river and rain.

It is a paradox: 

I belong to the Earth,

to the Tao,

and to the Cosmos;

yet they claim no ownership.

My belonging is something far deeper

than ideas of possession and title deeds,

controls and claims.

It is the interdependent nature of existence itself.

Ownership is an economic fiction of human civilization. It gives us the comfort found in the illusion of 

control, something we presume we can depend upon. Perhaps this invention has a limited function in the 

gears of modern society, but it has done untold harm to our psyches. It has separated us from the inherent 

belonging our ancestors felt as they walked the forests, fished the streams, and knew that they were born 

“of all this,” and would always be a part of it. We can employ the limited idea of ownership if it seems 

useful, but always remember that it is pure fiction. Don’t take it seriously. 

—



We are all forms

of the formless mystery of Tao.

We are nurtured and sustained by it,

and our form will return to it.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 51

The old Zen question,

“What was your form

before you were born?”

Has no logical answer.

My conditioned mind 

works its way back in time,

and hits a place beyond which it cannot go.

The same mind works its way forward,

and again hits a place it cannot go. 

But the idea that the consciousness

I see as me, began at birth and will end at death

has no real logic either.

So the answer to the question is…?

So many of our conditioned beliefs about what’s after death, come from the mind’s attempt to project our 

present experience of life into places the projection will not go. But that does not mean there is no answer 

to these eternal conundrums. It simply means that the answer is not available to my conditioned mind. Even 

my glimpses of the deeper, “Tao Mind,” do not provide a logical linear answer. This deeper Mind does 

however tell me that the conceit that consciousness begins and ends with this form called, “Bill,” is in error. 

Ancient mariners used maps that showed uncharted waters as, “Beyond here there be dragons!” That’s what 

my conditioned mind sees when it attempts to go where it can never venture. We’ll see some day.

—



Chapter 52

Since the Tao gave birth to the Cosmos

She may truly be called, “Mother,”

and everything we see around us

may be called Her children.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 52

“Making” the universe and,

“birthing” the universe

are different acts entirely.

If I am made and set in motion

by some external god,

I am forever something separate.

If, however, I am birthed by Tao,

I am forever part of Her. 

Her rhythms are my own

and her energy fills my atoms.

I honor Mother Earth

and the Earth honors Mother Tao.

We are Hers

and she is ours.

Metaphors such as “birthing” have a limited application. The unfathomable mystery of existence will not 

succumb to a single metaphor. Being born of Tao does, however, bring me a sense of belonging that other 

metaphors have failed to do. Lao-Tzu was one of the few sages of his era who consistently used feminine 

images for Tao. He seemed to be striving to express the close connection that exists between mother and 

child as similar to the connection he felt with the Tao. On the one hand he saw the Tao is inexpressible, 

vague, and distant. In many other verses similar to the one above, though, he felt its presence and nurture in 

tangible, tender, and affecting ways. 

—



If we recognize the Tao’s children,

we recognize her, 

for She and her children

are one.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 52

Seeking the Tao is unnecessary.

Whatever I see is Tao.

Whatever I touch is Tao.

All that is inside me is Tao.

All that is outside me is Tao.

The Andromeda galaxy is Tao

and the eye that views it in wonder

is Tao.

The light years between

that galaxy and me

are also Tao.

So separation is an illusion.

One of my favorite books for children is by Chara Curtis and is titled, All I See Is Part Of Me. That title can 

be used as a helpful mantra for those times when I feel lost and separated. It reminds me that anything and 

everything I perceive is a part of me and, conversely, I am a part of everything I perceive. The illusion of 

separation remains a “real” illusion for me and I seldom feel, really feel, myself as a part of All That Is. No 

matter. The inability of my conditioned mind to feel this truth does not alter its reality. It is a truth that I 

must practice until it permeates the quantum nature of my body and the very neurons of my brain begin to 

reprogram my awareness until I actually know that all I see is part of me, and I am part of all I see.

—



A chaotic mind is focused

on opinions and anxieties.

A mind at rest in Tao

is quiet and free of fear.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 52

I’m astonished, when I observe my thoughts,

to find that most are mere opinions;

feelings and beliefs 

about this or that;

viewpoints to be defended

against different-minded people;

or simple judgments about trivia -

too hot, too big, too small, too far…

The more opinions bounce around,

the greater the anxiety,

for the world will not conform,

insists on remaining different 

from my opinions about it.

One of the reasons I limit my exposure to cultural and social media is because most of what is presented is 

asking me to have an opinion; to like, dislike, agree, disagree, be outraged, be pacified, etc. A quiet mind 

seems to be unacceptable. The mind must be constantly scanning the limitless landscape of opinion in a 

futile attempt to find a place to feel at home, secure, and safe. A mind that oscillates like this is never free 

of anxiety and has a diminished ability to respond to life. As the opinion machine in my head slows down, 

my mind approaches its natural state of rest. Contrary to the popular belief that we must be constantly 

stirred in order to survive, the truth is that a quiet mind is more receptive to deeper guidance, authentic 

insight, and creative constructive action.

—



We are tender hearted by nature.

Deep within us is a place of peace.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 52

I play a game of hide and seek

with that place of peace.

It seems we take turns hiding.

Alternating who is, “It.”

But it’s really me who’s hiding,

scurrying from cover to cover

lest tranquility overtake me.

I’m afraid to stop and wait

in the open long enough.

So I pretend it’s me who’s seeking

as I dart from hole to hole.

Why, I wonder, do I play this silly game? Probably because I don’t trust that, somewhere deep inside I am, 

in reality, the person I keep trying to make myself be. There must be something I have to improve before I 

can be at peace. If I don’t have to improve, what else is there to do? I might find out the answer to that 

question if I stop long enough. It’s possible that there is a whole world of creative action to which I am self-

blinded. I may as well take the chance and stop the frantic game. What do I have to lose? But it’s scary out 

here in the open.

—



Chapter 53

Our hearts and minds have

a natural harmony with the Tao;

but distractions are everywhere,

pushing, pulling, shoving,

clamoring for attention.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 53

Not one more thing to add

to an overcrowded mind;

not another rung

on the ladder of achievement;

not something else affixed

to the spiritual aura;

not a conquest,

not a victory,

not a mastery.

The Tao is what is there

when these things 

have lost their luster.

The paradox I have faced throughout my life is the effortless effort necessary for a life of natural joy. 

Spiritual practices abound. Many lifetimes can be spent on so-called mastery of a practice or a path. It’s 

seems foolish to believe that the Taoist path is easy, but it is. Yet the paradox arises when I realize just how 

enormous is the accumulation of crap in the synapses of my brain, and how much willingness is required to 

patiently release, one by one, the stories, desires, and fears. I begin to see the courage required for me to 

spend a day, and hour, or even a minute without a conditioned thought to distract me from my natural, easy, 

joyous path. A paradox indeed. A wu-wei path; a path of effortless effort.

—



When the rich invest in amusements,

and governments invest in weapons;

when the fields grow money

and jobs create wealth

for the very few;

the Tao is forgotten

and certainly misery

will follow.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 53

Power and wealth have been the benchmarks

for so long that I can hardly imagine

what a culture might become

without these aspirations.

If the benchmark became the Tao

wealth might be measured

by happiness and contentment.

Governments might invest in the health

and well-being of all people.

Fields might grow food again

and work might once more produce

lovely and useful things.

The silent suffering we try to hide

might be ended at last.

There truly is a silent suffering that circulates through my culture. There is a loud and overt dissatisfaction 

as well, but is the subterranean fear and sorrow that fuels the greed and violence we see manifest in our 

public life. From Lao-Tzu’s perspective, governments should not be the domain of the powerful, but of the 

self-giving; wealth should never be hoarded but distributed; and daily work should be to provide 

sustenance, delight, and contentment for the whole community.

—



Chapter 54

What is true, is true

and cannot be made false,

however hard we try.

What we learn of the Tao,

can never be taken from us.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 54

The truth of who and what I am

has been with me since the beginning.

I sometimes glimpse its existence,

and quickly forget what I saw.

I catch hints of it, waiting

beside me with patient humor.

I feel it within me in moments

of silent peace and also 

in the welling up of sobs

at unexpected times and places.

It comes in songs and dances,

visions and sensations,

and declares “True.”

These brief experiences of Self-awareness may pass quickly and be replaced by the hundreds of 

conditioned ideas of who I am, what I want, and how I feel. The truth remains that I know these things that 

have come to me in such transient seeming ways. They can not be taken from me no matter how 

vehemently my mind tries to deny them. I am these things, these few unassailable things, and I am not the 

myriad other things I think, or thought, I was.

—



When we see a person, 

the Tao is that person.

When we see a mountain,

the Tao is that mountain.

Whatever we see,

the Tao is that.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 54

I can believe the Tao is my spouse,

or the magnificent mountain 

rising to the sky just east of here.

I can believe the Tao is beautiful.

It’s harder to believe 

that the Tao is Donald Trump,

or a meadow strewn with rusted cars

and cast-off refrigerators.

The practice asked of me

is to pay close attention,

look carefully and patiently,

and see the Tao in people 

that I do not like,

and in places I would rather

never go. 

I don’t have to like everything I see or approve of every happening. I am free to oppose that which seems 

unjust and to support what seems to me to be helpful and compassionate. It all remains the Tao. Nothing 

stands outside the Tao, therefore nothing can oppose it. This gives me a strange sense of peace. I could, if 

certain circumstances arose, die fighting against oppression and still understand that both the oppression 

and my opposition of it are the infinite, ever-changing, dance that is the Tao. I am free to support or to 

oppose. I am not free, however, to stand outside the Tao to do it.

—



How do we know the Tao is true?

We see it within our selves.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 54

Looking within myself to see the Tao

is a perplexing experience.

There is so much conditioned crap

that masquerades as me,

that I easily become confused.

Any number of voices 

clamor for my attention,

each insisting that it, alone,

is the truth.

All are lying.

All are illusion.

When I finally see the Tao in me,

it is silent and smiling, 

and I know it’s true.

Introspection is a dangerous practice. It so easily becomes absorption in all the illusory “selves” within us - 

believing their dramas, trying to fix them, attempting to make them play nice with each other and stay in 

line. Perhaps “mindful self-awareness” is a better term. With practice, we learn to recognize the 

conditioned dramas, stop believing them, and then see past them, penetrating into a deeper place where the 

ego-selves no longer dominate. It is a life-long practice that requires patience and willingness, but I can’t 

imagine a more rewarding undertaking. It is the  adventure in search of the Soul. What could be more 

central to life?

—



Chapter 55

In harmony with the Tao, we are like an infant 

who has not yet stiffened against life;

whose body is soft but whose spirit is powerful.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 55

The infant has not yet learned

to feel separate and afraid.

Hunger and discomfort may arise,

but fear has not yet entered

to constrict the muscles

and infect the mind.

The sage is like an infant.

Illness and death may come,

but the spirit is soft 

and the mind is supple

and free of fear.

Qigong and stretching exercises help me stay reasonably soft in my body, despite the inevitable stiffening 

of age. It is my spirit that truly needs to find the “sage inside.” A brittle fearful mind is the where the real 

ravages of age manifest themselves. An infant has no capacity to control the environment and insure safety 

and nurture. It is completely dependent on the parent and therefore does not waste energy stiffening against 

life. The sage must have some of the same quality. Age dispels the life-long illusion of control and returns 

us to the knowledge that we are completely dependent on the Tao, therefore we are invited not to waste 

energy in mental and physical constrictions. If the conditioned fears of life can be released as we age we 

may find we are entering a period of immense spiritual power, manifested through a flexible and sensitive 

spirit.

—



In harmony with the Tao, we resist nothing,

therefore conquer everything.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 55

If I don’t resist, won’t I be a victim

of every plot and scheme?

Shouldn’t I be always on my guard

lest corrupt and evil people

take advantage of me?

Or shall I stay balanced

and let the energy that would be used against me,

flow around me and expend itself?

Then, when the time is right,

let action flow from the center of my being

sweeping away the obstacles.

and restoring balance and peace.

At the moment I am feeling a bit under the weather, a slight headache and some stuffy sinuses. Shall I resist 

the symptoms, not let illness have the upper hand, soldier on through? Or shall I accept the rhythms of my 

body and cooperate with its healing work? I decided to take a nap. This is, of course, a somewhat trivial 

example of non-resistance, but it is illustrative of the main point. Taking a nap was not a capitulation to 

infectious forces in my body. It was a considered strategy of balance and cooperation with the healing 

nature of life. Everything that happens is part of a infinitely complex interaction of energies. Non-resistance 

means accepting this interaction and seeking to find the center point in the midst of it all from which to take 

the most effective action. 

—



In harmony with the Tao

there is no need for force.

Life arises without effort

in the present moment

and actions produce

lasting results.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 55

If I pay attention to the present moment

I find information and counsel

from deeper wells of wisdom

than the usual blathering 

that flows out from my fears 

and my desires.

When my fears and desires are hooked

the action that ensues produces little more 

than sound and fury,

attempts to control the uncontrollable,

and structures that must be held in place

by constant vigilance and effort.

When I heed the natural wisdom of the moment

my actions become more helpful and enduring;

and I remain at peace.

To live “effortlessly” is not to live without thinking or planning. It is to live without the resistance and 

strain of what S. Suzuki, founder of the San Francisco Zen Center, called “second thoughts,” as 

distinguished from “first thoughts.” First thoughts are the natural and helpful impressions that arise in the 

brain in the present moment. Second thoughts are the rabbit trails of associative thinking that dominate our 

mental habits. Second thoughts are not wrong and associative thinking is sometimes helpful. But the 

majority of my second thoughts are simply diversions and expressions of fear - not a stable platform from 

which to take action.

—



Chapter 56

Those who speak, don’t know.

Those who know, don’t speak.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 56

Oh my, oh my.

Each time I meet this verse,

and look back at the mountains of words

I’ve spoken and written

about the Tao,

I cringe.

But writing is what I do

and I may as well continue.

You and I might well consider though,

that I am sharing my journey,

not my expertise;

my exploration,

not my knowing.

I have explored the Tao for four decades and written about it for more than two decades. One could assume 

that this is ample demonstration that I know nothing about it whatsoever. Yet Lao-Tzu himself spoke of and 

wrote of his Tao. He didn’t write many words, however, and I discover that the more I try to explain it, the 

more elusive it gets. Whether I’m trying to explain it to you or to myself, the explanation quickly 

substitutes for the Thing Itself. Perhaps this is why poetry is the basic language of Taoist thought. As the 

Buddha said, words are fingers pointing at the moon. It is the moon itself that satisfies, not the fingers. If 

my words can somehow enable you and me to see the moon, I will keep on writing.

—



Stay silent.

Stop listening to trivia.

Stop taking offense.

Stop over-thinking.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 56

Silence is an inside job.

The stillest morning in the forest

is filled with rustles, chirps, and whispers.

The refrigerator drones in the quiet.

The fabric in my pants swishes against itself

as I walk up the hallway.

Life is not a quiet experience,

but the mind can be the still point

about which it all turns.

This still point cannot be found

through words, thoughts, or information.

It waits for all of these to fade away.

I had a tooth pulled yesterday and spent the afternoon in considerable discomfort. The dentist supplied me 

with a few codeine-laced pills that I decided to use. They indeed helped ease the pain, but the pain relief is 

not what makes them dangerously addictive. My racing thoughts settled down and my mind became 

sweetly quiet, like a still pond on a breezeless day. We accuse addicts of looking for a “high,” but it is the 

stillness that would hook me. The engine of my culture depends on the fuel of noisy minds. That is the 

reason trivia, fear, and conflict fill every media source from entertainment to sports to politics. I can’t 

depend on little white pills so Lao-Tzu’s advice in chapter 56 becomes a foundation stone for my practice.

—



The life our heart desires

is undisturbed by thoughts

of success or failure,

and simply takes its place

as part of All That Is.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 56

The two-sided coin called “success or failure”

has been minted by our collective mind

and put in circulation by our fears and desires.

It is “phony money” 

that we now believe has actual worth.

It substitutes for the rewards we truly want:

doing the work that is ours to do;

seeing the world in simple splendor;

loving and being loved

without conditions;

and never doubting

that we belong.

A voice inside my head asserts that everyone wants to be successful; that it is a natural human quality and 

leads to advancement of the economy and improvement of the quality of life. But we have so twisted the 

word that exactly the opposite results now ensue. In the Tao, success is a community experience that arises 

when people pursue simplicity, service, and compassion. All enjoy success together, and all suffer hardship 

together. When it becomes an individual pursuit the Tao is lost, community is lost, and happiness is lost. To 

find our way back home it will be essential that we each patiently redefine the term, “success,” as we 

consider our own lives and the lives of others.

—



Chapter 57

People use plans in an attempt

to gain their objectives.

But true success arises

from letting go of plans.

Life lives itself.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 57

Life lives itself through me -

neither haphazardly 

nor according to my plans - 

but by the eternal creative 

flow of Tao.

The same Life that carves canyons

and fills up oceans,

sustains me without effort,

and I live according to my nature

the way the bear who lives unseen

on the hill behind my home

lives according to his nature.

A house might benefit from a plan, at least one that exists in the mind of the builder. But the most beautiful 

and functional homes arise from flexible and open-ended plans, and are created by builders who let the 

form emerge from a blend of materials and imagination. A house should be built according to its own 

nature. Any creative form should be built according to its own nature. Look around and notice a human 

society consisting primarily of forms and products built according to someone’s “plan.” Then look at the 

mountains, forests, and lakes that exist, not according to plan, but according to their own nature. As a forest 

has its own nature, so does our individual life. Don’t spoil it with a plan.

—



Weapons destroy life.

Rules constrict life.

Cunning plots complicate life.

Striving weakens life.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 57

All the strategies I’ve been taught

to make my life safe and happy

have turned out to be

misguided illusions.

Weapons have never kept us safe;

Rules have failed to make us happy;

Plots boomerang on us every time;

and all our effort gains us nothing.

Why do we keep believing lies?

Why do we increase our speed

when heading for a cliff?

Why do we follow voices

whose intent is to crush our spirit

and control our every action?

Lao-Tzu continues to amaze me with advice that is completely counter to my conditioned mind. Someone 

inside me still believes that weapons can keep me safe; that I must follow other people’s rules in order to 

survive; and that I must try harder and harder to achieve whatever in the hell it is we’re all striving for. This 

cultural conditioning is more than just a little voice inside my own head. It is the driving energy of the deep 

currents of violence, misery, and chaos that my world faces today. We can do our part to balance this energy 

by ceasing to believe this voice. It’s always lied to us and its lies are destroying us. 

—



Stop trying to improve yourself

and find that you naturally improve.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 57

Self-improvement is an oxymoron

designed to keep an illusion alive

by insisting that it keep improving.

Who is this “self” 

and why does it need “improving?”

I’d like to keep learning and discovering 

new wonders in the corners of my life.

I’d like to see more clearly

into the reality of existence.

But I think for this to happen

I’ll have to stop tending to this self

and its demands for improvement.

Of course I enjoy learning, growing, and discovering new depths of myself and of the cosmos in which I 

live. To use the concept of improvement to characterize this enjoyment is, at least within my culture, 

unhelpful. Improvement tends to imply a standard by which to measure myself, an “ideal me” for which to 

strive. Innovation is simply thinking of something new and giving it a try. Creativity is the helpful use of 

imagination. Exploration is the willingness to venture into new territory, relationships, and world views. 

These things can flow naturally within my life without being contaminated by the conditioned desire to, 

“improve.”

—



Stop trying to change the world

and find that it naturally changes.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 57

I want so many things to change:

I want intelligent leaders,

dedicated to service,

instead of megalomaniacs

dedicated to themselves;

I want the Earth to be sustained

and appreciated,

instead of exploited

and abused;

I want an abundance of healthy food

available to all,

instead of factory food

available at market-driven prices;

I want health care…

I want so many things to change.

What am I to do?

I think perhaps that “trying” is the key to Lao-Tzu’s thought. Action toward change that arises out of 

creative awareness of my non-separate state unfolds naturally and is likely to be helpful in the long term. 

Action that arises from the fearful place of feeling separate from the world - standing outside of it trying to 

“fix” it - is seldom wise and is so often contaminated by my unconscious fears, desires, and opinions. No 

harm at all in taking action. I just want to let my ideas and actions be part of the natural change the Tao is 

always about, rather than part of my conditioned mind’s “better ideas.” It’s a subtle difference, I know, but I 

can feel that difference when I pay attention.

—



Stop trying to be good and holy,

and find that your heart is pure.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 57

“Be good!” has echoed

down the corridors of my mind

as long as I can remember.

It was the imperative of imperatives;

the sine qua non of all commands -

as if the basic quality of my being

were a matter of my moral choice.

“Be holy” adds yet another layer of suffering.

Now it is some god out there

whose expectations I must meet

in order to be acceptable.

To know that my heart is naturally pure - 

whole, clear, genuine, and real -

that is happiness.

The problem lies in the slippery usage of the words.  The admonition to “be good,” implies a degree of 

forced morality, either by an external or an internal judge.  If it were phrased as, “learn to act with 

compassion,” I could understand it as a sage and helpful guideline. Guidelines are helpful in steering our 

inherent goodness along wise and mindful pathways. Assuming that I am basically, “good,” allows me to 

learn and mature in my choices without the pressure of being either bad or good. But believing that 

goodness is some sort of moral achievement puts me always at the mercy of the voices, internal and 

external, that want me to behave a certain way for their own ends. Perhaps a gentle admonition might be 

best stated, “Continue to grow in wisdom and compassion because your heart is good and pure!”

—



Stop trying to gather things

and find that you already have everything.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 57

A few things are fun to have,

but carrying all this stuff through life

brings  a certain weariness;

and, thing is, I’m told 

the newest Amazon gadget

will really help that weariness - 

make my life easier,

save me time,

free me up - 

I’m so relieved to find

that help is only a click away.

Excuse me now,

I need to check it out.

The weariness of possessions builds up surreptitiously over a lifetime. I don’t consciously load myself 

down with trinkets and stuff. It just sort of, you know, “appears.” Once it’s here it seems to take too much 

effort to throw it out, so I’ll stuff it in the closet or the corner of the garage and maybe, someday, I’ll do 

something with it. We live in a heavily forested area and Cal Fire, the primary state forest fire protection 

agency, has just distributed their “evacuation preparedness” leaflets to the residents as a reminder for the 

coming fire season. It is enlightening to note that we could in fact put everything we truly need into our car 

in about ten minutes. I’m going to keep that fact in mind as I go about my life and hold everything else very 

lightly. I’m also going to keep in mind that half the world’s population doesn’t have a car and must 

evacuate with what they can carry. The refugee crisis in today’s world makes my evacuation scenario a real 

“first world issue,” doesn’t it?

—



Chapter 58

When people interfere in the lives of others

everyone is restless, discontent, and fearful.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 58

Social creatures that we are,

we love to dabble in the affairs of others.

It is clear to me,

what you should do.

I could help you

if you would only listen.

I have your best interests in mind.

Pay attention, now, 

and I will make your life

oh, so much better.

You’ll make more money;

be more successful;

live more comfortably.

No need to be grateful.

It was my pleasure to be of help.

Does this mean I should never offer help? Of course not. Helping others is part of being human. We indeed 

are social creatures and depend upon each other in so many ways. Helping others, though, is a delicate 

practice - one that is easily misused. My view of another person’s life is always a projection, filtered 

through my own history, experience, and emotion. So, in fact, no one really knows the best path for another 

person at any given moment. We can’t foresee the ultimate implications of our desire to be of help. All we 

can do is open our heart in compassionate acceptance and let whatever help we give be gentle, non-

interfering, and without strings.

—



Trying to make others happy leads to frustration,

for happiness arises from within.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 58

I’d like to make you happy,

I really truly would.

But if you depend on me

to be your source of joy,

we are both imprisoned.

Oh, we can enjoy each other

if that joy arises freely from our hearts.

We can encourage each other

to follow paths that bring delight.

We can celebrate with each other

the bliss and thrill of being alive.

What we can’t do 

is make each other happy.

For that, when all is said and done,

is simply using and being used,

controlling and being controlled.

I delight in being with my spouse, Nancy. I value her being and rejoice in her existence. I am grateful 

beyond words for having married her. I am happy to share life with her. But she doesn’t make me happy. 

What a burden that would be for us - to feel that, “I am here to make Bill happy,” or, “I am here to make 

Nancy happy.” The joy we feel arises from the opportunity to share our happiness or sorrow with another 

person. So I do not look to Nancy to make me happy. I cultivate happiness as a spiritual practice and then 

share it with her. She does the same for me. 

—



Trying to make others behave is futile.

It only breeds resentment and resistance.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 58

Behavior can be coerced in others

if enough power and control is applied.

Eventually, however, resistance grows

and manifests in rebellion.

A culture of a million different laws

creates ten million law-breakers.

The fewer laws,

the fewer criminals.

Find what people naturally want to do

and structure laws that help them

do just that.

Yes, we need certain protections for order and safety, but no amount of legal pressure will ever create a 

spirit of cooperation within a person’s heart. That cooperative spirit is inherent in human nature, but is often 

extinguished before it grows to maturity because of legal systems that are primarily concerned with 

property and wealth. The inevitable push-back causes people to become resistant and self-protective against 

being “told what to do and not do.” Coercion never works in the long run. The only way out of the trap is to 

acknowledge and cultivate the natural cooperative spirit whatever ways we can.

—



Follow the Tao as you see it

unfold itself before you;

but don’t impose what you see

upon the lives of others.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 58

I want you to see what I see

because I don’t trust my own seeing.

I want you to understand what I say

because I don’t trust my own understanding.

I want you to walk the path I walk

because I don’t trust my footing.

I argue, not because I know

that you are misguided.

I argue because I do not trust

my own internal guide.

It is not mistrust of you

that makes me so afraid.

It is that I have never learned

to truly trust myself.

All the argument and fuss in our society arises from the inability to trust our innermost guidance. It seems 

like the pulpit-pounding preacher is convinced of his own self-righteousness, but he is actually deluding 

himself. The conviction that must be forced upon another person does not arise from the center of our 

being. In today’s polarized society it is almost impossible to discern the guidance that speaks quietly within 

our center. It takes silence, stillness, and patience to hear this guide. If we can stop and listen in this 

manner, we will find our way through the chaos and the shouting - we really will. If we don’t find a way to 

heed this quiet voice, we will become “true believers” and lose ourselves entirely.  

—



Be a simple companion to people

instead of trying to dazzle them 

with your enlightenment and wisdom.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 58

I have been conditioned by a culture

in which dazzling and astounding others

is the preferred way to life’s success. 

If I don’t dazzle and astound,

how will I stand out from the crowd?

Who will love me

if I am not special and remarkable?

Who will pay attention?

Who will affirm and appreciate?

How will I survive if you are not aware 

of just how wonderful I really am?

One of the reasons I am experimenting with fiction writing at this stage in my life is an attempt, I think, to 

drop the wise and sagacious persona by which I have received affirmation and livelihood over the years. It 

is not that I don’t value my books and poems, nor do I dismiss my ability to be a craftsman of words. 

Nothing I’ve written, however, can carry the weight of expectation that my conditioned mind has placed 

upon me. The more I try to be wise the more ignorant I feel and sound. The more I try to lead, the more 

adrift and off track I become. I have to find the courage to step away from the personas of a lifetime; to find 

my own unique way while continuing to contribute what I can as a companion and fellow-traveler on the 

Tao. 

—



Chapter 59

When our affairs are guided by humility

our power is not wasted in efforts to control.

Our roots are deep in Mother Tao

and events never overwhelm us.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 59

Feeling overwhelmed by outside events - 

by forces outside of our control - 

is certainly a common human trait. 

When this feeling comes to me

I remember, if I can,

that nothing is really outside.

Everything is inside,

growing as a tree grows

reaching toward the sun.

Emerging as a mountain emerges

pushing into the sky.

Flowing as a river flows

unfailing to the ocean.

So I unfold as well,

expressing the life of Earth

as the Earth expresses

the life of Tao. 

Lao-Tzu often uses the feminine principle to describe aspects of the Tao. The word, “Mother.” indicates the 

natural and unforced quality of giving birth and nurturing as opposed to controlling and molding people 

and events. This attribute of the Tao is similar to the indigenous peoples use of “Mother Earth” to indicate 

reverence for the source of our life and sustenance. All life emerges from the Earth, from its elements and 

its energies, in an unforced and organic manner. Since I am an expression of this same inherent power, it 

seems only logical that my life is at its best when it also flows naturally and unselfconsciously. Perhaps this 

is the deepest meaning of “humility” - Earthy, natural, and unforced. 

—

Guided by humility, we hold our goals lightly,



and never punish ourselves or others

if they do not bear fruit.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 59

At their best, 

goals are temporary guidelines.

At their worst,

goals become gods,

meting out reward and punishment

according to their pleasure.

As tools they must be used

with great skill and patience,

lest they turn on us.

They provide a direction

in which we might walk,

but do not constrain us

should the time come when we

must walk a different path.

Raised in an achievement-obsessed culture, I have to ask some questions about the way I judge myself. Am 

I ticking off a list of goals in an attempt to give form and meaning to my life? Is that the path I want to 

walk? Is there one great achievement that will bring completion and wholeness to my life? Really? What 

am I trying to achieve? Why? What is the difference between a guidepost and a destination? I think 

guideposts are helpful, but destinations are illusions. There is no destination, only the Path. I just keep 

walking and experiencing my life until it ends. And this so-called end itself is not a destination but simply 

another marker on a never-ending road.

—



Guided by humility, we make use

of whatever arises in life.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 59

The raw material of my life

is presented day by day.

This is the stuff 

from which I sculpt

whatever form I can.

I do not choose the stuff.

I only choose the shape

that might be formed

by the combination of my skill,

my willingness, 

and the flow of Tao. 

The stuff of each day includes, of course, my learnings, skills, and imagination. But the material itself is 

seldom, if ever, exactly what I want. I would like to carve a beautiful desk from exotic woods, but I have 

not learned that skill nor do I have the tools and wood. Most of what is presented day by day is mundane 

and ordinary, sometimes painful and irritating, and always not exactly what my conditioned mind insists it 

wants. When I focus my willingness and combine it with the so-called ordinary stuff of the day, I find that I 

can sculpt a useful, helpful, and even beautiful day out of what seemed to be a real jumble of debris and 

waste.

—



Chapter 60

If you keep poking the fish you’re frying, 

you will ruin your dinner.

If you keep poking at your life,

you will ruin it as well.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 60

Check the “likes” on Facebook.

Check the emails.

Check the news.

Step on the scale again.

Find out how I’m doing.

Listen to the little inner voices

running through their lists

of all the awful things that happened,

or might someday happen.

If I’m not distraught enough,

I could read the latest tweet from Trump.

Poke, poke, poke,

and the fears will always win.

There are countless ways of poking at our lives. Our conditioned minds, in fact, are doing that pretty much 

all the time. Instead of letting energy flow clear and fresh into our brain from the boundless store of the 

Universe, we cycle worn-out thoughts and fears, making one day seem like the next in the never-ending 

stream of poking. Plato (Socrates) insisted that, “The unexamined life is not worth living.” There may be 

some value in that thought, but Lao-Tzu, in his usual contrary Taoist manner, might say that, “The unlived 

life is not worth examining.” Let’s  let our lives be lived with ease and freedom. Let what examining is 

done be gentle and sensitive, with great care taken not to ruin things.

—



Fear, desire, greed, and restlessness arise within the mind.

If we stir them, they will permeate our lives.

If we let them go, they will fade away.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 60

How do I stir them?

Let me count the ways.

Facebook, news,

clicking, surfing,

texting, chatting,

buying, fretting,

on and on I go,

keeping the hamster wheel

turning, whirring, spinning;

then it’s twirling

by its own momentum

while I’m reading, resting,

eating, even sleeping.

Stop!

The fearful, harmful, restless thoughts have such energy and power.They are the fuel that culture demands 

to keep its engines running. I am taught that I must oppose them by engaging them, but perhaps I am only 

adding to the energy that keeps the wheel turning. I have not been taught to wait long enough in silence to 

see what might arise when the mud settles and the water clears. I’m all for action, but what the world needs 

now is action that emerges, not from fear and restlessness, but from stillness. Stillness is hard to trust when 

the mind is filled with fear, but fear has never conquered fear.

—



Chapter 61

A nation centered in the Tao

is a place of welcome for all people.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 61

Emma Lazarus, in 1883, wrote a sonnet 

that graces a weather-worn plaque,

echoing a forgotten sentiment.

It sits at the foot of an abandoned woman, 

outcast, and alone amidst the bellowing, 

striding, arrogance of a land

that has lost its center.

Without a welcome at its center,

a land will lose its balance

and will soon fall

and be forgotten,

just like the Greek god

whose arrogance caused the Earth 

to quake and bring him down.

Titled, “The New Colossus,” Lazarus’ verses echos the Tao and begin with mention of an magnificent 

Greek statue of the sun god, Helios - one of the wonders of the ancient world; a statue long gone and buried 

beneath the rubble of time. During this holiday weekend I want to honor the woman who wrote this poem 

and to honor the woman at whose feet these words now rest:

Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame,

With conquering limbs astride from land to land;

Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall stand

A mighty woman with a torch, whose flame

Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name

MOTHER OF EXILES. 

From her beacon-hand

Glows world-wide welcome; her mild eyes command

The air-bridged harbor that twin cities frame.

"Keep, ancient lands, your storied pomp!" cries she

With silent lips. "Give me your tired, your poor,

Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,

The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.



Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me,

I lift my lamp beside the golden door!”

Emma Lazarus,  (1849–1887)

—



A nation centered in the Tao

offers tranquility in place of restlessness,

and peace in place of conflict. 

It admits its mistakes and swiftly corrects them.

It honors those who point out its faults 

and turns its enemies into friends.

Its humility and benevolence

illumine the world.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 61

Restlessness drives my culture

and tranquility is suspect;

perhaps vaguely anarchistic.

Conflict stokes the fires of commerce

and peace is seen as weak,

tinged with dreaded socialism.

Mistakes are denied 

by marshaling “alternate facts”

and correction is not an option.

Critics are enemies of the state

and enemies are to be destroyed.

Arrogance and self-interest

darken the world.

How sad it has been to reach the point in Lao-Tzu’s book where his advice is directed to his country’s 

leadership, just as my nation is celebrating an honored dream that has faded into a vague memory. As 

fireworks rise above Lake Siskiyou this evening I will sit in my back yard and struggle with tears. Tears 

have accompanied my reading and writing the past two days as the outrage that has been so prevalent wears 

itself out, leaving a deep sadness. My consolation rests in the understanding that the Tao will take the depth 

of sadness and use it as the pivot point by which darkness begins its long inevitable journey back to light. 

The seed of transformation is already sinking its roots in preparation for stretching toward the sky. 

—



Chapter 62

The Tao is home to all who follow it;

and home as well to all who do not.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 62

Perhaps the difference lies

in knowing where home is.

Ignoring the flow of Tao

creates a sense of homelessness;

which, in turn, leads directly

to the fear

which fuels the violence,

which tears our world apart.

It happens inside of me as well.

When I feel at home, my spirit rests.

When I lose that sense of home,

all the violence of the outer world

plays out within my inner world,

and my spirit suffers.

The Tao is home to all, but not all feel at home in the Tao. In a similar way The Earth is home to all, but not 

all feel at home on Earth. Without that sense of “home,” our fear convinces us that our only recourse is to 

subdue that which makes us afraid. We attempt to create our sense of home by eliminating all that is 

uncomfortable, different, and foreign; anything or anyone that might pose a threat to our safety, comfort, 

and desires. We still live within the Tao, but we do not truly feel at home; cannot actually sense that we 

belong. But the truth is that we are always and ever at home and can never be away. If we allow that truth 

to form the basis of our inner world, our lives and our outer world will find peace at last. 

—



Neither eloquent words nor heroic deeds

can achieve the Tao.

It offers itself freely 

as we help each other along the path.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 62

All my striving and intellect

cannot help me find the Tao.

All my musings and meditations

bring me not one bit nearer.

Four decades of study and inquiry

are of no avail.

Then I look up…

… and there it is.

“I’ve been here all along,”

it says, smiling.

What causes me to look up?

A word from a friend

that points to love, grace,

care, hope, or any other bit

of infinite beauty along the Path.

Let’s make no mistake, we are vitally important to each other. The willingness of another person to share a 

pain, a joy, an insight, a hope, or a simple word of greeting is how the Tao - that ordinary, everyday, 

commonplace, ubiquitous Tao - reveals itself. We are signposts to each other. Without those signposts we 

too easily become lost in the labyrinths of our conditioned mind. We strive in outer and inner journeys, 

hoping to find that marvelous truth, when all we need is some reminder to “Look up!” In all of the events 

of the day, even those that seem disturbing, remember that someone could be saying, “Look up! Look up! 

There it is! It’s not hiding at all!”

—



Kings and rulers long ago,

before the time of greed and power, 

honored the path of Tao.

They showed compassion to all

and forgave all who erred.

They have been forgotten by history, 

but remembered in the Heart of Tao. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 62

Did such rulers ever live?

I can’t imagine such a time;

a time when fear was banished from the land,

and punishment was replaced by restitution

and restoration to community;

a time when war was waged

so seldom that your father’s father

might remember the last time

the country needed armies;

a time when success in business

was the welfare of all people,

not the wealth of very few.

Was there ever such a time as this,

when leaders honored the path of Tao?

Lao-Tzu’s metaphors of “Kings and Rulers long ago,” is somewhat akin to the Eden Myth of the desert 

religions. Perhaps the era of tribal culture was as close as humankind has come to this utopian dream. It 

could be that genetic memories of tribal times express themselves in images of ideal leaders. Such times 

were not ideal, of course, but the very nature of life was more congruent with the natural flow of things and 

thus leaders would be those who knew how to foster the generosity, cooperation, and social equality that 

was necessary for survival. Can such ideals exist in the era of nation states? I truly doubt it. A viable future 

for our species will rest in some synthesis of small self-governing communities interwoven in a mutually 

cooperative web of generous care and support around the world. We have a thousand miles remaining if 

that future is to be realized, and you know the only step that is necessary for a thousand mile journey don’t 

you? Let’s each take the single step that lies before us in the moment, no matter how small it seems. 

—



Chapter 63

Action on this path unfolds without effort.

Work is accomplished without strain.

Life is enjoyed without clinging.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 63

So much effort is wasted

when my conditioned mind is in control.

Balancing a dozen spinning plates

while herding a dozen cats

and at the same time

keeping a dozen ducks in line. 

Whew!

Any fool knows that plates

are made for serving food,

not spinning.

Cats are best left to themselves

and can manage very well, thank you.

And ducks…

well, perhaps a mother duck

could manage for a second or two,

but ducks soon fly away.

I think it is the clinging that jams up the process. It is hard to keep our attention on the task at hand when 

our mind is holding on to yesterday’s work.  Wu-Wei - the effortless action that seems to do itself - is not a 

product of my conditioned mind. It emerges from my “Original Mind,” my “Tao Mind,” that is never 

separate from the flow of energy in and through and out again. This Mind clings to nothing and can use that 

energy for effective, powerful, and passionate action; then immediately be available to the flow for 

whatever’s next, whatever’s now. Act … let go. Act … let go. Act … let go. Always available, always 

renewed.

—



On this path, the smallest things are honored

and the greatest things are seen as ordinary.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 63

The judge inside our heads

has a twisted view of life.

Money and power tip the scales

in most decisions.

Economic power,

religious power, 

military power,

status, achievement, 

and possessions are the exhibits

in the case before the bench.

Don’t let this judiciary decide your case.

Go to the court within your heart

where the unseen, quiet, simple things

weigh more than anything 

the conditioned mind can muster.

When Lao-Tzu talks of, “smallest things,” he is not referring just to size. He is speaking of the way we 

categorize life into the “significant” or “insignificant.” The Tao, he says, stands our categories on their 

heads. The people we do not notice are likely the most enlightened and wise. The events that do not make 

the headlines are the pivot points about which the future turns. The artifacts we take for granted and seldom 

even see have the greatest value. On the other hand, the people whose names dominate our media and fill 

our conditioned minds are actually insignificant and unworthy of notice, let alone honor. Events that 

dominate the headlines are never what they seem to be. The trinkets that cost the most and underlie our 

massive debts are really very ordinary and of little use. Do you notice examples in your experience?

—



On this path, difficult tasks are seen

as a series of small easy steps.

We therefore pay complete attention

to the small step that lies before us in the moment.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 63

Writing this post is 

one keystroke, then another;

one word, then another;

one idea, then another.

The task is not horrendous,

but still it takes attention

to one word at a time

if it is to be of any value.

Not overthinking.

Not obsessing.

Not worrying.

But simply writing one word,

then another - 

and the verse is done.

I have to admit that writing a post is not an onerous task for me, at least not often. Other writing such as 

essays and the book I’m currently working on are more problematic. The single step mentality is essential 

to my writing life. Life itself, in all of its difficulties, is nothing more than putting attention on this present 

moment, then the next, and the next. Each step is small and each step takes me along the circle that has no 

end, only a return to the Ocean of Tao from which I emerged. Then to another circle? Who knows? In the 

meantime - one breath in the moment - this moment. Breathe.

—



Our struggles are not trivial,

but by seeing them as opportunities,

and giving ourselves to the present moment,

we will lift the burdens of the world.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 63

The circumstances I view as obstacles

might actually be the way I have

to make the world a better place.

Each time I learn to see 

beyond the illusions;

each time I loosen

my need to control;

each time I trust

the flow of life within me;

each time I let generosity

rather than fear guide my actions;

each time I find within myself

courage instead of fear -

each of these personal steps

transforms the world

in which we all live.

We are conditioned to look to society, to the group at large, for effective action. We continue to minimize 

the place of individual personal steps. But societal movements are nothing more than the coming together 

of individual acts of courage and compassion. “They should do something,” is the message my conditioned 

mind gives me in order to keep me from taking the step that is mine to take. It is a strategy my ego uses to 

keep me from seeing the fears and blocks within me that I might take measures to overcome. There is no 

“they” who must save the day. It is you and I who face each moment of our lives and take the needed steps 

to free our souls, and thereby do the work that saves the world.

—



Chapter 64

When we sit still

and cultivate a quiet mind,

small thoughts that lead to suffering

can be seen quickly

and easily set aside.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 64

It happens in the early morning,

just upon waking, while the mind

is foggy and vulnerable.

The voices of suffering whisper

of the problems and the troubles

that await me in the day.

In those early moments of the dawn

the tenor of the day is often set,

not by my Tao Mind,

but by the ego self that needs the suffering

to supply it with the energy 

that keeps it in place.

The sooner I can notice how this happens,

the sooner I can stop my problems

before they even start.

Of course “problems” are real, in one sense. We all have things, great and small, that call for attention and 

ask us for decisions and actions. But the suffering that attends these things has its origins in the small 

unnoticed seed thoughts that insinuate into our minds without our awareness. This is why some sort of 

“awareness practice,” - meditation or other ways of quieting the mind and seeing how the thoughts begin - 

is essential to our peace and harmony. I have learned to catch these seed thoughts early, when they can be 

recognized as the weeds into which they will grow. Then I can set them aside before they take root. It is a 

constant practice, for my mind has been conditioned to generate these thoughts. It really does get easier to 

uproot them early and leave the space for the seeds of peace and joy to grow.

—

This practice is the seedling



from which a massive tree grows.

It is the single step that, without effort,

takes us on an endless journey.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 64

Whenever I feel like I need

to get “somewhere,”

I end up in trouble;

frustrated, anxious,

and afraid I will not make it.

But this journey isn’t from some place

to another place.

It is a circle on which every step

and begins something new;

each step is simple.

If it feels complicated,

I’m looking too far ahead.

I’m walking on a Circle

whose Center is always

as near as my heart.

In this chapter the literal translation is almost always “journey of a thousand miles.” I take this to mean an 

infinitely long journey, one whose attainment cannot truly be contemplated. I prefer to view this as the 

endless circle of life that isn’t “going anywhere,” but is simply an infinite field of energy and experience 

within which I am walking. Practically, of course, his advice in this and other chapters can apply to doing 

complicated tasks as a series of small steps. But here I think his meaning is a deeper expression of the way 

life unfolds before us. We are walking in a circle which seems to “begin” with birth and “end” with death. 

Yet a circle has no beginning and no end, and life only seems to have length. When I glimpse this truth, the 

next step on my journey takes on a more relaxed and gentle quality.

—



Don’t let a restless mind

lead you to impulsive action.

If you force events,

you will fail.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 64

“Do something!” my mind insists.

It terrifies itself with its own musings,

then tries to assuage its fears

by coercing me into action,

any action, just to dissipate

the intensity of the feeling.

It was conditioned by a world

that is always pushing and elbowing,

crowding and shoving,

trying to get, and stay, ahead;

trusting no one and nothing.

I no longer believe its babble

and side-step its pushing.

I don’t want to live

in the illusions of its world.

It’s not that I don’t ever take action. I simply have ceased letting that action be the result of pressure from 

my conditioned mind. That pressure still exists and I am always hearing whispers about things I should be 

doing and about the dire consequences that will result if I don’t get busy.  I try to do a Taiji sort of dance 

with them. I don’t engage it by offering counter-arguments to its messages. I don’t push against them. 

Instead I mentally step aside and let the ranting flow on by. I’ve learned that it eventually dissipates itself if 

it doesn’t have someone to push and bully. Then, when things are relatively quiet, I am free to take action 

without a hand shoving against my back - action that is balanced and effective. 

—



The greatest wisdom is to unlearn

everything you think you know,

and discover who you have always been.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 64

I have learned so much in life,

most of it unnecessary dross

that complicates and causes

unhappiness and stress.

Unlearning is my process now;

unlearning fear,

unlearning ambition,

unlearning doubt,

unlearning opinion,

unlearning prejudice,

unlearning clinging,

unlearning all the stories

about who and what others think I am

so that I can return at last

to the joy I left behind

when I decided to grow up.

Have you ever sat as passenger in a car or train and watched a little blue dot move along a map on your 

phone that tells you “where you are,” all the while the actual territory is passing by outside the window? 

Each of us has created a complex map of reality that is stored in the synapses of our brain. It’s like a 

distorted and flawed “Google Map” that we overlay on our experiences of life - a map that has been formed 

by our society, our parents, our teachers, our friends, and our fears. It has been growing in complexity since 

childhood. It is updated constantly by its own internal logic that sees only what it has been programmed to 

see. So much of the striving and stress I observe is simply an attempt to get a better map. I’ve finally 

realized that I don’t need a better map through life. I need to walk along without a map at all!

—



When you are in harmony with the Tao,

all beings feel that harmony.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 64

Self-centered harmony is impossible.

The vibrations of harmony pulsate

across the world,

and are even felt

throughout the cosmos.

When I feel that harmony

I recognize my place

and know that I belong

somewhere within the Mystery.

This understanding reshapes my life;

and transforms everything

and everyone I touch.

Don’t be afraid of seeking harmony and peace. Don’t believe the voices that would tell you that such a 

quest is egocentric and self-serving. It is actually the voice of ego that generates such messages in the first 

place. When the harmony of the Tao begins to vibrate in our lives the last thing we will become is selfish. 

The very molecules of our bodies will shift in frequency and begin to enliven thoughts and actions we have 

never before dreamed possible. Compassion and service will cease to be moral niceties and become as 

natural as breathing in and out. The very aura of our being will bring healing in ways we cannot 

comprehend. Nothing is more important than this personal harmony. Without it we serve only virtuous 

ideals of social change and these ideals will never lead to lasting transformation. With it the changes we 

desire will flow like a rushing river and will eventually become unstoppable. 

—



Chapter 65

Ordinary and humble, ancient leaders ruled

without the need for force.

Leaders of today are filled with pomp and bluster

and impose their will with force of arms.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 65

Weapons, we assume, will keep us safe

and enable us to see that others behave

precisely as we think they should.

Should a person step out of line,

an armed police officer will appear 

and the rules will be enforced.

Should a nation step out of line

an army will appear

and our interests will be enforced.

Enforcement seems to be the norm,

which may be fine as long

as what I want is what’s enforced.

But prisons hold so many thousands

and armies slaughter so many thousands more

that I no longer believe a word

of what we call, “the rule of law.”

Tyranny by any other name…

You know by know that the moment I write a critical word about my culture, an inner voice begins to harp 

at me, “Well, Bill, you know that if not for law there would be anarchy and chaos, etc…” Nevertheless, I 

understand Lao-Tzu’s desire to live in what might be called a “consensual anarchy” - a community of such 

common understanding and human compassion that there would be little need for force of arms or law. He 

faced a society much like ours, where leaders were “full of pomp and bluster,” but such leaders are simply 

a manifestation of the fear within our hearts. As long as that fear persists, we will continue to abide leaders 

whom we feel will “enforce” the rules that make us feel safe, regardless of the consequences to ourselves 

and others. We’re all closet anarchists by nature, but we’ve traded our intrinsic freedom for the illusion of 

comfort and safety. 

—



Only the one who is content with the simple life

can show the Tao to others.

Only the ordinary can bring us home.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 65

I say I want the simple life

and my conditioned mind agrees…

for a moment…

then it starts to add a little bit,

just a little, here and there.

“But,” it says, “you really need yadda

to make you life a little better,

and a little yadda would make it

just a bit more comfortable and normal.”

So I look for yadda yadda

and another day flies by

in seeking rather than finding,

wanting rather than having.

On the days that I ignore

this conditioned “yadda yadda,”

I look around and find myself

completely at home and at peace.

Lao-Tzu continues to examine leadership in this section of his book. His disgust with the displays of wealth 

and power among the ruling elite of his time is apparent in several of his chapters. It is difficult for me not 

to attach to that sentiment and go on yet another rant about the leadership tragedy of my own time. I’m 

going to try to circle his words back into my internal life - to the “leadership” that resides within my own 

conditioned mind. My life appears simple in many ways, but the complications remain inside of me - the 

subtle desires for something more, something different, something special and other than the truly 

satisfying elements of my day. This conversation keeps me stirred up and compliant to the wants and 

wishes of my culture. I am happiest when I distance myself from these complicated internal dialogues and 

turn to the acts of food preparation, dish washing, yard chores, writing assignments, good books, walks, 

helping my spouse in her studio, and the sights, aromas, and sounds of everyday life. Life is the most 

satisfying when it is the most ordinary.

—



Chapter 66

The power of water comes from its downward flow,

from its unstoppable return to its ocean home.

The power of a nation comes

from a leader who remains below.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 66

I don’t think we want

a leader who stays below.

We want to shout

“We’re number one!”

and have a leader lead the cheer.

We want to be out in front.

We want to top the charts.

To remain below, unsung, 

cheerless and unnoticed

is not in our psyche.

It will be difficult in the years ahead.

It would be wise to let the Tao

lead us to the lower places now,

as its eternal cycle begins

to turn hubris to dust.

I may not live to see it, but I hope my children and grandchildren see a time when the arrogance of 

leadership no longer resonates; when we turn in our fatigue and disappointment to a new kind of 

leadership. This leadership will not put itself forward, but we may at last begin to seek it out. It will lead us 

into something new but will not wear the mantle of leadership. We will follow it not because it asks us to, 

but because it provides a place of welcome for all who are weary and discouraged. It will not campaign. It 

will not blather inane slogans. We will have to look carefully for it, pay attention to it, and follow its 

example. Shall we begin now?

—



The one who leads us on this path

follows along behind

and lets our true nature

point the way.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 66

The danger, of course, of leading

is the presumption that we know

which way is the best to go.

How, I wonder, do we know

for sure the unfolding future

facing us?

The best leadership has no agenda

but notices all the signals and signs 

of what the Tao is doing now;

then follows along that path.

This leadership can be trusted,

but it first must be found

within our own spirit.

Only then can we see it

in the outer world.

Who is setting the tone? Who, exactly, is it who is plotting my course for the day, the week, my lifetime? 

The leadership I am really seeking is the kind that reads the signs, senses the shifts and changes in 

vibration, and discerns the way the Tao is moving. Leadership that has a program and goal cannot be 

trusted, for the program and goal will always trump the Tao when the two diverge. Whether the leadership 

is coming from within me and setting the tone for the day, or coming from outside me and telling me what 

to do; it can only be trusted if it is paying attention to the subtle signs of the interconnected world of Tao. 

To do this, it must sit still, watch, and listen carefully. These are the qualities of a true leader - being still, 

staying aware, and listening. Look for that today.

—



Those who are humble and unassuming,

whose names are not exalted,

will be the ones who save the world,

and heal our deepest wounds. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 66

A eminent teacher can point,

but cannot take my steps

along my path to freedom.

A prominent orator can inspire,

but cannot cure the illness

that hides within.

A charismatic leader can be esteemed

but cannot do the work

that is mine alone to do.

Only the one who walks and talks,

and laughs and cries beside me

can ever assuage my longing.

It is the grandparents, uncles, aunts, soul-friends, and humble mentors who will be the unseen agents of a 

new world. We can listen to the speeches if we must, but what we really need are people who can’t be 

bothered with being honored or acclaimed because their energy is devoted to living a Tao-guided life, not 

expounding it. They will be the ones who walk with us; live near us; and communicate with us. They will 

not be perfect, but each will have a gift to give us. They are all around us. And note this well: not all have 

human form.

—



Chapter 67

The Tao is ordinary, and this is its greatness.

So ordinary, it has no market value;

So ordinary it cannot be used

to gain advantage.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 67

It’s taken me decades to learn

that the Tao is not another step

in building a successful life.

It’s not a strategy

for amassing wealth.

It’s not a technique for gaining

enlightenment or peace of mind.

It’s not an esoteric secret

to be shared among the elite.

It’s not a discipline

that makes one into a “master.”

It’s so ordinary that a homeless man,

pushing his shopping cart along the street,

can discover it alongside the curb.

This is why we give it honor.

So, the question often confronts me: “Why, then, should I give any thought to this thing you call the Tao?” 

There is no reason that would satisfy the conditioned mind. All I can say is that, without it the natural flow 

and direction of life gets dissipated. With it, the very essence of life in all its odd and terrible mystery 

comes alive. Happiness becomes true happiness. Grief becomes true grief. All the ordinary moments 

become suffused with underlying joy. I become aware of being a part of the Whole rather than apart from 

that Whole. That feeling of belonging, of being at home in life, is ultimately more important than any of the 

other promises the conditioned mind believes are important. There may be moments, sometimes many 

moments, when I do not like the experience; but I am always a part of the Tao - I belong here.

—



Fear can be conquered by compassion.

Trying to conquer fear without compassion,

leads only to ruthlessness.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 67

I live in a frightened world;

one that covers its fear with bravado,

with aggression and bluster,

so the fear grows in secret,

contaminating everything.

Compassion acknowledges the fear; 

perceives it in every situation 

and holds it always in the light,

never letting it hide

to do its work in shadow.

We’re all afraid, terrified actually. Look at the faces in the media. Look at them carefully. Photos, of course, 

are chosen by editors to illustrate their own biases. But beneath the editorial bias these photos reveal the 

hidden fear behind the eyes - in the furrows on the brow; in the averted eyes; in the all-too-composed 

smiles. Fear is ubiquitous and is only mitigated in the presence of true compassion. This inherent 

compassion is not silly sentimentalism. It stands openly in fear’s presence with a strength and courage that 

bravado and bluster cannot muster. It offers understanding in place of intolerance and mercy in place of 

vengeance. To discover it we must first gently and courageously uncover the fear we have tried to bury 

beneath our anger and denial. As we look at photos of others and at ourselves in the mirror, let us 

acknowledge the fear we see and begin to let it find the light.

—



Simplicity leads to generosity.

Generosity without simplicity

leads to expectation and control.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 67

A friend once tried to recruit me

to a multi-level marketing company

by the phrase,

“Wouldn’t you like to have enough money

to be able to be generous?”

Amassing lots of money 

does not lead to generosity.

Generosity is a quality of the human spirit

that is born of compassion.

Generosity is therefore judged

not by how much is given,

but by how much is kept. 

I’m honestly not impressed by the billionaire who creates a foundation for the poor and continues to live in 

multiple mansions scattered around the world, commuting between them by private jet. I’m pleased the 

foundation has been formed, but I’m not willing to call it generosity. Generosity is something more 

fundamental, something that recognizes that we are all part of the human family and seeks to live 

appropriately from that recognition. Many studies have shown that lower income persons are more likely to 

give to people in need, and to give in larger proportion to their income, than wealthier persons. True 

generosity arises from empathy and compassion, not from noblesse oblige.

—



Patience leads to accomplishment.

Striving to accomplish 

without practicing patience

leads to failure.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 67

Patience, I discover, requires willingness:

the willingness to sit

while others call me lazy;

the willingness to wait

while others call me slow;

the willingness to be still

while others demand action;

the willingness to think

while others plunge ahead;

the willingness to enjoy what’s here and now

while others strive for something else;

and perhaps most important -

the willingness to be

who and what I am,

while others want me to be

someone and something else entirely.

Patience is difficult because my conditioned mind insists that I am “not really OK,” until I accomplish 

whatever measure of achievement it has set before me, so I push and strive and hurry to “get there.” 

Patience asks me to be happy and content along the way, rather than deferring those feelings until I achieve. 

If I’m not acceptable to myself without certain achievements, what makes me think I’ll be acceptable once 

these things are accomplished? The same urgent, striving, and basically unhappy conditioned mind will still 

be the one setting the standards and cracking the whip. Patience is the blessed ability to be grateful and 

content in the moment, at this small step along the way. Without that moment-by-moment contentment that 

serves to anchor me, I will slip and fall for sure.

—



Chapter 68

Face opposition without aggression

and confrontation without anger.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 68

I have no doubt that anger kills.

It kills the self, then spreads out

and looks for others it might kill.

When I feel it in my spirit,

my heart beats faster, 

but not in rhythm.

My mind thinks critical thoughts

that are laced with doom and gloom.

Interactions turn into confrontations.

Others are viewed with suspicion.

Work becomes forced and tasteless.

I have no doubt that anger kills.

Confrontation seems to be the basis upon which our society functions. Everyone is confronting everyone 

else with words and actions. This only leads to destructive anger. I’m told that anger is the only possible 

response to the idiocy of our leaders and our times, but I don’t agree. Initial anger is natural and generates a 

certain energy but that energy must be directed into creativity, not aggression; into compassion, not 

violence. When I let events take me into the world of confrontation, I find anger, resentment, and even rage 

begin to do their deadly work within my mind and body. The Tao is not a way of confrontation and anger. It 

is a way of creative and compassionate living and acting. I forget that, and when I do, I suffer.

—



Use your weaknesses for your benefit

just as you would use your strengths.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 68

Trying to hide my weaknesses

brings me untold misery.

I have to avoid, explain,

cover-up, even lie

so what seems shameful

remains hidden.

Or I may determine to ‘fix’

my weakness, beat it about the head

until it somehow stops being

what it is.

This too, is misery.

If I let it be, 

and learn to see it clearly,

I gain the wisdom that keeps me

from going where I need not go,

and doing what is not mine to do.

I have some abilities and skills; two or three things I do well. I have an infinite number of weaknesses; an 

endless list of things I can’t do at all. I am not a Renaissance man. None of us are, not really. Yet my 

conditioned mind is constantly referring to this latter list, picking out an item, and telling me, “You really 

should improve at this. After all, Paul can do it well, you should be able to as well. You could if you just put 

your mind to it.” In the meantime, the one or two jobs, tasks, or projects that are waiting for the creativity 

and effort that only I can give them go untouched for yet another day. My weaknesses are terribly 

important. I need to see them clearly  and appreciate them so that I won’t be seduced by this subtle voice of 

“self-improvement.”

—



Not trying to control ourselves or others

we move easily along this path.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 68

Self-control is an illusion.

It is a trick of the conditioned mind

designed to keep us from our true Self.

That true Self needs no control

for it is the Essence of our being

and always moves in accordance

with the Tao.

All the other “selves” we try to control

are themselves illusions and controlling

them is impossible.

The effort we waste in this endeavor

could be better used in doing

that which comes naturally.

Discipline is a much misused concept. It is usually used to imply some sort of control to get ourselves or 

someone else to do something we or they really don’t want to do. Often punishment of some sort is part of 

the mix as well. This effort produces the illusion of results and we can keep ourselves or others “in line” as 

long as we don’t let up. A deeper, earlier, and more authentic definition of discipline is; “the commitment of 

oneself to a field of study or activity in order to become proficient and comfortable with that activity.” 

Discipline, then, is something that arises naturally and serves as a guideline, the parameters of a 

commitment, that enables us to move easily along the path that is ours. The discipline of others follows 

along the same way; helping others in their commitment to their own path in life. 

—



Chapter 69

True warriors defend rather than conquer.

Conquering in the name of defense is deceit.

So overcome without conquering

and triumph without weapons.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 69

Security built on conquest is an illusion.

It requires continual expansion

and eventually overextends

and collapses.

This is true of empires,

and of individuals as well.

The more I expand my “territory,”

the greater my need for “border patrols.”

If my needs are simple,

my weapons are few;

adequate for self-defense,

but never for conquest.

Self-defense has been redefined by my culture so that it thinly disguises conquest and expansion. I can 

understand the twin engines of fear and economic gain that drive this process, but it is tragically misguided 

and is bringing about collapse - social, economic, and personal. Nations, corporations and individuals 

continue to desperately hold up the illusion of permanent growth by expansion but even the handful of 

billionaires who benefit from this process now sit atop empires without foundations. As Lao-Tzu 

discovered, we may need to withdraw from this process and consolidate our creative energy, simplify our 

needs, and nurture our spirits so that we are available to bind the wounds and heal the fractures that 

collapse, whatever form it takes, will bring. 

—



To have an enemy is a tragedy

for it fractures our inner unity.

If, in conflict, we refuse to separate ourselves,

from ourselves,

we can achieve peace.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 69

Everywhere I turn I am presented with

an enemy that I should fear

and that I should conquer.

This makes me easy to disturb,

easy to manipulate,

easy to control,

and always on edge.

If I must confront and oppose,

then let me at least not make my opponent

an enemy in my heart.

That will destroy us both.

Everyone wants to tell me who the “enemy” is. Goodness knows I don’t need much persuasion to see the 

rift that exists within my culture. It feels much like what Lincoln said at Gettysburg, “Now we are engaged 

in a great civil war, testing… whether we can long endure.” This war is not, so far, being fought by armies 

but by hateful words and actions that deepen and widen the divide. I feel it inside of me and it is here, 

inside, that I must fight the major battle. I must withdraw the caricatures I have pasted on those whose ideas 

I oppose. I may have opponents, but not enemies. They may be misguided but not stupid. They are fellow 

humans, not demons. Only when my participation in conflict arises from an undivided spirit will my 

actions bring healing.

—



Chapter 70

This path is easy to find and easy to follow,

yet our minds create illusions and follow deceptions.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 70

It really is easy, really.

I don’t know why I look

around for complications

and create problems

where none exist.

I was taught, as were we all,

that I am separate and alone,

and we all are looking for a way

that will lead us finally home.

And we think that way will be

a difficult and grueling path.

But the Tao is easy because

it is not a path to home,

it is home.

I have a friend who lives wherever in the world his spirit leads. His possessions fit in suitcases and home is 

always where he is. Life may present many difficulties but we never have to add the overarching difficulty 

of thinking that we are lost, alone, separate, and somehow far from home. This mistake causes us to create 

our myriad illusions and deceptions in an attempt to mitigate the lost and fearful feeling. When I know, 

deep within, that I belong to Life no matter what, the way becomes easy even when it’s hard.

—



What we call our separate life,

is simply an expression of the Tao.

When we understand this, 

our life becomes the Tao Itself.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 70

Wouldn’t it be grand

to let it all go?

To no longer hold in place,

with every single thought and action,

this illusion I call, “me?”

Oh, I’d still be here,

but it would no longer be

the anxious, guarded, frightened

complex of emotions

masquerading as a person.

It would be, I think,

a true human being -

being the Tao 

and seeing the Tao

everywhere he looked. 

Identity is a slippery thing. We don’t let go because the “we” who is being told (by some part of itself) to let 

go - can’t possibly let go. The true person, the authentic human being expressing a unique aspect of the 

Tao, doesn’t need to let go. The whole “letting go” conundrum eases when we realize that all that is 

necessary is to continue to notice our authentic nature as it waits in every moment. When we notice it, we 

become it, and the rest just slips away. (Of course we pick it up again, sometimes only seconds later. But a 

crack in the facade has occurred and another ray of light shines in. One crack at a time and the whole 

facade will crumble and, in the light, we will see things as they really are.)

—



Chapter 71

Pretending to know the mysteries of life,

but not recognizing our own foolishness,

is the greatest ignorance of all.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 71

I am, indeed a foolish man.

I hide my foolishness

behind a curtain of pretty words

and hope no one will know.

But then we’re all foolish,

aren’t we? 

Each in our own way.

So maybe you won’t see

behind the curtain after all.

Pay no attention to the man,

(should you catch a glimpse)

so busy behind the curtain,

manufacturing words so you might think

he really is the Great and Powerful Oz. 

It’s not that I think that what I write is foolish. I write some good and truthful, sometimes even beautiful, 

poetry and prose. It’s my craft. I’ve been doing it for decades and I’m good at it. But when I slip into the 

illusion that I am as wise as my words, I am in great big heaps of trouble. I know very little of the Mystery, 

and understand even less than what I know. Foolishness is not a terrible thing. It is the only appropriate way 

to feel as we stand before the Tao. Knowing we are foolish sets us free to find the wisdom we would never 

find in our hiding place behind the curtain of our ego. When I gaze at an image of the Andromeda Galaxy, 

our nearest galactic neighbor, one of billions of galaxies stretching into the infinity of the cosmos, I feel a 

great and wonderful fool and laugh a belly laugh of freedom.  

—



When we know the origins of suffering

found within the synapses of our mind,

then we truly know something

that will set us free.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 71

Despite the insistence of the conditioned mind,

it doesn’t start “out there.”

Nothing happens in the world

that doesn’t begin within the mind.

All fear begins there.

All confusion begins there.

All violence begins there.

All suffering begins there.

All courage begins there.

All creativity begins there.

All peace begins there.

All freedom begins there.

The professional propagandists of politics and business are some of the most sophisticated social 

psychologists in history. They are aware that the most vulnerable and accessible state of mind is that of fear. 

A fearful mind is ready to accept any piece of “information” that feeds the energy of that fear. Information 

that contradicts that fear is quickly dismissed as, “unrealistic wishful thinking.” In the conditioned mind, 

fear trumps all. What is “real?” Who says? My morning, my day, my life and indeed the life of the planet is 

determined by the focus of my attention and the environment of my mind - in this moment. Who and what 

is going to receive that attention? 

—



Chapter 72

If they have no awe of Mystery,

people will be controlled by fear.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 72

Religious leaders have replaced awe with doctrine;

trust with obedience; 

and freedom with fear.

The original intention of religion

as a way to bring people together

and help them find their home,

has been lost to the control

of the conditioned mind -

a mind that is always afraid

and knows no way to escape that fear

but to hide beneath layer upon layer

of beliefs and rules and rituals.

The spirit of religion has been lost

by the conquest of this mind.

But my spirit and the spirit of every human being

still remains, and will still reveal to us

the Tao, whenever we wish to see.

I am, due to my own personal history, no fan of institutional religion. Initially religious forms arose to help 

guide us as we learned to trust our spiritual instincts. Rituals were spontaneous and natural, changing as 

needs changed; helpful in connecting us to the deeper Realities of existence but not existing for their own 

sakes. Spiritual leadership was informal and flexible, based on gifts, situations, and community needs, not 

on the egotistic control needs of individuals. Institutional forms were transient and changed with each 

generation’s experience. Awe was cultivated, mystery was appreciated, and the whole world was included. 

Religion as it was meant to be was a garden in which a multitude of spirits grew and blossomed, not an 

institution in which life was frozen in doctrine and rule. If you sense a disenchanted tone in my words, it is 

a remnant of earlier days because I am optimistic that authentic spirituality is emerging all around the world 

and I’m excited by that reality and eager to see what its energy will bring.

—



When we forget our true nature,

we depend on the rules of others

and become their willing slaves.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 72

Leading and ruling are easy to confuse.

The leader who needs obedience

is a ruler, a monarch,

who imposes laws and regulations.

This regulation creates a sense of safety

in the minds of the ruled,

so they willingly abandon

their own wild and authentic nature.

A ruler’s motives might be good,

but the spirit of the ruled 

can’t help but be diminished.

A leader kindles the people’s spirits

and helps them express and fulfill

their own destiny.

Anarchy is a fearful thing. We have been taught for so many generations to be afraid of our true nature, that 

we can’t imagine ever trusting it. This fear of self is what makes us so vulnerable to the agendas of power-

seeking people. It is also what keeps us trapped in a paradigm of society that no longer works. Lao-Tzu was 

essentially a “cooperative anarchist” - one who believed that human beings were intrinsically capable of 

directing their own community life without the need for structured authority. It seems utopian and fanciful 

to us today, and it seemed so in Lao-Tzu’s day as well. Yet his words still resonate more than two millennia 

later. They vibrate a string deep within the human spirit that sings to us and tells us that we have lost our 

way; that we have surrendered something precious in the name of comfort and safety. Can we find it and 

reclaim it? I think we can, because our current paradigm is collapsing and our authentic nature is patiently 

waiting to assist us.

—



Let the rules you obey emerge

from your connection with all other beings.

This connection is the true source

of all virtue.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 72

Acts of virtue can perhaps be 

guided by a set of precepts,

but the source of Virtue itself

is our unity with all that is.

The “Golden Rule” is nothing more

than an expression of this unity -

so that virtue comes to be,

not some moral way of acting,

but the most natural way of living;

expressing the fundamental essence

of existing as a human

among all other beings. 

I walked along a forest trail yesterday, high upon the slopes of Mount Shasta, just below the timber line. I 

sensed the elemental root energy of that mountain underneath my feet as I walked. It felt as if I were a part 

of, an expression of, the mountain itself. I suppose that is a literal truth. The elements upon which I walked 

are the very elements that make up by body. As I write these words I still can feel that sense of being part of 

the Earth and it affects my interaction with the people and events around me. I listen and talk with care, not 

because I am especially good and  kind, but because I know that I am listening and talking to the Tao itself.

—



Chapter 73

We cannot predict the outcome of our actions.

We may do harm when we meant only good,

and good may emerge from the harm we do.

We can only do the best we know, 

and trust the Tao for all the rest.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 73

Most of the time I have no idea

what will come from what I do.

I don’t even know for sure my motives.

What I tell myself is kind and giving,

may come from hidden malice.

What I tell myself is narcissistic

may come from a place of compassion.

Everything is mixed up inside

and we have to trust the energy of Tao

to weave the glorious Cosmos 

from the variegated and homely 

threads we spin.

I can tie myself in knots to the point of immobilization if I over-scrutinize my actions. “I should do this,” I 

hear a voice assert, but immediately another voice chimes in with, “that’ll never work.” I try to attach 

cosmic meaning to every little action I might contemplate and I end up sitting in my chair, beating myself 

up for doing nothing. Sitting in my chair might sometimes be the best of all actions, but the beating up can 

be dispensed with. Sit, stand, walk … no one knows for sure which might be best. Each has possible benefit 

and harm, so I have to realize that I am not responsible for the Weaving Itself, only for the threads I offer 

up. Something else will determine their place in the fabric of the Tao.

—



Remaining still, we learn to respond

even before we are called.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 73

Our knee-jerk responses

to aggravation and provocation

arise from our crowded noisy minds.

It is the stillness from which

authentic response emerges.

What occurs for me 

is mostly reaction, not response.

My mind has a corral full of fears

that startle at every little noise

and my reaction is often

to kick out in whatever direction

the noise springs up.

When my mind sits quietly,

without the fearful crowd,

the silence gives birth

to a response, and my spirit is ready 

before my mind is startled.

So much of action in the world is actually reaction. Everyone is reacting to everyone else. It is difficult to 

determine what little tweet or twitter of sound sets off the chain reaction. The forest is full of squawking 

and chattering, little creatures scampering around in circles, scolding and admonishing each other. No one 

is quiet enough to actually discern just what response is needed. A truly gifted martial artist can move aside 

from a blow before the opponent even thinks of throwing it. We all have that gift, but it is difficult to 

cultivate. A quiet mind, reposing in stillness, is necessary for differentiating between reaction and response.

—



By patiently waiting

we accomplish everything.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 73

I don’t like it, I hate it in fact,

but waiting is usually the best of choices.

Impatience is my default setting,

established by fear and expressed in twitchy anxiety

any time I have to cool my jets.

Among the legion of whispering insinuating voices

stalking around inside my head 

is one that says, “to wait is weakness, 

action is the only strength.”

So I plunge ahead and stir the pot,

making a mess of things.

There are a billion billion things

I cannot change, and a handful

of things I can.

Waiting is the choice that lets me see,

and do, the handful.

I am repelled by the fact that Donald Trump is now the face of a culture I once, long ago, believed was 

mine. I loathe the idea that I have little personal choice but to wait. The festering infection of ignorance, 

fear, hubris, and greed will need, I fear, to burn itself out. I know of no quick fix or magic action that will 

rescue us. But as I sit and wait and twitch, I catch a glimpse of some simple, but not so easy, actions I can 

take. To combat an infection the body needs a strong immune system; one that comes from healthy food, 

exercise, and a balanced mind. If I am one cell within the cultural body, I'd better cultivate within myself 

that which I want the body to someday be. Perhaps that way I can be part of the healing. So while our 

culture shakes with a potentially fatal fever, waiting becomes an act of strength, not weakness; courage, not 

despair. When action arises it will be unstoppable and all will be well, and all will be well.

—



This path is dark and unknown, but on it

we will never lose our way.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 73

There’s no-where to stray

and no-thing to lose, I suppose.

I’ll just keep on walking

along not knowing where

I’m going.

It’s only my mind

that wants a path,

when no path is needed

because it’s All the path.

Lost is simply a feeling,

real enough as feelings go,

but not a fact.

So when the feeling comes,

I’ll look around and know

that here I am!

Some things can be lost, I suppose. Perspective and balance, to name two. They slip through the neural nets 

of my mind and fall into the crevasses where they remain in the dark while I lurch around tilting at 

windmills. But when I remember that, “I am here!” perspective and balance climb back into my awareness. 

I look around and see the things that are really real. I see, smell, hear, and taste the texture of life and 

realize that the one thing that can never be lost is me. I can’t avoid the lost and fearful feelings, but I can 

always remember that I’m here. From that perspective it becomes easier to know, in the moment, what to 

do.

—



Chapter 74

Killing others because we fear them

is like trying to use the master sculptor’s chisel.

We will surely cut ourselves.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 74

Fear fulfills itself.

It projects, imagines, and frets

until in the dark of its terrors

it sees no option,

so it lashes out and kills

in order to feel safe.

And the killing leads to killing

and on to more killing.

Would we feel safe at last,

if everyone but you and I were dead?

Or would I look at you,

and wonder…?

Fear cannot be conquered by violence. That is like fighting fire with gasoline. The more violence in my 

thoughts, the more encouragement fear enjoys. If the fear can turn the violent thoughts into violent actions, 

all the better. That spreads the fear until it produces a conflagration and fulfills its own projections. The fire 

analogy breaks down a bit - I find it almost impossible to quench fear. The only thing that works for me is 

to remember that the emotion I label, “fear,” is actually the movement of energy through my body. Rather 

that channel the energy into my head, where it fuels violent and harmful thinking, I use Qigong (“energy 

work”) to circle it through my heart and belly. These internal energy furnaces transmute the fear into 

creative and vitalizing energy which enlivens my body and my life. Fear is natural, but be mindful of it. 

Cycle it in transforming and helpful ways. Don’t let it linger in your mind.

—



Chapter 75

When a few gather and consume without limit,

many go homeless and hungry.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 75

There was a time when limits

were natural, benign, and beneficial,

bringing moderation and self-control

to the affairs of human beings.

But limits were cast aside

and insatiable desires set loose

upon the Mother planet

and upon the mass of people.

But limits remain,

no longer so benign,

and will bring perhaps an end

to the affairs of human beings. 

Our future depends, it seems, 

on living once again

a life of natural limitations.

There is a certain bravado in seeking a, “life without limits.” It may be helpful to disbelieve the spiritual 

and psychological limitations imposed by self-hating voices, telling us that we can’t possibly do this, or 

accomplish that. But actual limitations? These are the greatest friends we have. “We have the resources to 

do this, but not that.” Oh, how a child hates to hear those words. Yet unless the child understands this truth, 

that child will live a life of suffering and illusion. Limitations teach us patience, contentment, self-

discipline, and compassion. The illusion of, “no limits,” leads to a life of consumption that destroys fairness 

and freedom. In many ways we remain children, chafing at the limits being set by Mother Earth. “Surely,” 

we think, “we can find a way around these limits.” But the limits keep us safe, creative, and happy. Besides, 

we can’t fool this particular Mother.

—



When a few control society,

many become restless and rebellious.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 75

The restless rebellious streak,

so familiar to our experience,

serves us for good and evil.

It began when we began

to differentiate from parents;

to learn the message of our hearts 

as distinguished from the message

of those around us -

and ask the question,

“Who am I - really?”

Massive pressure is exerted

to control and restrain this process,

even to extinguish it.

Since safety comes from conformity,

we often choose to go along.

Something vital is lost.

The price paid is enormous.

All adolescents experience the “Rebel” stage of personal development. It is not a pretty sight. It brings 

great discomfort to the adolescent and to family, friends, schools, and society. Is it any wonder we have a 

restless society, full of angst and discontent? There is a great underground river of repressed resistance. 

We’re not even sure what we are resisting, but the feeling lingers that we have lost an essential part of 

ourselves. When this erupts to the surface it can cause great harm - or - it can wash away the things that 

have quashed our true human nature and bring renewal and liberty to the soul. The healthy personality 

revisits the “Rebel” stage later in life and once again faces the choice between heart and conditioned mind. 

This later stage is called the “Outlaw” stage and may be the most essential stage of all, as the question is 

asked again, “Who am I - really?” In the Outlaw’s answer may lie the key to the future of our race.

—



Contentment and satisfaction come from letting go,

never from grasping and amassing treasures.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 75

But if I could somehow amass some more,

not a lot more, mind you,

just a bit.

I know I’d be a tad bit more content,

not a lot more, mind you,

just a tad.

Surely I am among the few for whom

amassing wouldn’t lead to clinging.

I could handle more, I know I could.

Just a smidgen more, and my fearful voices

would quiet down, I know they would. 

They’d stop their chatter and let me be content.

with just a tad bit more.

I’ve been walking this path long enough to know horse manure when I hear it from myself. This sort of lie 

has been around for so many millennia that it feels like truth - the lie of, “just a little more.” There’s 

nothing wrong with receiving inflow from the Tao; energy received in exchange for energy given. That is 

natural and good. The lie arises when I believe that amassing and clinging will bring more happiness and 

satisfaction. It will, I admit, bring a fleeting sense of pleasure to the conditioned mind but that mind will 

soon need another “hit,” and on the suffering goes. Sometimes an overwhelming sadness visits me when I 

see how completely my culture has believed this lie; how meticulously it has built its most cherished 

institutions on this foundation. And even though I see its falsehood, something deep inside believes it still. 

Breaking free is hard to do.

—



Chapter 76

At birth, we are naturally tender and gentle.

As we age, we become self-protective and afraid.

Stiffness and brittleness become signs of death.

Flexibility and softness are signs of life.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 76

I see in aging people

(I’m one myself, you know)

different ways of growing old:

softening or hardening.

It’s not so much in body

that I notice the process,

but in spirit and soul.

There is either a growing bitterness,

a deep suspicion and distrust.

Or there is the return of child-like wonder;

an innocence and tenderness;

something gentle and wise 

looks out from eyes

and smiles.

How fascinating that this verse appears on my birthday, August 15. I didn’t plan it this way and I am a bit 

disconcerted as I stand outside myself and wonder, what might people see in me? Does this person they 

observe speak to them of increasing wonder and acceptance, or of growing discouragement and 

despondency? Of course we all have our moods and can’t make judgments on snapshots in time. But we 

can be mindful of the direction we are going. We can’t choose the times in which we live nor the events 

which occur around us. We can however choose whether these produce in us the qualities of death, or of 

life - brittle bitterness or soft tenderness. My birthday may be a good day to look honestly at my own 

choices.

—



The army that can change its plans will avoid defeat.

The tree that bends in the wind will avoid destruction.

Flexibility will bring life, rigidity will bring death.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 76

Changing directions is a difficult thing to do.

If I don’t do it perfectly, I will get in trouble,

so I pretend that all is well

and plunge ahead.

If I’m not strong I will be ruined,

so I stick out my chin

and dare the blow.

How much more joy I find

in admitting my mistakes.

How wonderful it is 

to let go of perfection.

How energized I feel

when I change my mind

and take a better course.

I have lots of practice in changing my mind, altering my course, and flowing with the changes in the river. 

My life has been a series of changes that have sometimes left friends and family wondering if I would ever, 

“grow up and settle down.” Early on in life I tried to do just that and found it an illusion. Now I am rooted 

to the Tao and nourished by the Cosmos, but go wherever the wind takes me. I wouldn’t have it any other 

way. What is life but an ever-flowing river of experience? Why would a person want to plant their feet and 

never change? What blessings are missed in that approach? What surprises are never known? What 

adventures are never undertaken? Let go and enjoy the ride!

—



Chapter 77

The Tao works in dynamic balance:

adding where there is lack,

and reducing where there is excess.

Culture works the opposite way:

taking where there is lack,

and adding to what is excess.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 77

Both excess and lack are dangerous things.

Neither last long in nature.

A small herd in fertile land

thrives and grows.

A herd that grows too large,

overgrazes the territory and dies.

The ideal state of “just enough”

is the Tao’s dynamic balancing act.

That balance cannot be upset for long

before the Tao takes action.

If a society would survive and thrive,

It must seek balance instead of excess.

If it does not, balance will be restored

by the movement of the Tao.

It may not be a pleasant time.

This chapter echoes the communist ideal of, “from each according to his ability; to each according to his 

need.” The key difference being that Lao-Tzu saw this dynamic balance as a natural and inherent quality of 

life rather than as a system imposed and regulated by a central power. He would never trust a central power 

to do the balancing. The fate of my own society depends, I think, not on an imposed redistribution but on 

individual willingness to live with simplicity and sharing. This will naturally bring about the needed 

balance. It will be difficult. Excess always screams for more, and the quiet voice of “just enough” is hard to 

notice. It is, however, the natural way of our heart and will always be speaking to us.

—



One who lives the Tao

gives without effort,

and receives without earning.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 77

Everything I have received in life

has been a gift unearned.

Oh, I’ve had salaries and paychecks

but that’s the stuff of fantasy and suffering.

The true gifts have been of air and water

passing through my body and

going on their way.

Love that came without my seeking

and dances still around my heart.

Galaxies and chipmunks,

novas and tadpoles

and a billion other gifts

have passed unasked for into my life

and I pass them on to you

that you might pass them on

to others 

effortlessly.

The whole flow of life is designed to be “wu-wei” - the Chinese idea of effortless action. Our daily work 

for food and shelter was meant to be contained within this effortless flow. The very energy we expend each 

moment is itself flowing into and out of us without strain and without conscious pushing. It is only the 

mind that finds effort in giving and receiving. It is only the mind that constricts the stream that cascades 

extravagantly through the Cosmos. If the mind could open up its flood-gates the nourishment we would 

receive and give would stagger the imagination. The misery of the world exists only because the billions of 

minds are blind and deluded, convinced that they are separate, limited, and at risk. Open up the mind and 

life truly does flow. I suppose your own mind is the only one you can really open. So … what are you 

waiting for?

—



Chapter 78

Water is soft and yielding, yet nothing can prevent it 

from reaching its ocean home.

We know that softness and flexibility are more powerful

than hardness and stiffness, 

but we do not practice this knowledge.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 78

Let the thoughts of rigid righteousness

soften and flow down river.

Let the mind bend and sway in supple readiness

allowing creative thoughts to weave

a magic web around whatever obstacle

might appear - an obstacle made

of calcified lumps of thought,

caught in a rigid framework we mistook for strength.

The mind must be like water

and flow around and through,

dissolving the obstacles,

washing away the debris that thinking creates.

When the mind is clear like a mountain stream,

nothing can prevent its journey home.

Water is the classic Taoist symbol for the power of Life. It is a metaphor for the kind of adaptability that 

flows past what seem to be obstructions with a flexible unstoppable power. Water’s ability to adapt its form 

without losing its essence or abandoning its goal, is its “super power” - an inherent quality that makes it the 

most indomitable of all elements. Yet our conditioned mind still believes that rigidity is strength and this 

belief is our greatest weakness. Martial arts such as Aikido are superb illustrations of the effectiveness that 

comes from uniting a flexible mind with a body that can instantly adapt to an opponent’s moves. Whether 

in martial arts or in other arenas of life, the essence of strength begins in the flexibility of the mind. Let 

your mind soften. Let the thoughts flow through like a clear stream, leaving behind only nurturing 

moisture.

—



This is a paradox of the Tao:

by remaining humble and ordinary

we master every difficulty.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 78

Humus from the soil,

emerging from,

returning to,

and forever a part of

the Earth.

A tree cannot outgrow its roots,

nor can it separate itself

from the Earth in which

it connects with every other living thing.

Misery begins

when humility ends

and the extraordinary

becomes the desire.

What is the twist within my brain that makes “ordinary” seem so insipid? Where does the urge to separate 

myself from the normal routine of life arise? I would suspect it originates, as do most mental aberrations, in 

the primal fears of being alone and vulnerable. If I can be somehow, “extraordinary,” I can protect myself 

from these fears. I may be alone, but if I can don a cloak of superiority over the common and ordinary, I 

may be less vulnerable. How tragic that this mental twist, adopted to protect me, makes life so miserable. 

The security that comes from being part of the community of the Earth is tossed aside in a futile search for 

something better. Though the airwaves are filled with messages to the contrary, there is nothing better or 

more satisfying than a humble ordinary life.

—



This is a paradox of the Tao:

by fully feeling pain and sorrow

we help to end our suffering.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 78

Suffering hides beneath drugs that numb 

and behind games that distract

so we think we’re feeling better

when in fact we’re simply

feeling less of anything.

Anesthetized to life,

we don’t notice how

the suffering gnaws at us

and eats away all joy.

Let the pain emerge!

Feel the loss and sorrow,

cry the healing tears,

touch the joy,  

and become a part of all this glorious,

awful, terrible, wonderful

mess.

The transience of life confounds my ego nature. This conditioned ego nature was constructed within my 

brain in order to process experience and gain some sense of identity and safety. But the house of ego has 

usurped the builder and become a prison. “You are safe in here,” it says, “but don’t go outside. Pain and 

loss await you there. Stay here.” So we reinforce the walls and bar the windows. We turn on our screens 

and ingest our narcotics. It doesn’t work. Life flows in and out regardless, bringing its mysterious mixture 

of pain and joy. The only real question is: Shall we go outside the ego’s illusory walls and let it wash over 

and through us? It’s frightening but it remains the only way to end the ego’s suffering.

—



Chapter 79

Resentment always leads to more resentment.

Only contentment leads to contentment.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 79

Why, I wonder, does my mind believe

that the opposite of a thing

can be the way to find that thing?

Processes are self-contained

and feed upon themselves.

Thus resentment can only produce more resentment;

anxiety can only produce more anxiety;

and fear can only produce more fear.

Only the seeds of something else,

a different process altogether,

can produce that which we seek.

A small seed of acceptance

must grow to replace resentment;

a small seed of contentment

must grow to replace anxiety;

and a small seed of compassion

must grow to replace fear.

Much of the searching in my life has been misguided. Desire has never led to fulfillment, only to more 

desire - because desire is a stand-alone process. It is the same for all the other processes that I have been 

conditioned to believe actually lead somewhere. They never do. They are circular, tail-swallowing, cycles 

of suffering. Only when I’ve had the willingness to step out of these cycles and into the very process I’ve 

been wanting, do I end my searching. For instance: to find contentment I might begin with the tiniest little 

feeling of contentment - perhaps some distant memory or fleeting experience. I hang on to that and nurture 

it within my mind. I patiently return to it and gradually it begins to feed upon itself and becomes a self-

sustaining process, replacing the dead-end process my conditioned mind has learned. As a Zen teacher once 

told me, “Bill, the quality of our experience is entirely dependent upon the focus of our attention.”

—



The Tao has no favorites,

but happiness comes to the one

who travels along its path.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 79

It is a relief not to have to please,

or worry about displeasing, the Tao.

Neither punishment nor reward

contaminates my walk along its Way.

Why, then, do I seek to know the Tao?

Why pay attention, trying to discern its flow?

Because I’m tired of the struggle;

fatigued by the futile effort 

to control the River of Life.

The secret of happiness 

is no secret after all.

My heart longs to follow

the water as it flows;

it knows where it is going

and I want to go along.

My mind is very skilled at stringing words and concepts into some semblance of order. It is not so skilled, 

however, at letting the essence of these things be the guiding forces of my life. That is a task only my heart 

can do. The topsy-turvy life I’ve learned to live has got it backwards. I try to give directions from my mind 

that tell my heart the path to follow. No wonder I am a wounded part of a tormented culture. To turn things 

right again I need to tell my mind to follow the directions of my heart. That, in fact, is the proper function 

of the mind. The clues that tell me which is which are difficult to spot, but usually the dreams of my mind 

are characterized by achievement, security, wealth, fame, and reward. The dreams of my heart are 

distinguished by a feeling of service, integrity, gratitude, generosity, and anonymity. It is these latter dreams 

whose nurture will bring me happiness.

—



Chapter 80

Be content with the present moment

and do not seek a faster way to do things

or a better place to be.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 80

Where would we be

if we hadn’t strived for faster

and better in our lives?

No one wants to live in caves

or choose flint chips over knives.

But we didn’t notice the tipping point

where faster and better turned against us.

We were mesmerized by promises and schemes

and failed to protest as our tools became our masters.

Now we don’t know how to slow down,

even if we wanted to. 

We’re habituated to speed,

and must be forever going faster

on our way to somewhere else.

Once again I note that Lao-Tzu was a rural idealist. He watched as the natural village life that had lived in 

balance with nature for centuries became the servant of a rapidly growing urban culture. This servitude 

forced the villages to produce and export goods at an unsustainable pace, upending the balance and creating 

widespread poverty.  The villages also had to serve the needs of a growing nationalistic fervor that kept 

several Chinese regions in a constant state of warfare as each attempted to form a new dynasty. In the two 

millennia since Lao-Tzu’s time, the train of culture has gained speed in an exponential fashion. The 

conventional wisdom states that I am doomed to ride this speeding train as it hurtles toward oblivion. The 

truth, however, is that I can make a dozen choices each and every day that return me to the present moment 

and reduce my speed to a human pace. Regardless of the pressures, I’m really the one in charge of the 

speed and focus of my life. As Simon and Garfunkel say, “Slow down, you’re going too fast. Got to make 

the moment last…”

—



A nation should be governed like a small village,

where a simple life keeps vehicles idle

except where truly needed;

and weapons locked away.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 80

Impractical, idealistic, and utopian nonsense!

Still, I’ve always been utopian at heart.

Why not carry, deep inside,

an abiding longing for a truly human life?

Why not hold it in my heart

regardless of the outside pressures?

It is from that inner treasure

that the outer forms emerge.

If we cease to carry utopia within,

we will doom the human race

to be forever struggling,

never actually being,

who we truly are.

Utopian ventures do not have a good track record. Communes, cults, and other experiments have 

blossomed for a time but withered in the arid soil of civilization. Their failure, I believe, stems from their 

effort to take form under the imposition of the conditioned mind rather than emerging slowly and naturally 

from the human heart. Only the heart, that hidden and ignored realm of the human spirit, can bring form to 

these our deepest dreams. I’m going to continue to keep Utopia alive inside of me. I’m going to keep on 

imagining what that dream might look like. It can never be imposed from the outside, but if enough of us 

keep it alive within us, it may yet someday take form - in ways we haven’t yet imagined. 

—



No need to travel far and wide.

No need to seek exotic adventures.

A satisfying life comes from simple things

found close to home.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 80

There are certain pleasures that,

if taken with full attention,

give life a satisfaction that even

loss and death cannot diminish.

We will not find them in our travels,

no matter how fast or far,

unless we take them with us.

These are the tastes and sights 

and sounds and textures

inherent in the ordinary,

day-to-day experience.

If these things are savored, 

life is full and good.

When death comes we know,

no matter what we did or didn’t do,

we missed nothing.

Something about, “bucket lists,” disturbs me. There is nothing wrong with deciding to do something or go 

somewhere that seems to beckon. But the only things that actually have to be done before I die are such as 

these: seeing and savoring the morning light filtering through my blinds; hearing the cat yowl a greeting as 

I pad my bare feet down the hall; feeling those same bare feet stroke against the same cat’s purring back; 

smelling the coffee brewing, then tasting its hot, somewhat bitter, tang against my tongue … on and on 

throughout the day the essentials of my life are experienced. My mind will natter on, attempting to impose 

its way upon my day, but I’m learning to ignore its voice: to transmute its culturally conditioned 

dissatisfaction, desire, and suffering into an ordinary life of uncomplicated joy.

—



Chapter 81

Eloquent words cannot describe this path.

Sophisticated arguments will not prove its truth.

Endless books cannot contain its wisdom.

Only by simplicity and generosity

can it be known.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 81

Once again my words fall short

and I begin to wonder why

I even try to use them.

Or perhaps they are using me.

Maybe I don’t have to push

a river of words along 

some channel of my choosing.

Maybe I am drifting with the river

and simply forming words

that flow and morph and change

as they go along their way.

Maybe I am wafting in the wind

and letting parts of me blow away

and settle who knows where.

—

I have come to Chapter 81, the last chapter in the traditional form of the Tao Te Ching. I began this daily 

journal about eight months ago, on December 21st, 2016. It has been a wonderful journey and I have been 

delighted to share it with those of you who read these words. There are only a few basic themes in the Tao 

Te Ching - simplicity, flow, softness, effortless action, connection with the Web of Life, acceptance, 

contentment, flexibility - so repetition is essential. Perhaps it is more like a spiral of study rather than a 

circle. Each time I circle around I encounter things at a different level, a different perspective. I hope this 

particular time around has been helpful to you. Keep on going. Keep on flowing. Keep on blowing in the 

wind of Tao.
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